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Not the cry, but the flight of the wild duck, leads the flock to fly and follow. 

Chinese Proverb 
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Acting Simply 
 

True leaders 
are hardly known to their followers. 

Next after them are the leaders 
the people know and admire; 
after them, those they fear; 

after them, those they despise. 
 

To give no trust 
is to get no trust. 

 
When the work’s done right, 

with no fuss or boasting, 
ordinary people say, 

“Oh, we did it!” 
Lao-tzu 

(Sixth Century B.C.) 
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Inusirniq 

 

Inusirniq is a process of becoming. We can 
think of it like a journey that we’re on 
throughout life. Our aim is not only to 
enjoy the journey, but to leave every place 
we pass through a better place because we 
were there. We also want to leave every 
person we encounter feeling good about 
that experience. These ideas are key to 
what Inuit describe as living a good life. 
 

Sometimes in the journey, we are carried 
along as passengers. Sometimes we walk, 
sometimes we run beside the sled, 
sometimes we direct our own qajaq. In 
every instance we can show leadership. 
Good leadership is also good ‘follower-ship’ 
and good partnership. 
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AULAJAAQTUT 11, Module 4: Inursirniq – Leadership 
     
Introduction  
 

Aulajaaqtut 11 consists of five modules: 
Taking Ownership 
Healthy Relationships 
Reaching Your Goals 
Inusirniq - Leadership 
Community Practicum Project 

 

Inusirniq - Leadership is a module consisting of 10 units. It follows the 
Curriculum and School Services (C&SS) module template. You are required to 
develop your own lesson plans from the units in order to meet the specific 
needs of your students. Please adapt the materials for your students, but 
ensure that they are able to demonstrate the learning competencies for the 
module. The module requires a minimum of 25 hours of instruction. 
 

In addition to this Teacher’s Manual, there is a Student Journal that 
accompanies the module. It contains many of the materials students will need 
to carry out the activities. As well, there are journal entry reflection sections, 
and a self-assessment section for their input. Many of the materials found in 
the journals are included in the Teacher’s Manual in 10-point text. 
 

From time to time throughout the module, students are asked to store a 
significant piece of work in their Aulajaaqtut personal portfolio. Please make 
sure that your students are each developing this portfolio. C&SS is currently 
in discussions with Nunavut Arctic College to have our students receive 
advanced credit for this personal portfolio if they register in NAC courses 
that have a requirement for producing one. We are in the process of 
developing guidelines for the Aulajaaqtut personal portfolio based on the one 
developed for Nunavut by NAC. The portfolio is not a storage place, but a 
record of achievement, growth and development. At the end of each module, 
students are asked to select three significant pieces of work to include in 
their personal portfolio. At the end of Aulajaaqtut 11, students should review 
these pieces and determine which ones best represent their achievement, 
growth and development; these will remain in their portfolio.  
 

As this is the last classroom module of Aulajaaqtut 11, please have your 
students complete the Aulajaaqtut Post-Course Assessment questionnaire. 
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Have them compare their responses to the Pre-Course Assessment they 
completed before beginning the first module. 
 

Assessment will be formative throughout the module. Whenever students are 
required to re-visit their Sivuniksaliurniq pathway, this is an opportunity to 
ensure students have an appropriate up-to-date resume (including their 
beneficiary number) and cover letter in their Aulajaaqtut personal portfolio. 
Conferences should occur as often as possible. Both self- and peer assessment 
should occur frequently. 
 

Throughout the module, students frequently work in small groups, triads, and 
partnerships. This promotes the use of language and dialogue, shared 
leadership in the classroom, and the development of collaborative working 
skills. These strategies also support the outcomes of Inuuqatigiit and the 
principles of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit, the foundation of Nunavut curriculum. 
There are many ways to do groupwork in classrooms. Some suggestions are 
found in the Aulajaaqtut Teachers’ Handbook. 
 
 
Rationale 
 

This module deals with leadership from both an Inuit perspective and from 
other global perspectives. Grounding the module in Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit is 
important as Inuit style of leadership is unique. Many of our students may be 
confused about what leadership looks like in their lives. Control and power 
have played a negative role in Northern lives. Before you start this Module, 
refer to the section of the Teacher’s Handbook “Managing Sensitive Issues”. 
 

In this post-colonial world, how Inuit choose to display their leadership may be 
very influenced from outside forces. Having Elders in to discuss leadership 
from the community perspective and from days in the camps, would help 
students in each community come to better understand this aspect of their 
past. Readings and visuals from Elders’ Meetings have been provided to both 
help the Elders in other communities see where the author of this module has 
come from in developing this material. Therefore some materials will be 
provided in both English and Inuktitut. These are working notes in some cases 
and not edited from the transcription of their discussions. If you bring Elders 
in to discuss this issue and they are willing to be tape-recorded, C&SS would 
very much like to receive copies. Release forms are available for the 
participants to sign to release the information for educational use.  
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Aulajaaqtut 11, Module 4: Inusirniq - Leadership 
 

 Learning Competencies Strategies 

 
Students will develop an understanding of and will 
apply the concept of leadership within 
themselves, Inuit society and the global world. 

1 Students will explore leadership to develop a set 
of criteria to describe and evaluate it. 

2 

Students will articulate lessons learned from 
earlier generations related to the values of the 
community. Students will explore global views of 
leadership and how Inuit worldview can add to 
this knowledge. 

3 

Students will learn what it means to ‘tell one’s 
own story’ and take the lead in doing so. Students 
will increase their understanding of the concept 
of skills and knowledge acquisition. 

4 

Students will increase understanding of the 
concept of skills and knowledge acquisition. 
Students will be able to articulate lessons 
learned from earlier generations related to the 
values of the community. 

5 

Students will increase understanding of the 
concept of being resourceful to solve problems. 
Students will demonstrate innovative thinking to 
solve a problem. 

6 

Students will increase understanding of the 
concept of piliriqatigiingniq/collaborative 
relationships or working together for a common 
purpose. 

7 

Students will explore leadership to develop a set 
of criteria to describe and evaluate it. Students 
will demonstrate an understanding of the concept 
of environmental stewardship as it was thought 
of in the past and how it is understood today. 

 
community circles  
brainstorming 
categorization 
active learning 
decision making 
mind mapping 
Inuit Games 
problem solving 
Science Olympics 
energizers 
jigsaw 
team-game-

tournament 
community mapping 
synthesizing 

activities 
team building 
cooperative learning 
writing activities 
presentation 

activities 
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8 

Students will increase their understanding of the 
concept of consensus decision making. Students 
will work with others to demonstrate consensus 
decision making. 

9 
Students will understand and value the concept 
of pijitsirniq/serving and demonstrate this 
through serving others. 

10 
Students will discuss the eight guiding principles 
of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit and how these relate 
to leadership in Inuit society. 
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Aulajaaqtut Post-Course Self-Assessment 
 
Complete the following questionnaire. Refer to your responses in the sealed 
envelope and indicate any changes that have taken place. 
 

1. Was this course what you thought it would be about? 
 
 
2. What did you hope to learn? What did you learn? 
 
 
3. Did the course help you to deal with problems? Circle as many as apply. 

a. relationships   b. stress/peer pressure 
c. abuse    d. school pressures/homework 
e. boredom/nothing to do   f. not having enough money 
g. violence    h. other (specify) ________________ 
What about your goal to work on one of these areas? Do you think you 
are doing better in this area now?____________________________ 
_____________________________________________________ 

 

4. What do you see as your strengths now? Circle as many as apply. 
a. get along well with others 
b. good at organizing events/activities 
c. enjoy speaking/listening to others 
d. enjoy making things 
e. am a helper 
f. understand new things 
g. take responsibility 
h. make good decisions 
i. handle pressure well 
j. enjoy using free time creatively 
k. deal with personal problems 
l. set goals 
m. other (specify) _____________________ 

 

5. Which areas are you still weak in? Circle as many as apply. 
a. get along well with others 
b. good at organizing events/activities 
c. enjoy speaking/listening to others 
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d. enjoy making things 
e. am a helper 
f. understand new things 
g. take responsibility 
h. make good decisions 
i. handle pressure well 
j. enjoy using free time creatively 
k. deal with personal problems 
l. set goals 
m. other (specify) __________________________ 
What about the area you chose to work on? Do you think you are doing 
better in this area now?____________________________ 
_____________________________________________________ 

 

6. List any five things that you most want for your community. How are these 
different from your pre-course answer? 

 
 
7. List the five things that are most important in your life today. How are 

these different from your pre-course answer? 
 
 
8. What five things do you like best about yourself? How are these different 

from your pre-course answer? 
 
 
9. What five things would you change about yourself? How are these 

different from your pre-course answer? 
 
 
10. Are you usually happy with your life? Why or why not? How are these 

different from your pre-course answer? 
 
 
 
11. Would you recommend this course to a friend? Why or why not? 
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Leadership1 
 
The poem, Acting Simply, was written by Lao-tzu, a sixth century B.C. Chinese 
philosopher. Lao-tzu wrote the Tao Te Ching, which means The Way which is 
the basis for the religious practice of Taoism. 
Wayne Dyer read this poem and commented on it. The following is his analysis 
of the poem.  
 

Acting Simply 
 
True leaders 
are hardly known to their followers. 
Next after them are the leaders  
the people know and admire; 
after them, those they fear; 
after them, those they despise. 
 
To give no trust  
is to get no trust. 
 
When the work’s done right, 
with no fuss or boasting, 
ordinary people say, 
“Oh, we did it.” 

Lao-tzu 
(Sixth Century B.C.) 

Chinese philosopher Lao-tzu wrote the Tao Te Ching, which means The Way. It 
is the basis for the religious practice of Taoism. 
 

I [Dr. Wayne Dyer] am frequently amazed at how many contemporary 
politicians refer to themselves as “leaders” by virtue of the fact that they 
hold public office. Historically, it is clear that public office holders are seldom 
the true leaders causing change. For instance, who were the leaders of the 
Renaissance? Were they the public office holders? Were the leaders the 
mayors, governors, and presidents of the European capitals? No indeed. 
 

The leaders were the artists, writers, and musicians who listened to their 
hearts and souls and expressed what they heard, leading others to discover a 
resonating voice within themselves. Ultimately the entire world listened with a 
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new awareness that was responsible for the triumph of human dignity over 
tyranny. True leaders are rarely the officials who are addressed by a title. 
 

Consider what titles you are known by and how you attempt to live up to them. 
You may carry the title of mother or father which is an awesome 
responsibility. When your advice is sought because the kids see you as a leader 
in the family, keep in mind that what you truly want them to be able to say is, 
I did it myself, rather than give you credit. Seek to enhance your leadership 
qualities by being constantly alert to the mistake of thinking that your title 
makes you a leader. True leaders are not known by titles. It is ego that loves 
titles! 
 

Helping others to become leaders while exercising your own true leadership 
qualities means having to work hard at suspending ego’s influence. True leaders 
enjoy the trust of others, which is very different from enjoying the perks and 
flattery and power that ego insists are the signs of being a leader. You need 
to give trust to others in order to receive that trust. 
 

Notice the times that you are inclined to insist that others do it your way or 
take the highway. Lao-tzu tells us that the leader with this attitude is the 
least effective and most despised. Your leadership style may tend to create 
fear with statements like, I’ll punish you if you don’t do it my way. Lao-tzu 
tells us that fear-based leaders are poorly qualified to genuinely lead. The 
leader whose motivation is to bask in admiration, according to Lao-tzu, is still 
not a master at leading. This style might say, I’ll give you a reward if you do it 
the way I want you to. The true leader acts in such a way as to be hardly 
known in the entire process. This leader offers trust, encouragement, and 
congratulations as others find their own way. 
 

When our leaders tell us what we need, or use scare tactics to predict dire 
consequences, or attempt to get us to act out of admiration for their 
leadership, they are not true leaders. To qualify as true leaders they must 
silence themselves and hear the populace express, Yes, we created this great 
economy ourselves. 
 

And so it is with you also. To be a true leader in your own life, and in the lives 
of others, practice resisting the need to be recognized. Lead unobtrusively, 
offering trust whenever possible. Gently smile at your ego’s desire to take 
credit and silently acknowledge your true leadership when you hear others say, 
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Oh, yes, we did that ourselves. Here are some suggestions for applying the 
wisdom of Lao-tzu: 
 

 Before acting, stop and ask yourself if what you are about to say is 
going to create hate, fear, admiration, or self-awareness. Choose to 
nurture self-awareness. 
 

 Act on your desire to be a true leader by being as quietly effective as 
possible. Catch someone doing something right! 
 

 Become aware that it is the ego part of you that is suggesting you are a 
failure. Rather than seeing yourself as a failure when no credit comes 
your way, remind yourself that you have succeeded as a leader, and 
good-naturedly let your ego know that this is the way to successful 
leadership. 
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Inusirniq Background  
It would be impossible to explain fully the idea of Inuit 
leadership from an Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ) 
perspective. The concepts in this module have come 
about from work with the Elders’ Advisory committee 
that meets twice yearly; with papers and documents 
reporting meetings held by Sustainable Development 
and the IQ Task Force. Inusirniq is an Inuktitut term 
for becoming all you can be and implies a person who has 
respect for the beliefs and values of the people; a 
person who was well raised; and a person who was 
mentored and developed as a good person. Leaders were 
known as people who wanted to help and improve the 
situation. They had a strong sense of responsibility 
toward others, though were not afraid to confront 
others when it was required. Leadership was built on a 
person knowing others well and having strong skills to 
perceive behaviours of others and intervene in positive, 
healing ways. It is believed that good leaders are easy 
to follow and bring out the good of those who follow 
them. They were also expected to mentor the younger 
generation. This is inherently linked to life-long 
learning; all life experiences contribute to wisdom 
building. 
 

Within this module, we are using the eight guiding Inuit 
Qaujimajatuqangit principles2 as the basic framework 
for developing the concept of Inuit leadership. As more 
curriculum is written, teachers and students will 
become much more familiar with the principles. This 
unit is not meant to be all- encompassing of these 
concepts. For now, they may be an introduction. As 
students are presented with information about them 
and come to understand what is meant by them within 
their everyday lives, then this module can be a review. 
The Elders are working to develop material to share 
with families and schools. 

One of the 
foundations of Inuit 
life is found in the 
strength of a family 
and in the respect 
and esteem for the 
older members of 
both the family and 
the community as a 
whole.  Inuit have 
traditionally looked 
to the elders for 
guidance and wisdom; 
for the sense of 
direction as well as a 
sense of the past. 

Ajurnanngimmat, 
1981 

. . . I feel that if we 
learn again to live in 
unity as our 
ancestors did, we 
will be able to live 
and work together 
as a strong people 
and let the rest of 
the world know we 
exist and that we 
are proud to be 
what we are. 

John Pudnak,  
Baker Lake  

Ajurnarmat, 
 1977 edition 
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 Unit 1: What Makes a Leader? 
  
Learning Competency: Students will explore leadership to develop a set of 
criteria to describe and evaluate it. 
 

Opener: Who do we think are leaders?  
Have everyone sit in a community circle. Give the students a few minutes to 
think about the idea of leadership. Tell them that they are beginning a module 
on leadership and that during the next set of units they will explore the 
concept of leadership from a northern and a global perspective. Remind the 
students of the expectations when sharing in this manner – that they are to 
respect each other’s ideas, that they are to listen to one another, that they 
have the right to pass and the responsibility to participate, so that if they do 
pass, they will be asked again once the comments have gone around the circle 
if they have an idea. They also are not to put anyone down for the ideas 
shared.  
 

Using some form of talking stick, go around the circle asking each person to 
name someone whom they would consider a leader. They can use a local leader, 
someone within their classroom, school, community, territory or beyond in 
Canada, and the world. These people could be alive or dead. Record these 
answers on chart paper so that they can be referred to in future activities. 
This list may be added to over time. 
 

Connector: Am I Paul Okalik?  
Give each student an index card, a piece of scotch tape/masking tape and a 
pencil. Ask each student to print on the card in large block letters the name of 
a person they consider a leader (either from the chart developed above or 
from their heads). Ask each student to tape his or her leader card onto the 
back of another student, without letting that student know the name on the 
card.  
 

Tell the students to find out who they are (on the leader card) by milling 
around and asking other students questions that can be answered by yes or no. 
Students may only ask one question each time they talk to another student. 
Continue the process until everyone has identified his or her leader’s name. 
Simple hints from other students or the teacher may be given to help those 
having a difficult time.  
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Activity: What is leadership?  
The students can sit in a community circle or at their desks. Ask them to think 
about the concept of leadership. Tell them that they can use the popcorn style 
of answering for the following questions: 

Are leaders born, or are they made?  
What makes a leader a leader?  
What are leaders good at? 

 By thinking about these questions, they will be starting to decide on a theory 
of leadership. Throughout this module, we will be examining some of these 
theories as well as learning about traditional Inuit leadership and how learning 
this can help them see their own leadership potential. 
 

Have the students find a partner. On strips of paper, have the students 
brainstorm as many characteristics as they can that describe what they think 
a leader is. Each strip should only have one characteristic. They can repeat 
some of the ideas shared in the community circle. If it is hard for them to 
name a characteristic, they may want to give an example. Give each pair at 
least 10 strips. Ask them to write large enough on the strips so that students 
can see their answers from a distance. (You may want to use strips of chart 
paper). Give the students 10 minutes to complete this task, going from group 
to group to encourage and give descriptive feedback and to motivate any 
groups that seem to be having difficulty with the task. Check if they need 
more or less time. 
 

The next task is to organize the information into a set of criteria that is 
representative of what all the class sees as leadership criteria. Make a large 
number of masking tape circles so that you can tape up their answers in 
common categorical groupings. Start by asking a pair to give you one strip that 
they think is a really important leadership skill or characteristic. Put that up 
on the board. Make sure you have space to put up at least eight different 
categories. The number of categories may be reduced later or even enlarged, 
but start off thinking in terms of at least eight.  Ask the next group if they 
have a trait that is similar to this one. If they do, put it up right underneath. 
If not, go to the next group and so on. Once all the groups have been asked 
about that first category, ask a new group to come up with another 
characteristic that they think is a really important for a leader to have. Put it 
up in another circle. Go around the groups asking if anyone has strips that are 
similar to this one and put these up underneath.  
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Continue to do this until all the strips are up on the wall. If there are strips 
that are all alone, ask the groups to think of other ideas that would fit with 
them and put these together. If they can’t think of any, ask if they all think 
this is a leadership quality. If they do not, then take it away. 
 

The next part of the activity is to give each pair a set of strips from a circle 
and to ask them to come up with a word or phrase that best summarizes what 
all these strips are about. Give them another colour of paper to put their 
summary or title on. Once they have done this, they are to put the coloured 
strip above the set of strips they worked on. 
 

Finally, have all the students move from one set to the next and read the 
strips and then the summary and make comments on post-it notes that they 
can stick next to the set. The activity is brought to a close by the teacher 
reading out the post-it notes and the class deciding how the issue or concern 
raised can be dealt with by fixing the summary statement.  
 
Reflection  
Content: Who were some of the leaders people identified? What do you know 
about the person whose name was pinned onto your back? 
Collaborative: How did you help each other successfully identify the leaders 
on the cards pinned on to your back? 
Personal: Do you identify with the leaders in any way? What kind of questions 
will you ask the next time you do an activity like this? 
 

Classroom Reinforcement:  
The information collected in the activity above can be made into a chart that 
can be displayed in the classroom. This set of criteria for leadership can be 
added to throughout the module. Set up the chart with two columns, one 
column with the heading, Summary, and the other, Details. The column of 
details would contain what is written on each of the strips from the activity 
above listed in bullet form. Students can copy the information into the section 
of their journal for this. 
 

Accommodating Diversity: 
It may be helpful to use a set of pictures of people who are leaders and put 
these up on a bulletin board display. This will give some students ideas that 
they can use in sharing sessions. The teacher may put the cards on the backs 
of some students who are known to need more help – making sure they get 
people with whom they are familiar. 
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For those students who require more challenge, the teacher may suggest to 
them that they take the topic of leadership with other descriptors that they 
want to use and enter these on the computer. They could see what they find – 
making a mind map that shows the information they found on the computer 
related to their descriptors.  
 

Follow-Up: Build the Highest Tower 
This exercise is aimed at providing the students with an opportunity to 
observe leadership behaviour in a situation of inter-group competition in which 
verbal communication is not allowed. Several groups are needed for this 
exercise, all of which should have at least several members. The task of each 
group is to build a tower from supplied materials. A large room is needed so 
that groups can work separately (but within sight of one another – for 
example, the gym or hallway). The time needed to complete the exercise is 
approximately one hour.  (If you need to divide this activity up to fit into your 
time schedule, let the students know how much time they have during this 
class and where they can store their materials and project safely until the 
next class (out of sight of others). The procedure is as follows: 

1. Two judges are chosen to pick which tower is (a) highest, (b) the 
strongest, (c) the most beautiful, and (d) the cleverest. These judges 
could be from outside the class itself. (Students need to know that 
these are the various criteria upon which the winners will be judged.) 

2. The class forms groups of at least five to seven members. (If the 
teacher wants to be sure the groups are formed fairly, the students 
may be put in groups prior to this activity.) 

3. Each group selects two of its members to observe leadership in the 
group. The observers use the leadership criteria the group developed in 
the Activity. They have observation sheets in their journals. They are 
to watch for: 

a. How the group organizes for work. 
b. How decisions are made by the group. 
c. Whether participation and influence is distributed throughout 

the group, or whether a few members do everything. 
d. How the group reacts to winning or losing. 

4. Each group receives a box of supplies containing construction paper, 
newsprint, tape, magazines, crayons, pipe cleaners, scissors, and glue. 

5. The groups have 20 minutes to build their towers. This is a nonverbal 
exercise: No talking among group members or between groups is 
allowed.   
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6. The judges are given 20 minutes to meet to decide how they will 
evaluate the towers on the basis of the criteria given. (This may be 
done after class or while the students are watching). The winning group 
is given a box of candy – Smarties for the smarties! 

7. The groups meet with their observers and discuss the exercise. All 
impressions concerning how the group functioned and what leadership 
patterns were present and absent should be presented and reviewed. 

8. The groups may pick a spokesperson to share a summary of their group’s 
discussion with the whole class. 

 

Assessment 
Students: The students need to record how they participated in the various 
parts of this unit – if they participated in the community circle discussion, in 
the Am I Paul Okalik activity, if they reflected on what happened, if they gave 
ideas and helped categorize them in the criteria activity and how they 
participated in the tower building activity. Throughout the module they will be 
asked to think of their own leadership skills and to work on developing those 
skills towards a project they can do that allows them to express their 
leadership skills in some manner. They should use the section of their student 
journal to plan and strategize what they are going to do. 
 

Teachers: Teachers need to set up an observation checklist that lists the 
various activities within this unit and then use this form to collect information 
on their students. The criteria the students developed could be used to assess 
each student at the beginning of this module and again at the end to 
determine what growth there has been in understanding as well as 
demonstrating leadership skills, knowledge and attitude.
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Unit 2: Leadership: Authoritarian versus Humanitarian 
 

Learning Competencies: Students will be able to articulate lessons learned 
from earlier generations related to the values of the community. 
Students will explore global views of leadership and how Inuit worldview can 
add to this knowledge. 
 

Opener: Put yourself on the Line!  
Make room in the classroom to establish an imaginary line that all the students 
can line up along, or chalk a line down the carpet (it will come off with 
vacuuming). Describe this line as a ‘continuum3’. Tell the students that at one 
end of the continuum, they can choose to stand if they strongly agree and at 
the other end, if they strongly disagree with the statement given. State that 
the middle position is for those who have no strong opinion either way: those 
who choose to pass, are non-risk-takers, or are ‘moderates’. Tell the students 
to move to places on the line that express their feelings or opinions when you 
call out or show statements on the projector. Put up each statement and ask 
the students to place themselves on the line according to whether or not they 
strongly agree, strongly disagree or are somewhere in the middle relative to 
that each statement. 
Statements: 

 A leader is a person who always wants to help, to improve the situation. 
 A leader is someone who has a strong sense of responsibility towards 

others, including confronting others when this is needed. 
 A leader is someone who respects taboos or rules. 
 Leadership is linked to parenting and being a big brother or sister. 
 A good leader is easy to follow and brings out the good in those who do 

follow. 
 A leader has the ability to know others – has strong skills that allow him 

or her to recognize behaviours of others and intervene in a 
positive/healing way. 

 A leader is someone who is proud to be an Inuk or proud of his own 
cultural background. 

 A leader gains leadership by acclamation or by everyone agreeing that 
she or he is a leader. 

 A leader is someone who encourages others. 
 A leader is someone who has a sense of mentorship or is actively 

coaching or teaching younger people how to do things. 
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When the students take their place on the line, have the ones near each other 
discuss why they are there. Pick one representative from each section of the 
line to report to the whole group. Let the students know at the conclusion of 
this activity, that these ideas came from Elders at various Elders’ meetings 
which have looked at Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit and leadership to try to figure 
out what can be done to encourage traditional beliefs and practices about 
leadership for use today. 
 

Connector: Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit  
Show the students the presentation on IQ on the CD provided. The 
presentation was developed by the Elders. Have the students take the mind 
map in their Student Journal that depicts the eight IQ principles and have 
them think of how these principles were part of their own upbringing. An 
example of this might be that their grandfather knew how to build a really 
good qamutik. This is a skill and knowledge acquisition that he would have 
learned from someone who passed it on to him.  
 

Activity: Elder Input 
To give students a clearer sense of what leadership looked like in the past, 
invite in several Elders from the community. Ask the DEA or a staff member 
who is an Inuk who would be best able to talk about leadership in their 
community in the past. You can ask that the Elders relate the different kinds 
of leaders there were, such as those who gained position in the family grouping 
by acclamation and the angakuq who held a different kind of leadership 
position. They should be asked to concentrate on the style of leadership prior 
to the introduction of the qallunaat to the society, since this changed people’s 
perception of what leadership was.   
 

The students will have a very strong sense of how they are to work with 
Elders. Ask for volunteers to set up the room for the visit, to prepare any 
snacks or tea that may be offered, and to introduce and thank the speaker. 
The discussion will likely happen in Inuktitut and for those present who 
require English translation, this may be problematic. Ask the class how they 
feel this can best be handled. With the following exercise that gathers 
information on what was shared, those who found the language a barrier will 
be able to learn from other classmates.   
 

In communities where there are larger numbers of southern or qallunaat 
students, it may be important to bring in an ‘elder’ from the qallunaat 
community to speak about leadership from their perspective. This may take 
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longer to arrange these two visits, but the benefits would be well worth it. If 
this is not possible, have the students explore western concepts of leadership 
in the readings provided with this lesson. 
 

Have the students work in groups to summarize what the discussion was about. 
Give each group some sentence strips or cut up chart paper and have them put 
down in statement form some of the ideas that stood out for them.  
 

Collect these by asking that one group give one statement and having any 
other group with a similar idea to put theirs with the first group. Keep having 
groups give their statement strips and others add to these until all are up on 
the board. If these were written on an overhead or on the computer they 
would form the beginning of a paper on traditional leadership in your 
community. 
 

Reflection 
Content: From listening to the Elder or community member who discussed 
leadership in your community in the past, how do you see the idea of 
leadership being different today from back then? 
Collaborative: In the Put yourself on the Line activity, when were the times 
that you were surprised by how your classmates placed themselves on the line 
in relation to where you put yourself? 
Personal: How has hearing about leadership from a traditional point of view 
helped you understand your community better? 
 

Classroom Reinforcement: 
Be sure to take pictures of the Elder visit. Post these and put up the sentence 
strips and place around them notes from a revisionist or editorial point of view 
that would show the students what they would need to do to rework this piece 
into an essay on traditional leadership. Point this completed display to the 
students and ask them to make note of your comments in order to help them 
learn what is required in a more fully developed essay. 
 

Accommodating Diversity: 
For those students who need to be challenged more, invite them to start 
working on a project that they can do individually or in pairs. This will allow 
them to explore the idea of leadership and help them see how this concept is 
evolving over time, depending on the context and the personalities of the 
people involved. For this they can pick a particular leader and explore their 
style of leadership and how the time and setting in which they were a leader 
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affected their ability to lead. This can be done using the internet, or through 
interviewing people within the community. For some classes, the Follow-Up 
activity may be done better by working as a class to fill in a chart using a 
projector or a sheet of chart paper. 
 

Follow-Up Activities: IQ/QQ Comparison 
Leadership, no matter which culture you belong to, is a complex and multi-
sided concept. Power, decision-making (conflict resolution, problem solving, 
solution seeking), vision and influence are ideas that relate to leadership. 
What leaders value and how leaders are with others, marks them in terms of 
their ability to lead. 
 

Have students work in groups and have them fill out the chart at the end of 
this unit with their ideas about leadership related to Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit 
and what they know of leadership from the Qallunaat Qaujimajatuqangit 
perspective. To do this, they may want to think of specific leaders in each 
category. 
 

This may bring out stereotypical ideas of leadership which could be challenged 
by introducing leaders who have other characteristics. The intent of this 
activity is to help students explore leadership from a cultural perspective, 
with the ultimate goal being to help them recognize that one’s values influence 
how one behaves as a leader. 
 

Assessment 
Students: In the student journals there are places for the students to put 
down their ideas. Sometimes the work may be done in groups but the students 
should be encouraged to reflect on what they have learned and to enter ideas 
in their journals for their own record keeping. The teacher needs to inform 
the students that the student journal and what it contains will be one source 
for obtaining an overall assessment mark for this module. Students should be 
encouraged to keep note of those ideas shared in group discussions that are 
particularly meaningful for them. At the end of the journal there is a chart 
which the students can fill out that allows them to do some self-evaluation. 
Time should be given to enable this to take place. 
 

Teacher: Since the students within this unit are working in groups or with a 
guest, it will allow the teacher to observe the students and how they 
participate, what roles they take part in, and how they contribute to the 
discussions. As well the teacher can encourage the students to start thinking 
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of a project to look at leadership in more depth – either by focusing on a 
particular person or on the concept in a more general way. 
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A leader is a person who always wants 
to help, to improve the situation. 

 

A leader is someone who respects 
taboos or rules. 

Leadership is linked to parenting and 
being a big brother or sister. 

A leader is someone who is proud to be 
an Inuk or proud of his own cultural 
background. 

A leader gains leadership by 
acclamation or by everyone agreeing 
they are a leader. 

A leader is someone who respects 
taboos or rules. 
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A leader is someone who has a strong 
sense of responsibility towards 
others including confronting others 
when this is needed. 

A leader has the ability to know 
others – has strong skills that allow 
him or her to recognize behaviours of 
others and intervene in a 
positive/healing way. 

A leader is someone who respects 
taboos or rules. 

A leader is someone who respects 
taboos or rules. 
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The Many Sides of Leadership 
 

 

Qualities 
From an Inuit 
Qaujimajatuqangit 
perspective 

From a Qallunaat 
Qaujimajatuqangit 
(traditional western) 
perspective 

Power – How did (the) 
leader(s) gain power over 
others? 

  

Values – From what the 
leaders did, what could you 
tell about what they 
valued? 

  

Conflict Resolution – How 
did leaders resolve 
conflict? 

  

Humanitarian versus 
Authoritarian – Which do 
you feel is more highly 
prized in the culture? 

  

Influence – How did the 
leader get other people to 
follow what the leader 
wanted done? 

  

Vision – What mission or 
vision did this leader have 
for his or her people? 
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Unit 3: Pilimmaksarniq/The Concept of Skills and Knowledge Acquisition – 
Child to Adult4 

 

Learning Competency: Students will learn what it means to ‘tell one’s own 
story’ and take the lead in doing so. 
Students will increase understanding of the concept of skills and knowledge 
acquisition. 

 

Opener: Joe’s Dog Team Story 
Introduce the story of Joe’s dog team by letting the students know that Joe 
Karetak, who is the District Education Authority Coordinator for the 
Department of Education and who works very closely with Elders from across 
Nunavut, often speaks of leadership as like a dog team. His own story of 
learning how to raise a dog team may help the students understand more about 
leadership and how the metaphor symbolizes this for Joe. 
 

Read the story to the students. Ask them to listen for what aspects of the 
story they feel give them a better understanding of leadership. (The story is 
found at the end of this unit.) 
 

Following the reading have the students share what they learned about 
leadership from hearing this story. 
 

Connector: Lessons My Parents Gave Me! 
Our parents are a source of information and teaching from the time we are 
born until they are no longer with us. Certain lessons they provide stick with 
us throughout our whole lives. Some they mean to give us and directly teach to 
us. Other lessons they teach by example, or by our watching and either 
wanting to do the same way, or by our determining not to do the same way. 
Many of these ‘lessons’ have been handed down from generation to generation; 
they have great value and need to be retained. Some lessons prevent our 
growth and we need to learn about these so that we can choose to follow them 
or not based on our own assessment of their value to us. 
 

At Elders’ meetings, many of the Elders have shared what some of these ‘life 
lessons’ have been for them. Two examples are: Never mock a person with a 
disability, as this can bring on bad consequences. Don’t steal or your 
fingernails will fall out. 
 

Have the students work in groups of two or three. Ask them to think of 
lessons either their parents or grandparents have taught them. These might 
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be sayings, or ways to do things. Give the students chart paper to put down 
their ideas. Ask them to choose who will take on the role of recorder and who 
will present their results to the class. Give the students time to work on these 
and then share with one another. 
 

Activity: How was it done in the past? 
The nurturing of a potential leader begins when a child is born. To understand 
how one is raised to be a leader, one needs to learn how children are raised. To 
get an understanding of how this links to Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit, one needs 
to learn about child rearing from the Inuit perspective. To accomplish this 
activity, the students will be asked to interview people within their community. 
This may be their grandparents, Elders or their parents.  
 

Each student or pair of students will take one of the topics and find out as 
much as they can about this to share with the others in the class. The 
students can decide how they wish to share these with their classmates. They 
can do this through whatever medium they wish – video, writing, pictures, oral 
presentation, or song (piisiit). The teacher can decide if time should be given 
during the school day or if this exercise is best done after school.  
 

The following are some topics they can choose from. If there are other topics 
related to child rearing that they would like to find out about, then this should 
be encouraged. 

1. How did a young couple learn what they needed to learn about bringing 
up a child? 

2. What happened to children when very important topics were discussed 
among the adults? How did that strengthen a young child in the past? 

3. How did a parent know that a child was ready to learn something, for 
example, how to skin a caribou, prepare skins, or go on their first bear 
hunt? 

4. How were children taught to deal with conflict? 
5. Why were children taught to respect their Elders? How has that 

changed today? 
6. How were children named in the past? What did these names mean in 

the child’s upbringing and how they were referred to? 
7. How were children taught to share? 
8. What lessons were taught to children to help them learn how to 

persevere with a task to see it accomplished? 
9. How did adults encourage children in their learning? 
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10. Inuit Elders state that in the past they held high expectations of 
children and that today these have lowered. Is there a story a person 
can tell that illustrates this? 

11. How did Inuit games teach children the skills they needed to be good 
hunters and good seamstresses?  

12. What were morning rituals of the past and what did these teach 
children? 

13. What were communities like in the past and how did the community 
help with the whole area of child-rearing? 

14. How did parents teach children to be resourceful, creative and 
innovative? 

15. What were the taboos that related to children? 
 

Reflection 
Content: Of all the presentations about child rearing in the past, which ones 
stand out for you and why? 
Collaborative: When you heard or saw how children were raised in the past, 
how do you think interpersonal relationships were different because of this 
upbringing? 
Personal: What is one thing that you heard about related to child rearing that 
you would like to use with your own children and why? 
 

Classroom Reinforcement: 
Some of the projects that the students are doing within the How Was It Done 
in the Past? could be displayed in the classroom or on hallway bulletin boards 
so that other students could learn from these as well. It may be that old 
pictures could be collected and scanned in the computer and then displayed. 
This would make a wonderful wall display with the material the students 
gather within this unit and would provide an opportunity for the class to plan 
an open house/classroom museum celebration where Elders and parents could 
be invited in to share what the students learned. 
 

Accommodating Diversity: 
Have students suggest the Elders they would like to invite. For larger classes, 
invite several Elders. To encourage the conversation with the Elders, involve 
the School Community Counsellor in their visit or distribute questions/topics 
to several students around the room to introduce. If Elders are not available, 
use books of Inuit legends. The open-ended nature of the activity with the 
variety of means of presenting their report allows for students to use their 
own strengths and talents to produce their presentation. Allowing students to 
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work with others also enables students to use their own means and abilities to 
work collaboratively with others.  
 
Interested students could be asked to illustrate Joe’s Dog Team story as they 
listen to it. Those who participate should be acknowledged and their pictures 
put in their portfolio. If these are particularly good, they could be sent to the 
Curriculum and School Services office (with the student’s permission) for 
inclusion in other materials that they develop using this story. 
 

Follow-Up Activities: Personal Learning Experience 
Have the students think of a time when they learned something that they 
wanted to learn, like Joe did when he learned about dog teams from his 
father. Have the students reflect on what they believe is important about a 
learning experience. What elements are needed? What have they learned in 
this unit about how Elders trained children in the past and what is happening 
today? What could we do to make learning better today? What do they feel is 
missing today? What would they like to see being added so that their learning 
would reflect what they feel they need? The students could work in groups to 
put their ideas together, having them pick a recorder and a presenter. Have 
them put their ideas on a chart. They may take a few minutes to put down 
their own thoughts first in their journals before getting into a group. There is 
room in their journals for their ideas. The charts could be set up with the 
various questions in a web such as the one located at the end of this unit. 
 

Assessment 
Students: Ask the students to put a reflection piece on their presentation in 
their portfolio. If they have materials they can put in their portfolio related 
to the presentation they should do so. Be sure the material has a date and the 
unit number on the material so that the student can later remember what 
other material the task was related to. Students should also fill out the self-
assessment piece at the end of their journal. 
 

Teachers: Teachers may want to set up individual conferences with students 
to discuss their presentation prior to or after it was given, depending on how 
much help the teacher perceives that the students need. Keeping accurate and 
thorough observation notes on the students’ progress will be important. As 
well, keeping attendance records along with a journal of what was covered 
each day will be important in classrooms where attendance is an issue. Making 
the teams responsible for bringing classmate up to speed on assignments and 
projects/presentations is one way of ensuring that students are informed of 
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what is required. 
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Joe’s Dog Team Story5 
 
All my life I have had dogs. The first time I actually had a dog team was when 
I got back from going to school and I didn’t have a job. There was only hunting 
to do. Really! I didn’t have a skidoo but there were these nine dogs that had 
just recently been pups. They were only about a year or a year and a half old. 
They were all from the same litter. My parents had been just bringing them 
up. They weren’t a dog team, just a massive number of dogs. My parents said I 
could use them and I said, ‘Fine! I will have a dog team.’ 
 

I got all my annu (harnesses) made. My father said I needed to make them. I 
looked around to see if I had materials and went to my grandfather to see if 
there were differences in design. He said if I was just starting out with dogs 
that were not trained I could design a harness that would force the dog’s head 
to be up. So he showed me a training harness for the dogs and how to readjust 
them for working. 
 

I sewed up the harnesses, and that was a lot of sewing. Holy smokes!  I tried 
to use those metal thimbles but I pushed the needle so hard that it went 
through and punctured my finger. I got them all sewed up - two sets of 
harnesses – a training set and a regular working kind. 
 

Anyway, I didn’t have a lead dog and my dogs weren’t trained. I went to my 
father to ask him how to start. He said well all you can do is get them all 
harnessed and don’t worry about going in a particular direction. Get them used 
to going out. You want them to want to go out. Obviously this was going to be a 
big difference for them – the freedom to go!  
 

The dogs took off!  They went over everything. They ran into other people’s 
dogs. It was quite fun for the dogs. Once we were done for the day, I tied 
them up to feed them. It is important to reward dogs for their efforts. That 
was the main thing. I wasn’t sure how to determine which dog should become 
the lead dog. My father told me to just keep trying out the different dogs. He 
mentioned briefly that the one you don’t think will be the leader might take on 
that role. That dog might not look like one. But in my case I thought the 
dominant looking one, the one that was trying to go the most, was lead 
material.  I would change the length of the lines and try them all as the dogs 
have a natural ranking that has to be established. There were quite a few 
things that I had to get used to and learn. Some dogs won’t want to take 
direction. Some won’t go right and others won’t go left. I had to learn how to 
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study the dogs and their behavior. I had to treat them well and not mistreat 
them. Dogs will have different characters. Once you get to know them you can 
position them where they are most effective. 
 

So each day I would go out of town. And each day they would go straighter. 
They still would go all over the place – across the roads and across the old 
airstrip. But after awhile when I put the studs in a particular direction they 
would take off in that direction. They would do this routinely.  
 

There were three dogs that led the whole crew. One was king of the crew. He 
was the toughest and he had that hierarchy aspect beat. But he wasn’t the 
dog that you could train to go left or right, stop or go. Then there was one dog 
that looked good. He looked really slick. I tried making him the leader but he 
wouldn’t turn left or right. He didn’t mind being up front but couldn’t learn to 
go left or right. So I got another dog who was from a different breed. I put 
him in front of the others so he wouldn’t be picked on by the others. He 
learned to go left or right – but he wasn’t consistent. I persisted. I used what 
my father had told me. I learned that the dogs take on certain 
characteristics. If I called out their names, they comprehended. If I talked 
to them or acted a certain way, they caught on. 
 

It was as if by accident that I found the best lead dog. There was this one 
dog that never got my attention for the longest time. I ended up trying him in 
the lead because my lead dog was non-responsive. I just pulled the next 
available dog into the lead dog’s place and that was him. That was how I ended 
up putting this dog, named Snow, into that place. We were going along and I 
tried to see if he would turn.  I gave a command and it shifted to the left. 
Then I tried right and gave a command and it turned right. It had been over a 
year that I had dogs. Snow was the last one I would have tried! Later I kicked 
myself because I had used these other two dogs but they were inconsistent. I 
recalled my father saying that the one that was most unlikely to choose may 
turn out to be the leader. To think of it there are a lot of similarities between 
dog teams and people. Dogs behave like us – if you treat them right, they are 
very loyal. They will try to do what you want. 
 

One time that dog, Snow, led me to an igloo that I had made on a previous trip. 
It was dark and I was 15 miles away from town. The dog went 20 feet and 
wasn’t going to move again. I couldn’t budge him. So I built an igloo in the dark. 
I made an igloo just for myself and stayed over-night. When I woke up in the 
morning I found that I had made an igloo right beside the other igloo I had 
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made previously. If I had trusted my dogs more I would have realized that 
they brought me to this place. Dogs will take you to where you used to camp 
before. When it is getting dark or when it snows so hard there is no longer a 
trail that you can see the dogs will smell the trail and follow it and get you 
home or to a shelter they know. 
 

I learned too that there were other dogs that had different leadership roles. 
One dog I used for hunting. When I was going out of town I would use another 
one and when I was going home I would use a different one that really knew 
how to go home, because I had dogs that didn’t like going home. 
 

How did I learn these things? Now I realize I had to listen to my father 
whether I wanted to or not. In the evenings he taught me these instructional 
concepts. He was doing his best to prepare me to give me what I needed for 
when I was on my own. He prepared me for when I was by myself. For when 
you are by yourself you have to figure it out. He would tell me these scenarios 
that he had encountered. He knew that when I was in a situation, which 
inevitably I would be, I would need these lessons. It was predictable! 
Inevitable! Ordained perhaps, that if you are out hunting these situations will 
come your way. You will either struggle through those situations or if you were 
taught or coached well you will handle them as anything else you have to do. 
You won’t panic! You will just focus on what you have to do to get this done! 
 

I also learned that you get a lot more out of your dogs by being fair. If you 
fall off your sled they know and they won’t go on without you. You can rely on 
them to protect you, to entertain you. You don’t feel the least bit alone if you 
happen to get stuck on the land with your dogs. 
 

I have often thought that we could have school dogs. What might that teach 
all of us? 
 

I had to learn that the dogs are the ones that are taking me to where I need 
to go. I would allow them to do their job. I needed to learn to respect them, 
feed them, cater to them, allow them to have freedom and not control them 
all the time. I even owned a dog that wasn’t able to pull, a loose, little mutt. He 
would entertain the other dogs. I made him a mock harness and kept him on 
the line with the others. When I made him part of the team, the other dogs 
were really pleased. They were motivated by that little dog. He couldn’t help 
with pulling the weight but he really added another dimension to the crew. He 
started going out with us. The only other time he had had association for the 
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other dogs was when they were tied up. The dogs needed an entertainer. The 
little one was interesting and the others needed that. He was just a little guy 
compared to the huge humongous dogs .His name was J.D. that stood for John 
David. I have a cousin named John David. I ended up calling this dog J.D. 
though I don’t remember why. I had people names for my dogs – I had a dog 
that I named Susie and a really ugly dog named Ugly.  
 

I think that dogs are telepathic  After awhile I realized that if I was getting 
ready to do something and I was already thinking how I was going to do that. 
The dogs seemed to know what I was thinking and would respond. If I was 
going to go caribou hunting they would know that they would be on a caribou 
mode. Of course with caribou hunting the dogs had to learn a lot too. They had 
to learn that you don’t go directly to the caribou. They are too fast and you 
won’t catch them.  The caribou have a tendency to think they have you beat if 
they get to the opposite side of where you are going. They think you are going 
to corner them. But if you go in a parallel direction I would zigzag up to them. 
They would think I was going to corner them so they would cross to the 
opposite corner but actually they would stop right in front of us. 
 

When the dogs first run into caribou they are amazed that the caribou are so 
large. Then when the caribou start running away I would let the dogs run after 
them. The dogs would learn that they couldn’t catch the caribou and so they 
would learn to follow and go beside them. Then I fed the dogs bits of caribou 
and they would learn to follow. Dogs are bred to pull and they think that is 
fun. It is fun if you let them have fun! 
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What Could We Do to Make Learning Better? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What have you learned about 
how learning is happening 
today? 

What do you feel is missing 
today? 

What would you like to see being added so that your learning would 
reflect what you feel they need? 

What do you believe is important 
about a learning experience? 

What elements of 
learning are needed in 
order to make children 
and youth learn? 

What have you learned in this 
unit about how Elders trained 
children in the past? 

What could 
we do to 
make learning 
better today? 
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Unit 4: Lessons in Songs, Stories, Myths and Legends 
 

Learning Competencies: Students will increase understanding of the concept 
of skills and knowledge acquisition. 
Students will be able to articulate lessons learned from earlier generations 
related to the values of the community. 
 

Opener: Tiriaq6: The Weasel Game 
This is a game that has been associated with leadership. It takes a keen eye 
to observe where the ring is, who is hiding it. You will need string long enough 
to go around for each participant to hold on with hands, a ring, and a copy of 
the short song or riddle. Have participants get in a circle with one person in 
the center of the circle. Put the ring through the string and tie the string. A 
person places their hand on over top of the ring, so that the person in the 
center is not able to tell who has the ring. Begin to pass the ring around as you 
are singing the riddle Qairiit qairiit tiriaq uivariarlutiit pulamaariarlutiit. When 
you come to the end of the song, stop and the person in the center tries to 
guess who has the ring. If the person who has the ring is caught, that person 
is eliminated from the circle. The person in the center stays in the game, but 
if he/she guesses wrong then he/she would be eliminated. Keep playing the 
game until there is a winner. 
 

For younger students, play the same game, but instead of eliminations, the 
person who has the ring may then go in the center. You just keep on going, 
until the time is up. 
 

Connector: Fragile Egg/Hard Rock Story 
Show the image of Rhoda’s Fragile Egg/Hard Rock Story either as a poster or 
on a projector. Using the notes, tell her story of what happens to a child who 
is overprotected or a child who is treated badly. Rhoda’s piece gives hope that 
a child raised this way, once an adult, can overcome and heal from this 
treatment. This can happen if they consciously face this and determine the 
need to change.  
 

Have the students work in groups and propose a healing journey for a person 
who has been treated in these ways in their childhood. The students could 
investigate what a community could do to help these children and youth grow 
and develop in ways that allowed for this healing. After brainstorming ideas 
the groups could be asked to pick one suggestion and put some ideas around 
how this could work in their community. 
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Activity: The Kiviuq Legend 
Present the Kiviuq story to the students. You may wish to read through this 
with all your students, have students read to each other in groups, or divide 
the story into episodes and have groups of students handle certain parts.  
 

If you choose to follow the last suggestion you may want to present this in the 
same manner as the strategy Novel in an Hour is done. Each group has a part 
of the story, but does not know the other parts. They are asked to find a way 
of presenting their part to the rest of the class. Give each group time to read 
their part and then about 40 to 50 minutes to develop a way to present their 
section (for example, dramatize, readers’ theatre, illustrate, cartoon, power 
point). When you bring the groups back, the group that has the first section 
starts.  
 

You may wish to invite an Elder in to discuss the story once it has been read or 
presented.  
 

Reflection 
Content: From reading a legend, explain why you think these stories have 
lasted over time. What do we lose if they disappear? 
Collaborative: Storytelling required an audience. What do you think made this 
means of sharing so powerful for the Inuit culture? 
Personal: If you were to write your own piisiit, what would be the symbols you 
would include in your song? Why would you include them? 
 

Classroom Reinforcement:  
Make a display of what you have learned about ancient stories. If there are 
people within your community who are willing to tell stories, invite them to do 
so. Students can provide illustrations for the Elders’ stories, then display 
them on a bulletin board. The students might like to see what they can find 
out about these ancient stories, legends, myths and songs from the internet. 
 

Accommodating Diversity: 
In the Connector, Rhoda Karetak’s story and illustration should be familiar to 
students from other curriculum materials. If it is familiar to your students, 
ask them to explain the meaning of the illustration. The ancient stories and 
songs, such as Kiviuq, use language that is very complex and ancient, very 
symbolic and metaphoric. Some students will have difficulty understanding 
them. This is one reason for having the students rewrite these pieces into 
language the younger students can understand, discussing what symbols would 
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be appropriate for different age groups. Having the students work in groups 
to rewrite and illustrate the various parts of the story will allow them to find 
their own comfort level. Note that the legend of Kiviuq is very well known and 
your students may have encountered it in other subjects or other settings. 
The legend is being used in this module as a study in leadership qualities. 
 

If Elders are brought in to hear the stories provided in the students’ journal 
and to tell stories they were told in the past, it would be important to discuss 
with them (through an interpreter, if necessary) that they may need to spend 
time after the telling helping the students understand the story. At Elders 
meetings in Arviat, the teachers who attend often spend time having the 
stories analyzed and described by all the Elders present, most of whom are 
able to understand these tales even if they, themselves, never heard a 
particular story before. Although asking questions of Elders has been seen as 
not appropriate, Elders today want young people to understand these stories 
and if asked to help the students come to a better understanding of them, will 
be very happy to help with this. 
 

Follow-Up Activities: Who would I invite to lunch?  
Get students to look for the stories of Elders on the internet and choose one 
who has been considered a leader. They may want to research what qualities 
this person has, and how those qualities have helped her or him gain the 
leadership position that she or he has won or earned. Invite students to share 
their stories on the internet. 
 

The group may want to look at what leaders need to do in order to be healthy. 
Leaders need to find ways of dealing with the pressures of their positions so 
as to heal and stay healthy. These can be found in biographies of leaders such 
as Nelson Mandela, Jimmy Carter, Lester B. Pearson, Paul Okalik, Mary Simon, 
and others. 
 

Students can make notes in their journals to prepare the main points that 
they think are important about this leader.  Once they have prepared 
information to share, the students could display these on a bulletin board.  
 

Then put the students in groups of three or four. Have them come to 
consensus on who they would like to invite to lunch if they were given the 
chance. They may want to brainstorm choices, which could include ideas from 
the bulletin board displays. They need to narrow their picks down to three. 
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Bring the groups together and display the groups’ choices making sure to 
eliminate doubles.  
 

Give each student three sticky dots – one red, one green and one blue. They 
are to use these to vote. Each dot has a value: 
Red = 15 points  Green = 10 points   Blue = 5 points 
 

Students can use their sticky dots in any way they choose to end up with the 
final name of the lunch guest. When they have finished applying the dots, 
count up the points. The leader with the most points wins! 
 

Assessment 
Students: Keeping a journal of ancient stories or meanings behind the stories 
and songs will be important. Many of the students may not have a strong 
background in this and will need to have examples given to allow them to feel 
more confident in this area. This unit allows for student participation in 
inviting Elders, setting the classroom up to welcome them, introducing and/or 
thanking them. Students in the self evaluation section of their journal, need to 
keep a record of what they did. This includes their part in the retelling of the 
stories or songs to the younger students. Students need to keep track of this. 
A great way to do this would be to have one of the students act as the video-
recorder. This way the students could all have a chance to watch each other 
and offer comments in a two stars and a wish format by giving two 
accommodations  or positive comments and one suggestion of what could be 
done if they were to do it again. 
 

Teachers: Prior to having the students go off to do their presentation to the 
younger students, the teacher may ask the students to think of what criteria 
they feel they should be evaluated upon. The students may brainstorm a list 
and the teacher could organize this into an evaluation sheet that lists what 
the students can think about as they present to the younger class. Examples 
would be to speak slowly and clearly so the younger students can hear; be sure 
to have the class’s attention before beginning; being sure the students are all 
able to see the presentation. 
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The Healing Journey  
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

WD6nwix6t9lb s0pDh5txExc6gA5 
We have to be careful when raising children 

By Rhoda Karetak 
 

 cEbK5 
Our brain  

 

 

NMMsE5 
Listen! 

xh+A6 scstMs6bQ5 
I told you so 

s/CawJN6gA5 
We can mold them to 

be rocks 

m8iawJN6gA5 
We can mold 

them to be eggs 

wkawJN6gA5 
We can mold them 

to be humans 

h+f3ixD2b hNu4 W5Jtc3m+z2b 
gryt5txc5b3lA xml 
hxMs6]v3lA N[oQZ1i 
gry+t8Nc5b3lA. 
w}M8i4f9l exMo6ym5b3ix3m5 
tuxl +N7m5txD8+i6X5 
bclxoDili5iE5tx6bqlxoD
ili5 gryQx5txExcC2b kbc5 
sc6Xq7mb w1ui4 gryxq7mb 
s?A5 x}NNsJA5 gryx/ExcC2b. 
hfExc8qgu4 hflxc5bC2b 
wMwtA5 bm8N }NmqM6 
W]/E8q5gi[l}i5 
hfyvstQxl4Lb. bm8N 
cspm/s/ExcoClx3m5 
Xu6nwi6. 
 
If we are going to scold children 
we have to let them understand 
the reason and if we spank them 
always make them understand we 
love them afterwards. 
 

Sometimes they cry easily if 
there’s something wrong with their 
body, when they are tired, if they 
are not eating enough, we really 
have to try to understand, children 
do not say, they do not understand 
themselves, we as mothers have to 
be understanding. 
 

Some of us scold unnecessarily, 
this is wrong, sometimes even 
scolding right away when they do 
not even deserve it. There needs 
to be knowledge about child 
rearing. 
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The Kiviuq Legend 
  

The Kiviuq legend is included in this unit as a teaching tool that teachers may 
choose to use to introduce the idea of leadership. Understanding what 
leadership means, coming to a clearer understanding of what Inuit 
Qaujimajatuqangit is about is like a quest one is on. Quest stories help people 
who hear them comprehend difficult concepts. It becomes one tool of many we 
suggest within this unit. There are many similarities within this legend to 
adventures others on quests encounter – those found in the Iliad and the 
Odyssey, the ancient Gaelic tales, Siddhartha’s journeys, and the story of King 
Arthur. 
 

The story of Kiviuq may be read in segments to the students as an 
introduction to the lesson, asking the students to make their own links 
between these adventures and lessons and the ones they are hearing and 
learning about in the module. 
 

Have the students follow along in their student journal for the reading of  the 
Kiviuq story as retold and illustrated by Mark Kalluak ask the students to 
listen to the story and to reflect on what lessons the various parts of the 
story would have given to the listeners. 
 

This story, told in many versions across the north, will likely have its own 
version in your community. The students may be very familiar with this story, 
or it may be the first time they have heard it. The ancient stories have 
powerful lessons, similar to the classic tales from Greece, Rome and the fairy 
tales of old. They are allegories or symbolic tales and give an insight into the 
lives of the people who told them and passed them along. In recent years the 
ancient stories have not been told as often as they were in the past. Often 
the Elders have felt reticent about sharing them because they have aspects 
of them that are often brutal. But they were stories with meaning. In order 
for the traditional culture to find its place again as the foundation of what is 
done in the north, these stories need to be shared, discussed and understood. 
 

The Kiviuq story would have been told over many days. It is an episodic story. 
The students may wish to discuss how this story could ignite more stories 
being told. They could think of a way to share what they have learned from 
this story with their Elders, perhaps by inviting them in to hear the story 
retold, acted out, drawn, analyzed, etc.  
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rFs6 
Kiviuq 

]mfy vlx2 si]v3ifx 
si2]v6gx3ix6gz rFs3u4 x̀NNMs7i5 BxM8 Xs3z3u5 g]n5b3if7i4 mo[lz. 
cspmix6Sy srs6b6gu wkw5 kNct}Qq5g5 w1u4fbs6 si2]v3gxdtc3u1mb 
rFs3u4. ]b7No si2]v3ixZC nsi6]g3us5 si2]v6gxDyzi4 mo1ix6g6. 
wx5Nw5g6: 
 
Told by Mark Kalluak 
I’m going to tell a story about Kiviuq the way I used to hear it told by my 
mother Helen Paunrngat. Please note though the story of Kiviuq has many 
variations in the Arctic as each region has its own version unique to each 
community. This version of the story was taken from the Hauniqtuurmiut 
people which goes like this: 
 
bw7N+A6 rFs6 czn3Jx6 w~kMs6ym+J8i6 
xwC6]gu, er6b3+J2 ]nz~i5gu. rFs6 
xzJ6]vcMs6g6, bw2hmil+A6 wkw5 
x+b6ymo+Czu4 WYx5gxJMs3mb 
+x5bwo/5gx6Lt4 dFxh5gxJMs3mb sW31]Z’`Nu. 
Kiviuq was someone who lived a very long 
time ago over in Airaqtuuk, just off Bibby 
Island. Kiviuq had parents, and in those 
days Inuit people would celebrate the 
warm summer season by playing toss the 
ball. 
 

bw7N+A6 iFx6yx’Jx6 x`NN5txùi5g6 
WYxZi4]vzb x8k+Cq5 xo4g3̀i8Ns=lt4 
xw?1m5 ex=li. +x5bwo/o}Czb+A6 xat5 
+x5bwo/6g5 et4y6g9M3u[l x8k+Cq8i4 
xo4gw5bc5+bJ1m0J4, xo4g3̀i8Ns=li 
xw?1m5. x`NN5yxzb+A6 r9Mw/Cl4LA 
xw/}Cz5 xo4g3if5 u6hc5+b6X1mQ5. 
r9MwDtfiZlx+Czb+A6 st3u/}Cz5 
+x5bwo/6gk5, tx5Ng5nw8N6 ho 
Wc5+b6X1m0J4, xo4]g3̀i8Ns=li ex7]m6Li 
xw?1m5. 

Among the people was a young woman who lived with her grandmother. She 
would always come home crying with her clothes all torn up. During the play, 
young men would always tease her, ripping her clothes and sending her home 
with torn clothes. Her grandmother faithfully mended her clothes tear after 
tear. Every time she went back to the toss the ball games with mended 
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clothes, the whole thing repeated itself all over again with her in torn clothes 
and crying when she arrived home. 
 
x`NN5yxzA6 W8aobw8NCu, +x5bwo/yQx5gx3u1mb iFx6yx6 scsto6+X, 
N5ys2 ixdxb xuxi4 NJ4ymJu4 gi7]m6LA xrui5 tA=la, 
Finally her grandmother being fed up with the behaviour, told the young 
woman to put a sealskin head over her head. She handed her this from her 
personal things,  
 
“W5yxqbsQx5gx3i3uAFNw sW8Z3lq5 w]mMsD]m6St5 +b7N xtlA Sw=/C3lt5 
N5ysy6gMsD]m6St5.” hNs=? b[? W5gdt4]ni4 gi8i6Lis4 N5ys2 ixdxb 
xuxi4 NJ4ymJu4. 
“When you see young men start to tease you, steal away into the water 
without being noticed. Put this on. Swim around in the water and imitate a 
seal”. Here she was performing a ritual on her with the use of a sealskin head 
as a way of getting back at her aggressors. 
 
xhẁM+A6 +x5bwo/’gxo3u1mb sW31]Z’`Nu 
yM5yx3Jx’Jx3u, bw7Nl+A6 
iFx6yx’gx6 WoExE/sQx3i3lT7uZu, 
sW81]Z9M4LQ81+A6 N5ys2 ixdxb xux 
xt=lA w]m6S6. +x5bwo/6g’Jw81+A6 
]nztA5 tx5N Sw?4Li x5cMs6X4Li 
N5ysy6g’Jxo3m5.  
As usual people were playing toss the 
ball in a pleasant summer season and as 
usual the young woman was again a 
target of abuse.  
She quickly stole away from their company and jumped in the water with the 
sealskin head over her own head. She swan around in front of the people 
playing ball, and imitated being a seal by popping her head and diving back in as 
seals would. 
 
+x5bwo/6g’Jw81+A6 
bfN]nMsfi5gfx6y8N6Lt4 wMz8i4 
bfCs6g3]v9Mhz/1m5 N5y’+JiCw=li. 
xat81+A6 x2+bex9Mux6Lt4 
+x5bwo/Ms6ymT5gtg5 c/3u1k5 
x6Xos]/tQx9M5gx6S5, 
]n7z6tx9M5gx9M3u[l. 
People who were busy playing ball did 
not notice her for a while until one of 
them exclaimed of spotting a seal. 
The men suddenly dispersed 
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everywhere as if a ball game had never occurred when they all ran to their 
qajaqs and in no time at all were out in the water. 
 
N5y’`N71+A6 niZ]/ztA5 Sw?4Li n7z6tDts/o3mQ5, ]n7zClx6t9lQ81+A6  
X0/3l5yxux3m5, x5dN5yxuxo6Li. s+X/6g81+A6 xw]/CMnsQx’JxClx3mb,  
Ns+A6 W8ND1Nwgcux3m5 xatD`NJw5 c/s?4Lt4 ]n2bsleuxy5gx6S5. 
The little seal would pop its head up surprisingly close within striking range 
and stealthily led them out into the sea. No sooner had they reached the sea 
when a sudden storm came, and immediately the waters turned so vicious that 
it was not a place to be in. A lot of men were capsized and being blown away 
into the sea. 
 
rFs}D6 kvcMs3m5, k4vil xux4f]gc5+boMs6]gZlx4, kN+A6 c[oZlx6t9lA 
u8a6g’JxCu k]v Syx9M’Jxo3m5 xzJxb rFs2 NJc5+bZ’JxEo]Z tA7u9`M9l 
wS8ilc5+bo6]gZlx6 N[oQ’JxCus4. Ns+A6 xJ3N6y1m5 bm3u+A6 ]nFy8NyQxCu4 
k]v emdux6bo3m5, xq3N]nuxMs5gxClx6LA+A6, emdo3u1m5, 
emAxT’JxzClx6LA n2fux’Jxo3i6Lis4 xJ3N6y9lxF1m5. 
Kiviuq had a younger brother, and for a long time they were the only survivors. 
As they came close to land, suddenly the younger brother capsized from 
exhaustion. His older brother Kiviuq stayed with him for a long time as he 
loved him dearly, holding on to him with one hand and trying to paddle ashore. 
As there was no other possible alternative left, and as both threatened to 
perish, the younger brother insisted on being left to die. The older brother 
hesitated for a long time, but finally, against all his wishes he let go of him. 
 

rFs]DE7N W5gdtcMs3i3m5 ]n=C’`Nu4, 
]n=C’̀N]D6 c]/b shxzi u8zc5+b3m5 
Syqbw8N6Li ]n2bs1m5. 
Kiviuq apparently had a helping spirit in a 
form of a sand piper. The little sand 
piper landed on the tip of his qajaq 
preventing him from capsizing while he 
drifted out into the stormy sea. 
 

 
kNyN]n5yxuxMs6Li+A6kNy5gxbw8N3m5kN nox6LA c/6gc5+bo3m5, b4W1N+A6 
wk4h’`N6 bfhz/1mA g6L̀M6gW’Jx6, 
After being out in the sea for a long time without any sight of land, he finally 
made it to shore. With that he started to paddle along the shore and spotted 
a little inuksuk calling out to him. 
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“sFlesys2 tAN+?t5, sFlesys2 
tAN+?t5!” 
“Don’t let the hungry shell get you! 
Don’t let the hungry shell get you!” 
 
whmQTs/ux6LA+A6xs9̀MCs/ux’JzxCu, 
sfQxgw8Ns?o6Li+A6 wJw5yxuxo3m5 
g6L̀M6gW’Jx6, 
He ignored it but kept paddling along. 
But the little inuksuk called out all the 
more to the point of bending over as it 
yelled,  
 
“sFlesys2 tAN+?t5! sFlesys2 tAN+?t5!” 
“Don’t let the hungry shell get you! Don’t let the hungry shell get you!” 
 
wlq6g3lxFo3m81+A6 ra7j5 eFx3m5 }b7N+A6 sFlfl4 c]/b railxZ]/zi 
}ryQx7uJlxfl4 b4fx9Mhz/1mA. wSti+A6 c/3uk5 W6X9M4tZ]/1mA drCu 
rF7]mflo6Li. 

Kiviuq, noticing how intent it was in getting 
his attention, turned around towards the 
stern of his qajaq and then saw a giant sea 
shell ready to take a bite out of his qajaq. 
He made a sudden jerk with his paddle 
against his qajaq, where the noise killed it 
and it sank.  
 
 

c/6g6gw8Ns/ux3m81+A6 b4W1N2bs]D6 hNflrx6 Xus3ui4 cw6gj5 
yoJlxfl4. c/6gYoCu+A6 gM4Li yi4buxyQx3m5 u3Y6gCu. bm8N+A6 miC6 
yi4b3Fqix4vi s0pE/Clxz wkFi6bc3m5, w8N6tyQx6t9lA+A6 
sc6X9M1m5, 
He continued right along until he saw a 
weird looking figure sharpening its tail 
upon a rock. He was tired from paddling 
all day long so he landed ashore to stay 
for the night. He was a bit puzzled over  
a number of human skeletons around the 
area he had chosen to rest. As he was 
getting settled for the night he  
heard some one say,  
 
“]n5gZ3u4 n6v3us5y3lt5.”  
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“Place a flat stone over your chest”. 
 
vmnETMsClx6Li+A6 ]n5gZ6ys6Li yiyQxCu n6v3us5yst+?. 
w8Nzo6t9lA+A6 bw7N Xus3ui4 yo3Jx6bMs6g6 s/qCb6S6 wk4 
yioChQZus4. s0pq5y6g6Li+A6 yi4y6gux’Jxo3m5 hQx5gx3ix3m1]Z5 
swbZ]/4Li bsg4Lis4.  
He hesitated for a moment before walking the area for a piece of flat stone 
which he placed over his chest. When he was comfortably settled down the 
weird figure that sharpened its tail earlier slowly appeared thinking the 
person had fallen asleep. Pretending not to notice him the person watched to 
see what was about to happen by keeping his eyes open just a wee bit.  
 
rFs}D6 s3i’JxCus4 yiZhQ=lA ]s7mtDEx6LA 3]vzi5 wq=FQ+? Xus3uk5 
vWQx7]m6LA. wq8N]/Cs/Ex6]gZlx}D6 Xusflx+A6 ]n5g4vj5 s/C’JxCu 
gdlv3l6S6 hbwDt7]mflo6Li. 
The weird figure thinking he was asleep approached him and slowly sat on his 
chest intending to pierce him with his sharp tail. As he gleefully let his weight 
down his tail hit the flat stone. He fell dead and disappeared. 
 
cs1m81+A6 c/6gEx’gx3u1m5 rFs6 xq9Cu N`Mk5, xs9̀Mo6vuT’`N9M3u+A6 
bfhz/4rK6 tu’`Nui wy6glxfl1u4. g`M9M4Li+A6 bfnEx3i3lT8mA, 
c3ms8i3m81+A6 b6vKz d̀Mi5 w5hx3m5, bv8N+A6 xmsbofl4 s4fy’gx3uk5 
wZJlxfl4, sl’gx3ui4 tAu9lE4n5gx9M3ul.  
With another daybreak Kiviuq got on his qajaq for another long journey home. 

After having departed a while he spotted a 
lively smoke just above him. He immediately 
landed his qajaq and curiously walked up to 
inspect what it was. He discovered it to be 
a qarmaq. By looking in from above he saw 
an amautalik (spirit lady in an amauti) 
cooking something obscene in her big 
cooking pot. She was also holding her big 
ulu in her hand. 

 
wp4rb+A6 doQ4 blx6ymux3mi4 d̀MDt’Jxzi4, rFs71+A6 ck6 W5gx3ix3m1]Z5 
e5y5gx6+X. w]/b}A6 blxDt’JxzA5 e5y3mA schz/1m5, 
Her eyes were totally covered with her floppy old eye lids. Curious to see what 
would happen if Kiviuq spat on her from above. His spit landed on her floppy 
eyelid and she said, 
 
“w4rr9Bw6, xh ]sm }b+Cz.”  
“Ooo that’s cold, perhaps this is casting a dark spell in my view.” 
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Wpu+A6 d̀M t[Ax9M4LA sl’Jx3uk5 W`M9M4LA s5fy1uk5 
]sQ0pstx9M5gx9̀M9l. w]/b+A6 wlx e5y3u1mA+A7 sc5gxEK6,  
She grabbed her eyelid, and with her big ulu cut it off and dropped it in her 
big cooking pot to stew. He spat on the other eyelid and she said again, 
 
“w4rr9Bw6, xh ]sm }b+Cz.”  
“Ooo that’s cold, perhaps this is casting a dark spell in my view.” 
 
w1ui+A6 WM4Li ]sQ0pExClx3uZu wk1u4 e4yu4yx9M4g’]gZu 
x4tEx3i3lT7m5, rFs}D6 c/3uk5 x6XlxExfl1m5, xa9}C6t8NA+A6 
c/3u~k6Li, ]n71]Z9M5gx9M3ul. 
As she was about to cut a piece off of herself to throw in the stew, she 
caught a glimpse of a person and charged for the exit. Kiviuq in this case 
charged for his qajaq. He reached his qajaq before being caught and pushed 
himself out of her reach. 
 
xmsbos7}Y6 xaT8Nus4 sl’Jx3uk5 eM2nEx7]m6LA sc6Li, 
Amautalik being slow to catch her prey threw her big ulu in his direction 
saying, 
 
“yfx6t5XQ5.” 
“I cast an ice spell on you”. 
 
sl’gxz+A6 w]mA5 nosuo3m5 wm6 
yfx6g’]g1m5, rFs71+A6 wStuk5 yfx6 
voQx9̀M9l sc3m5bs6 c~kZlxrx6 wmD3u1m5 
xiAoE=li, c/6gc5+boE=lil 
xq9Csil4Li. 
As her big ulu skimmed along the water it 
quickly forced the water to freeze over. 
Meanwhile Kiviuq also spoke a word against 
her spell by touching the ice with his paddle 
turning it back to water so he could continue 
his journey. 

 
s=ll4+b’̀N}D6 c/6gMsE=li rFs6 
wk4yhz/oEK}D6 Xi]Qa8̀i1k5 
x3N6fx4]n’`Nj5 iFx6yx’gx3j9l. rFs71+A6 
iFx6yx’gx6 kox6+bEZus4 N+J/uxo3mQ4 
mcwCl4X4Li xw=FQ5bs/o3mQ4. 
Having paddled the entire day Kiviuq came 
upon people, a daughter and mother, a little 
old lady and a young woman. Kiviuq took the 
young woman for his wife and remained with 

them for some time, hunting and returning to them as his home. 
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x3N6fx4]n’`N7}a6 Xii swqDx6LA whm5b6gf~lo3iCu, izsi+A6 rFs6 
mcwo3u1m5 Xii+A6 fmwDxhz/o3mA. hNs=?+A6 fmw6y6g9̀M9l ys+bA5 vslA 
wZMs]/3lA gd5hxo3iCus4. fmwoCus+A6 wZMs]/6LA gd’gx3mA, ixdx+A6 
bmsN dqyixi5 WQx6LA NJhz/oE+?. hNs=?sN w1ui4 XiQy6gyQx6 
Xi1u ixdxb xuxi4 xtli. 
Incidently the sly little old lady was secretly developing an evil plot in her mind 
to take away her daughter’s husband. Sure enough, while her son in law Kiviuq 
was away hunting, she offered to look for lice in her daughter’s hair, all the 
while plotting to poke her in the ear to kill her by damaging the eardrum. As 
she was combing her hair for lice she killed her by poking her eardrum. She 
skinned the woman’s head from the neck up. With that she was going to 
pretend to be her daughter by putting it over her head. 
 
rFs}D6 trn6go}Cz5 koxzb y[/E1i6ysDt?1mA isCw=F5yxE4g2 r[ozk5 
c/6 Xt4ty8N6LA syqx6X1m5. rFs}D6 mcwMs6Li trn6go3m5 
x3N6fx4]n’`N}D6 XiQy6g6Li rFs6 t]mi5 g6L`Mhz/o3mA klC5gx9M3ul, 
Normally when Kiviuq came home with his qajaq full of meat, his wife would 
find a deep spot so he could pull his qajaq along the shore line and toss his 
catch ashore. When Kiviuq was approaching home after his hunt, the little old 
lady pretending to be her daughter stood above Kiviuq calling out and waving 
wildly, 
 
“m0/ m0/ y[/E1i6 ]n5yx6! m0/ m0/ y[/E1i6 ]n5yx6!”  
“Here, here! Over here! Here, here! Over here a nice deep spot!” 
 
rFs71+A6 csp9M4y8N’gxCus4 koxET8Nus4 b4Wfz g6Lmo6+X, 
Kiviuq noticing instantly that she was not his wife, in turn called back to her,  
 
“vu9M3lt5! vu9M3lt5!”  
“Take off your boots! Take off your boots!” 
 
vu9M’gx3m81+A6, Bx7m+A6 vNltE8N4 e3ǸE4, 
g[Z̀E4 wF’̀Na]/Wgw8̀N4. 
She took off her boots, and guess what you 
see, pitiful dark skinny legs, in a shape of dry 
leaf. 
 
rFs71+A6 koxET8Nus4 cspm’gx9M3u koxEy6gc5+bux’Jxo3mA 
x9}CA81+At=lA x[̀M5. emAx6LA+A6 whm?oCu mcwo}Czu+A6 
v7T6y6y6gCl4Li Sxlw6y6y6gCl4Li W?o6S6 kNj5 emgo?4Li 
xwQx3uAu N4nZ4nui4. xw/}Czu+A6 sc6X1m5, 
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Kiviuq knowing full well that she wasn’t his true wife pretended to live with her 
as his wife for a full year, in fact. Thinking of leaving her soon, he pretended 
to lose a boot or a mitt as he was collecting them on the land by leaving them 
behind. He was storing them for the time when he would take them along on 
his journey home. Every time he arrived he would say, 
 
“s=lu v7q6y{I3uZm.” s=?~l=?, “s=lu Sxlw6y{M3uZm.” 
“Clumsy me lost a boot again today” or “Clumsy me lost my other mitt again 
today”. 
 
tx’N}A6 WZJlxo3m5 +W6yCJlxo3m5 x3N6fx4]n’`N6 wom5n4vu schz/1m5, 
Noticing the frequency of losing items the little old lady became suspicious 
and said, 
 
“emAm?oCuz3]v ]sm v7q6y6y6g6Lil, Sxlw6y6y6g{I6Xo6XV” 
“Perhaps someone is plotting to leave me on the guise of losing boots and 
mitts”.  
 
RFs}D6 sc6X4Li s0pq5y6g6Li, 
Kiviuq would make a pretentious reply, 
 
“emMT8i2r5 szQ{MC2r5”. 
“Oh, I would never dare leave you as I’m totally attracted to you”. 
 
x3N6fx4]n’`N}D6 rsy8N6X4Li,  
The little old lady would simply reply, 
 
“emAm?o3iD1mxw yK38q5 wles6bc6S6”. 
“I’ll have you know that if you are plotting to leave me, many evil spells are 
before you”. 
 
“xh+A6 emMT8i2r5 szQ{MC2r5.” 
“Oh, honestly, I will never leave you as I am totally attracted to you”. 
 
rFs71+A6 emgoxi ̀N7m4yNhQZuQ5 mcwyQx3uZu x3N6fx4]n’`N6 scsto6+X, 
Kiviuq, having determined his collection of lost items to be adequate for the 
trip, informed the little old lady before going on a hunting trip, 
 
“sz?ox’gx3ixoCmxw tr8N]n’gx3ix6Sz”. 
“This time I am going on an extended hunting trip so it will be a while before I 
get home”. 
 
x3N6fx4]n’`N}D6 sc6y8N6Li, 
The little old lady simply replied, 
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“yK3qNw wles6bc6S6.” 
“Be assured of evil spells before you”. 
 
rFs71+A6 x3N6fx4]ntEi6 emux’Jxo3mA tx5N c/6gc5}bo6X4Li wmsi3i 
kNsi3il Whc5}bo6X4Li. sz?’̀N6y8N6t9lA+A6 wlest5 yKUi xhw`M 
n6r5bExhz/o3mb. wlest5 wMz5 yK9o6+X6 bwixTbC~l8̀i5 
g]n/4nsq7m5. 
Kiviuq intentionally left the despicable little old lady by taking extended 
paddling journeys over the waters and long extended treks over the land. 
Having covered a considerable distance the evil spells began to appear in front 
to him. I will refrain from telling the first spell as it is so despicable for the 
listeners’ ear. 
 

W+h/c5+b6X4vu+A6 xS6yhz/oEK6 
s4fy’gx3u4 t6t5glxuxfl1u4. 
WhQxClx}Cz81+A6 yK3qs+t8N5yxuxo3u1m5 
ck6 W5gx3ixo3u1m1]Z3}u w6v6nCu 
whmhz/o3S6 s4fys2 ỳNk5 gtMs3li 
]sQtA5 ms/}C9MQx5gx3li s4fy’}g2 
w[lxk6O6 gtli. xhẁM}A6 
whmQx’̀N9M3ul s4fys2 ỳNk5 gtMs6Li 
]sQtA5 ms/}C9M4Li xrxk6Ostx9M5gx6S6, 
hbwDtZul+A6 s4fy4 
n6r4v8iqbw8NoE=li. 

After taking another long trek over the land he came across a huge cooking 
pot boiling wildly. Every time he advanced a little, it blocked his path. He 
pondered for a bit on what to do and thought he would quickly jump up on the 
edge of the pot and quickly advance over the cooking items and step over the 
other edge of the pot. Before taking a second thought he jumped suddenly and 
ran all the way across over the cooking  
items. The instant he crossed over the pot, it disappeared and never 
reappeared again. 
 
W+h/ux’gxo3u1m81+A6 sz?Clx3ut9lA 
}b2fx4bs}D6 x4I’gx4 sQx6gux’gx4 
u4rsux5gx6Lt4. iAZ4nsJ1Nw3u1mi+A6 
WhQxClx}Cz5 yKi3usb`E8Nuxo3uZuQ4 
whmhz/oEK}D6 xF5Xi4 x2ymMs’`N6g1i 
xf9Dx9MQx5gxDx6LQ4. xhẁM+A6 
r1ms5g’gx4 x2ymMs2c6X1mi4, 
x2ymMs‘̀N6g1i+A6 xhẁM xf9D{LQ4 
x6XlxExfl1m5, }r/s9}Cci 
xi[Ax9M5gx3u1mQ4 
hbcMsFi6ymJ1NwE=lt4. 
He continued to progress forward on  
foot and when he had gone a little ways, suddenly there appeared two angry 
brown bears, viciously fighting, taking bites off of each other. Again there 
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was no way of avoiding them as they kept blocking his path in front of him. He 
thought he might take a run between them when they briefly stepped back. As 
they were constantly at each other and hardly a moment of letting go of each 
other, he took a run in that tiny instant of parting.  Again, he suddenly passed 
between them and they disappeared as if they had never existed. 
 
xwhx’gxCu+A6 xbs3]v rFs6 Whc5+bo3u1m5 ra9o6+Xa7]mo3i6Li+A6 wles5 
xS5gxoE+? rU’gx+A6 v+h5g’gx4, vh5gx}Czi+A6 s/C’gw5, s/Ch[JClux’gw4 
W4y]Zux5gxo6X4Lt4 Njl4}b6. iAZ4nsJ1Nw3u1m}Y6, xiA3lA ryxiso3u1m5 
rFs}D6 whmhz/oEK6 xf9D9lQ4 x6Xo6gx9MQx5gxDx6Li. 
Of course with the urge to reach home, Kiviuq took another long trek across 
the land. Incidentally, there was yet to be one and last evil spell to be which 
he came across. Two giant hills were clashing at each other. When they banged 
each other, rocks and boulders flew everywhere. Again it was difficult to 
avoid them and crucial to pass through them. Kiviuq thought to rush past the 
two clashing mountains. 
 
rFs}DE7N xtQcMs6ym1m5 xfCs/o’gx3u4, bfC8i5gxJMs3u1mb xfCs/o’gw5 
xat5 xtZw. r1z’gx+A6 xf5g6ymMs’̀N6g1i rFs6 x6Xo6glxExfl1m5 
xf9D{LQ4. xS6]v6t8NQ+A6 xiA6gfisZlx6, ]r/s9C/5yxux3m81+A6 xfCs/’gxz 
x[`M5 r[QtZu, xfwgw8NsZlx6Li xi+At5gx3iE? wlestfl4. 
Incidentally Kiviuq was wearing a beautiful 
atigi with an extra long back flap. They were 
a sight to see being worn by young men in 
those days. Kiviuq waited until the two 
clashing mountains made a brief split and ran 
as fast as he could between them. He got 
over all right, but he almost got crushed. In 
fact his extra long back flap got caught and 
tore off. Once again he past the evil spell, 
but not until his back flap got bitten off. 
 
wlest5 xiA6ymo3mb rFs6 c/6gc5}bo3iCu xhẁM+A6 b4XZ kNso6S6 
gx5gZ]/a=li. c[ooCus+A6 wobE+? xwC6}ga1m5. trn6go}Czu 
xFs?Ms3i3m5 xFs5bo6S}D6. 
Having past all of the evil spells, Kiviuq began his long journey home by qajaq. 
In time though, he spotted land, a very thin outline over the horizon. When he 
came closer he recognized it to be Airaqtuuq. Customarily, he would let out a 
joyful howl as he returned from his hunting, and this he did as he approached 
home. 
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rFs2 xzJ6]vQ4 x}b}bl x`N`Nl x9}CA81+At=lt4 x[`M5 niòE’`N6Lt+A6 cw6g2 
3]vzi w4y?’`N6Lt4 w3i3u1i4 iEsc5}b6]g8̀i4 bskz bEs2 N`Mk5 
eic5}bux6Lt4, xFsJ4nu[l }NMc5}bux6g4. 
For a whole year Kiviuq’s parents, his father and mother sat side by side on a 
rocky surface keeping watch for their son’s return over the sea horizon, 
constantly peeling the horizon, and listening for the joyful howl of a hunter. 
 
rFs71+A6 xFs6Xlx gn6nD3m5 sc6bo6S4, 
When Kiviuq’s joyful howl could be heard faintly in the distance, the parents 
said, 
 
“+w, +w, w7mo+A6 rFs2 i+X”. 
“Surely, yes surely, indeed that is Kiviuq’s joyful howl”. 
 
wkw5 dFx5nlxj5, d[llxj9~l=? kho1iCZs?1mb g6fx9Mux6Lt4, 
rFs71+A6 xzJ6]vQ4 dFx5nlxj5 kyo4Lt4 gdMs6ymJ4, w3iz4 xwC6]gj5 
tr8Nu crZlx6t9lAl. xa6v/Clx6LQ+A6 rFs2 xzJ6]v1i gd=lt[l 
kNoMs6ymK6. 
It is known by Inuit that sudden excitement or sudden surprise resulted in a 
person to succumb to heart attack and die suddenly. Kiviuq’s parents were said 
to have been overcome by excessive happiness that they succumbed to heart 
attack and both died at the very moment their son set foot on Airaqqtuuq. 
Kiviuq almost made it to see his parents still alive, but they fell dead as he 
stepped ashore. 
 
scst/s?Ms6Szo si2]vZsZi4]vz5 rFs6, ho+A6 ]sm1m5 ryxi+A6 wk1k5 
bf/shxJw5]goMs6g6 bb=phxT{Li w5n3ibslxj81+A6 kNDcoCu x[`M5 
wobE/sMw3m5. 
I used to be told soon after finishing the Kiviuq story that he is still alive, but 
that he refrains from being seen by people so as not to frighten them. He is 
so old that earth has started to grow on him that no one would recognize him 
anymore. 
 

m8`i5 !#, @))@ 
June 13, 2003 
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Unit 5: Qanuqtuurungnarniq/The Concept of Being Resourceful to Solve 
Problems7 
 

Learning Competencies: Students will increase understanding of the concept 
of being resourceful to solve problems. 
Students will demonstrate innovative thinking to solve a problem. 
 

Opener: What colour is Saturday? 
Have the students work in small groups (grouping ideas are found in the TH). 
Give them a large sheet of paper or chart paper. You may also provide them 
with markers, coloured pencils, crayons or other means of representing their 
ideas in creative ways. The purpose of this activity is to open the students’ 
thinking, to encourage them to think outside the box. Ask the groups to think 
of answers to the question, What colour is Saturday? More than one answer is 
encouraged. Each answer should have some qualifier explaining why that colour 
fits with Saturday. An example might be: Saturday is the colour red because I 
can lie in bed all morning under my red blanket. 
 

Give the students about 15 minutes to do this. Remind them that they will 
need a recorder and a presenter to share their results with the class. Let 
them know that in the end they will get to choose which group was most 
creative.  
 

Connector: This is a scarf, but it isn’t really a scarf. It’s a … 
Have the students sit in a community circle. Starting with the teacher, show 
the students a scarf – a square scarf a woman would wear. In this case, the 
object of the Connector is to have the students think creatively of other ways 
this scarf could be seen. The teacher starts by saying to the students, This is 
a scarf, but it isn’t really a scarf. It’s a … (a sling, skirt, etc.) Pass the scarf to 
the person on the left (Elders tell us to go around a circle in a clockwise 
manner), and give the next person a chance. This can be quite a bit of fun and 
will show you which students are particularly innovative. 
 

Activity: Space Capsule 
Put the students in groups of four. Have each group choose one student to 
observe and keep a record of what roles each person in the group takes in this 
activity. The groups are to make a space capsule in order to protect an egg 
from a four-metre fall.  They must create the capsule for your egg from a 
specific list of products. The evaluation criteria is as follows:  

1) The egg must not break, if so, it is disqualified.  
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2) If the egg is intact and that they used:  
1 item  25 points  
2 items   20 points  
3 items   15 points  
4 items   10 points  
5 items   5 points  

List of items groups can use:  
 

 2 Styrofoam cups (8oz)  1 balloon 
 10 cotton balls  5 Popsicle sticks 
 1 meter of string  1 meter of scotch tape 
 1 sheet of paper (8½ x 11)  1 plastic bag (fruits/vegetables 

plastic bags as found in rolls at 
supermarkets) 

 5 straws   1 record sheet for observer 
Groups may practise as often as they like; however, during the competition 
they have only one try.  Give the students half an hour to 40 minutes and then 
have the drop-off. 
  
Reflection 
Content: If you were going out on the land on a skidoo, what would you be sure 
to take just in case your machine broke down? Make a list of what essential 
things one should have available in case of an emergency. 
Collaborative: In working with your team in the space capsule activity, what 
did you learn about the resourcefulness of your teammates? 
Personal: How would you rate yourself under the following criteria – 5 for 
very able and 0 for not able at all: 

___ adaptability (to make suitable or fit as for a new use or for a 
different condition) 

___ flexibility (not stuck in a particular way of doing things) 
___ a quick thinker 
___ creative 
___ able to think 
___ can participate in brainstorming with others 

Classroom Reinforcement: 
Make a classroom display of innovativeness. The quotation at the end of this 
unit from Louis Angalik points out the critical importance of innovativeness 
and how schools need to develop this ability as well. Students could be 
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challenged to think of what might go on the display – things that people have 
invented or used to be resourceful. This is a key survival skill: a person who 
may be caught on the land, will need to be resourceful in order to survive.  
 

The term Iqqaqqaukkaringniq defines this.8   
 

Accommodating Diversity: 
The hands-on nature of the space capsule activity may reveal that some 
students shine as leaders in this type of situation more than in verbal 
activities. Encourage students to look on the internet for innovative and 
creative inventions. The teacher may want to try putting up pictures that Rube 
Goldberg created and involve their students in activities similar to the 
international contests that exist based on his art.  
 

Follow-Up: Catapulting Hacky-Sack  

The objective of this activity is to design and construct a catapult which will 
accurately propel a "hacky-sack" through the air to land within a specified 
target area.  
Materials: 

 The catapult will be assembled before the event from any combination 
of materials which the team wishes to use. One single method of 
catapulting the hacky-sack must be used for all three target distances. 
(For example, if a section of bicycle inner tube is used for propelling 
the hacky-sack, then that same inner tube section must be capable of 
landing the hacky-sack within all three target areas) 

 The catapult must use the hacky-sack supplied by the teacher (these 
can be made as small sealskin balls) during the event. No substitutions 
will be allowed. 

 The maximum dimensions for the catapult (catapult dimensions while at 
rest) are not to exceed 1.00 m (length) x 1.00 m (width) x 1.00 m 
(height).  

 Hazardous materials (including fuel sources or compressed gases) will 
result in a disqualification of the entry. Use safety sense during the 
construction.  

Rules: 
 Upon launching the catapult, all four team members are to participate. 

Two team members will hold (stabilize) the catapult for the shot; one 
team member will load/release the hacky-sack for launching; and one 
team member will assist for the launch measurements or calculations. 
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 All members MUST wear approved safety glasses during the launching 
of the hacky-sack. (Safety glasses are recommended for many shop and 
lab activities.) 

 All team members are to SCREAM the SCHOOL name prior to each 
launch! 

 The catapult shall be built to the dimensional specifications and criteria 
noted above. A deduction in points will result if the catapult is larger 
than specified. 

 The catapult shall be able to propel the hacky-sack the desired distance 
for each target location. 

 The hacky-sack must be capable of landing within a target area of: five 
(5) meters, ten (10) meters, and fifteen (15) meters from the team 
launch site. 

 Each team of four participants will be allowed three launches at each of 
the specified distances. 

 The distance from the target area to the hacky-sack, for each of the 
three launches will be measured by the judging team. The average 
distance of the closest two launches at each location will be recorded as 
the score for this event. LOWEST overall score wins!  

The form which will be used by judges to score your catapult launches is found 
at the end of this unit. 
 

Assessment 
Students: The students who act as observers for the Space Capsule activity 
should meet with the teacher to share their results. Each student should also 
fill out the self-evaluation section in their student journal. Opportunity is 
given in this module to have the students carry out some independent research 
on Rube Goldberg’s art, and contests resulting from this. This may have a spin-
off into a group who find this interesting and would like to work on this as a 
project. 
 

Teachers: Keeping accurate and thorough observation sheets will be important 
in this section, especially since students will be doing this as well. The teacher 
will need to be able to mentor the observers, suggesting to them revisions to 
their own observations if the teacher feels the students have missed anything 
or additions to the teacher’s own records if necessary. 
 

The teacher will need to arrange for judges for the catapulting hacky sack 
activity. These should be impartial observers and could be members of the 
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community who would be interested in seeing how creative the students have 
been. 
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Iqqaqqaukkaringniq 
 
Iqqaqqaukkaringniq refers to the way Inuit 
sought solutions to obstacles or challenges 
that presented themselves. Like the 
concept of qanuqtuurungnarniq this required 
resourcefulness, quick thinking, innovation 
and creativity. Inuit believed that learning 
takes place best when we can look at things 
in a new way. We meet the needs we have in 
our lives, by looking at the resources at 
hand and improvising to create strategies, 
technologies or processes that improve our 
lives. 
 
Think of Inuit life today. What examples 
are there of iqqaqqaukkaringniq that are 
evident in your community today? Make a 
list of as many as you can. 
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Catapulting Hacky-Sack Score Sheet 
 

 

Team Number: __________ 
 
Team (School) Name: ______________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
Category One: (Dimensional Specifications) 
Judges are to measure the catapult accurately and record the dimensions below. 
 

Length of the Catapult ___________________ Centimeters 
 

Width of the Catapult ___________________ Centimeters 
 

Height of the Catapult ___________________ Centimeters 
 

A catapult which meets the dimensions specified in the task sheet will receive 50 
points! For each five centimeters (5 cm) that a catapult EXCEEDS the specified 
dimensions in any direction, a penalty of 5 points will be deducted from the final 
score. 
_______________________________________________________________  
Category Two: (Distance from Target Areas) 
 

Judges are to measure the distance from the target ring to the hacky-sack and 
record it below. PLEASE, round the distance UP to the nearest centimeter (for 
example, 120.3 cm = 121 cm} 
 

5 metre target area ____________ cm Average of lowest 2: ___________ cm 
 

10 metre target area: __________  cm Average of lowest 2: ___________ cm 
 

15 metre target area: __________  cm  Average of lowest 2: ___________ cm 
 
The hacky-sack with the lowest cumulative AVERAGE over all three distances will 
receive 50 points! Teams in 2nd place will score 45 points, 3rd place will score 40 
points, 4th place will score 35 points, 5th place will score 30 points and 6th place will 
score 25 points.  All other teams will score 20 points each}. 
 

POINTS {Hacky-sack scoring}: ________________ 
 

TOTAL EVENTS POINTS (Catapult + Hacky-Sack Scoring): ________________ 
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Unit 6: Piliriqatigiingniq/The Concept of Collaborative Relationships or 
Working Together for a Common Purpose9 

 

Learning Competency: Students will increase understanding of the concept of 
piliriqatigiingniq/collaborative relationships or working together for a common 
purpose. 
 

Opener: My Personality10 
Divide your class into small groups and have them sit in a circle. The activity 
will take about one hour. You will need various items, such as a can opener, hair 
brush, umbrella, box of crayons, book, enough for one for each student. Dump 
the items on the floor or onto a table in the centre of the circle. Tell them 
that they will all come up at once and choose an item about which they are 
willing to say:  I am like this ___ because I … and I am unlike this ___ because 
I…. (It is amazing how students reveal personality traits when comparing 
themselves to the item. All group members get to know each other much 
better. For example, I’m like this book because I like to tell stories. I’m not 
like this book because I don’t like people to hold/touch me. Finish off this 
activity by having a reflective discussion in a community circle, asking the 
students what they learned about themselves and others by doing this 
activity. 
  

Connector: Four Corners 
Start with the students sitting in a community circle. Explain to the students 
that in this unit you are discussing how to work collaboratively for a common 
purpose. One of the things they need to consider as they go through this unit 
is if it is easier to work with folks who are very like you – think like you, act 
like you, like the same things; or is it easier to work with folks who can bring 
their own special talents to the table and contribute in different ways.  
 

To do the following activity they will need to think for themselves and try to 
do this without being influenced by others. Of course, group activities depend 
a great deal on influence and so the teacher should observe where he or she 
sees influence happening – who is able to sway the group, other students? How 
can influence work for us in classrooms?  
 

Label the corners of your classroom. You could put four sports – volleyball, 
tennis, hockey, Alaskan high kick, cross-country skiing, or you could use food – 
MacDonald’s hamburger, pizza, caribou jerky, salad, or you could use things in 
the natural environment – a mountain, a valley, a fiord, a flat piece of tundra. 
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Ask the students to consider the labels in the four corners. Inform them that 
you will read out several scenarios and with each scenario, students are to 
quietly go to the corner in the room that makes them feel most like they would 
feel in the scenario. After each time the students have moved to a corner, ask 
them to discuss together why they chose this area and then pick a 
spokesperson who will share this with the class. 

Scenarios: 
 You have gone out with your best friend and you want to talk about 

something really important. You feel like … 
 Your favourite time with your family feels like … 
 School feels like … 
 When I think of my future, I think it feels like … 

 

Activity: Cooperative Learning Jigsaw  
The purpose of this activity is to have students learn the elements of 
cooperative learning and collaborative relationships. Inuit in the past believed 
in doing things in collaborative relationships. This was important for the 
survival of the culture.  
 

Establish groups of five where the teacher puts the students in the groups 
and determines what number each student will have. The numbering should be 
based on ensuring that the groups that come together as experts have people 
within them who are going to be able to help one another learn the material. 
Tell each group that this is their ‘home group’ for this activity; assign each 
student in the home groups a number. In the home group, they will all be 
expected to ‘teach’ one another one topic related to cooperative learning. Each 
will become an ‘expert’ on that one topic. They will do this by getting together 
with other students of the same number who also have to learn this topic 
related to cooperative learning. 
 

Indicate where the expert groups are to meet – the number one’s who are 
working on Positive Interdependence will work in this area, the number two’s 
working on Face-to-Face Interaction over there, and so forth. Have students 
form groups with other students of the same number. Distribute the topics 
that each of the five groups is to learn about. 
 

Explain to each expert group that they are being given a description of their 
topic. They are to read it either silently or as a group and then discuss what it 
means. Each person in this group needs to feel comfortable enough with the 
material to be able to return to their home group and explain what it means. 
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They should also think of examples of their topic to help explain it to their 
home group.  
 

Give the students an appropriate amount of time to read, discuss and develop 
a strategy for how to share this with their home group. Then ask the students 
to return to their home group. Let the students know that following their 
teaching time when each student will try to teach his or her home team 
members what the content and ideas are behind their ‘expert area’ the group 
will play a round of Teams-Game-Tournament to determine how well everyone 
now knows the material.  
 

Give the group time to teach and learn the material. Then pass out the record 
sheets for team-game-tournament. Distribute the cards provided at the end 
of this unit. (Cut out the cards in advance, fold the template down the middle 
and staple each card so that the front has the question and the back has the 
answer.) Explain to each home team that one person (questioner) will pick up a 
question card and read it to one person (answerer) in their group. Another 
person (checker) will check to see if the answer is correct, and a fourth 
person (recorder) will record the answer. The fifth person (backup) can 
answer the question if they know it for one point, instead of the 2 points the 
first person answering would have received. The roles should rotate so that 
everyone gets a chance to play. The last recorder counts up the final results. 
The teacher asks each home team to indicate how well they were able to do on 
the tournament. 
 

Reflection 
Content: What Inuit values do you see as essential to cooperative learning and 
collaborative relationships? Explain your choices. (choose three). 
Collaborative: What suggestions would you make to your home team in order 
for you to feel more comfortable with this kind of learning activity? 
Personal: Which role in the team-game-tournament did you feel most 
comfortable playing and why? 
 

Classroom Reinforcement: 
Make a display of the kinds of things you would expect to see in healthy 
collaborative relationships. This could be done as a mind map – with ideas 
coming off it. This could be done as a sponge kind of activity that you put on 
the board as you wait for the class to begin. You could ask the question, What 
would you expect to see in a community that had healthy collaborative 
relationships? Each student could be asked to come to the board and put down 
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one idea. This could be one way to start the students thinking about this topic. 
You could use these ideas in a display with the question in the middle of your 
mind map and their ideas coming off this. As you go through this unit, you 
could add the ideas in the five topics and list some activities that the 
students could participate in such that they will learn how to participate more 
collaboratively and thus have healthier relationships. 
 

Accommodating Diversity: 
The activities in this unit are not easy. It will be important for the teacher to 
put groups together such that students work with others who can help them if 
necessary. Some of the jigsaw sheets are shorter than others so these can be 
given to those students whose English reading is not strong. For the Activity, 
remind students doing the positive interdependence topic of activities done in 
previous units and Joe’s dog story.  For further information on cooperative 
learning, see Appendix A. Giving someone else a chance of answering a question 
takes the pressure off. It still demonstrates individual accountability, but 
allows for others to assist. 
 

Follow-Up: Elements of Collaboration 
Have the students return to their home groups from the activity. Give each 
group posters of the values listed at the bottom of the page of their 
collaborative element. 
 

They should discuss how these values relate to their section and be prepared 
to share some specific examples from their own lives.  
 

Have each home group present. Have the other groups respond in order to 
expand the ideas or provide other personal experiences. 
 

Assessment 
Students: There are opportunities to participate in different collaborative 
groupings, to take part in the jigsaw and the team-game-tournament, and to 
learn about themselves in the multiple intelligence and learning style 
questionnaire. There are sections in the student journal for the students to 
indicate what they have learned and how they assess their own learning. Time 
should be given for the students to complete these.  
 

Teacher: Observation will be key to determining how well the students 
participate and demonstrate their learning of the outcome for this unit. 
Records should be kept of the team-game-tournament results.  
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1. 

 
Positive Interdependence 
 
A group that wants to work cooperatively needs to develop a 
positive interdependence among the members. Once the 
interdependence is developed, the group must work to maintain it. 
The members need to rely on one another to achieve the goal of 
the group. If any team members fail to do their part, everyone 
suffers consequences. Group members learn to depend on each 
other by asking and receiving help from one another. Positive 
interdependence builds important interpersonal skills. 
 
Positive Interdependence:  

 each group member's efforts are required and absolutely 
necessary for group success  

 each group member has a unique contribution to make to the 
group work; this could be the member’s resources or the part 
of the group work that the member is supposed to do 

 
Think of an example of positive interdependence to share with your 
home group. 

Refer to the Values CD or cards - cooperation, sharing, teamwork, family, 
consensus, respect, unity, acceptance, oneness, and interconnectedness 

Vocabulary Box 
interdependence – inter = among, between + dependence, dependence on 
each other, dependence among a group of  people 

interpersonal – among people, between people 
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2. 
 

Face-To-Face Interaction 
 

When people work together in a group, they need to work 
interactively. That means group members share their ideas with 
others in the group, they provide one another with feedback and 
they question one another's thoughts and ideas. Probably the most 
important interaction is when group members teach and encourage 
one another. They support each other to be successful. 
 
Face-to-Face Interaction:  

 explain to others in the group how to solve problems  
 share and teach knowledge to others in the group  
 check that the rest of the group understands 
 discuss what the group is trying to learn or do 
 connect what the group is learning to what they have learned 

before 
 
Learning requires that people have opportunities to understand and 
discuss what they hear and read. Interacting in a group develops 
language and thinking skills. It also develops social skills that help 
people work more effectively with each other. 
 
Think of an example in your school or in your community of a group 
or organization where face-to-face interaction is really very 
important. You will share this example with your home group. 
 
 Refer to the Values CD or cards - honesty, trust, acceptance, patience, 

generosity, and listening 
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3. 
 

Individual Accountability 
 

All members in a group are held accountable for doing their share 
of the work and for mastery of all of the material to be learned. 
Members should not depend on other members of the group to do 
all the work. 
 
How individual accountability in a group works best: 

 small group size – the smaller the size of the group, the 
greater the individual accountability  

 each person in the group should have a job to do that will 
contribute to the group’s work 

 each person in the group should understand and be able to 
present the work that the group is doing  

 each person in the group feels welcome to contribute ideas 
and other people listen and reflect on what other members 
say 

 each person in the group supports and helps the other 
members 

 one person asks other group members to explain the 
reasoning for the group’s answers 

 each person in the group is able to teach the work of the 
group to someone else 

 
Think of an example for your home group that demonstrates 
individual accountability either in the school or in the community. 

 Refer to the Values CD or cards - consensus decision making, practice, 
conservation, resourcefulness, mastery, adaptability, observation, taking 
the long view, helping, responsibility  
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4. 
 
Appropriate Use of Collaborative Skills 
 
Students are encouraged and helped to develop and practise 
collaborative skills. These skills help people to get along with each 
other and work effectively together. 
 
Collaborative Skills: 

 leadership  
 decision-making  
 trust-building  
 communication  
 conflict-management skills 

 
Think of an example of each skill from the school or community to 
share with your home group. The example should help your home 
group understand circumstances when collaborative skills are 
necessary. Try to think of an example when all of the collaborative 
skills would be necessary for a group to work effectively together. 
(There are many activities in Aulajaaqtut where you have had an 
opportunity to understand and practise these skills. You might want 
to choose your example from one of these activities.) 
 
What would it be like in the school or the community if people did 
not practise these skills? 
 
 
 

Refer to the Values CD and cards - equality, perseverance, oneness, 
acceptance, apologize, unpretentious, unity, teamwork, adaptability, 
survival 
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5. 
 

Group Processing 
 

Group members set group goals, assess from time to time what 
they are doing well as a team, and identify changes they need to 
make to function more effectively in the future. 
 
Group Processing:  

 group members discuss how well they are achieving their 
goals and maintaining effective working relationships  

 group members describe what actions of other members are 
helpful or not helpful  

 group members make decisions about what behaviors to 
continue or change 

 
Think of an example from your school or community to share with 
your home group. The example should help your home group 
understand group processing. What would the school or community 
example be like if the members did not do group processing? 
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Team-Game-Tournament Cards 
 

Q. 1. What is the meaning of 
positive interdependence in a 
group? 

A. 1. People depend on each other 
and support each other. 

Q. 2. What is it called when 
each person in a group is 
responsible for doing their 
share of the work? 

A.2. Individual accountability 
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Q. 3. Give three examples of 
face-to-face interaction in a 
group. 

A. 3. Any three: 
 explain to others in the group how to 
solve problems  
 share and teach knowledge to others in 
the group  
 check that the rest of the group 
understands 
 discuss what the group is trying to learn 
or do 
 connect what the group is learning to 
what they have learned before 

Q. 4. Why is group processing 
important when people are 
working in a group? 

A. 4. Processing allows groups to 
discuss how effectively their group 
is working and if they need to make 
changes to work together better.  
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Q. 5. Name two skills you can 
develop by face-to-face 
interaction in a group. 

A. 5. Any two: 
 language skills 
 thinking skills 
 social skills 

Q. 6. What are two ways that 
individual accountability works 
best in a group? 

A. 6. Any two: 
 small group size  
 each person in the group should have a job to do  
 each person in the group should understand the 
work that the group is doing  
 each person in the group feels welcome to 
contribute ideas and other people listen and 
reflect on what other members say 
 each person in the group supports and helps the 
other members 
 one person asks other group members to explain 
the reasoning for the group’s answers 
 each person in the group is able to teach the 
work of the group to someone else 
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Q. 7. Name three collaborative 
skills for working with others. 

A. 7. Any three: 
 leadership  
 decision-making  
 trust-building  
 communication  
 conflict-management skills 
 

Q. 8. What IQ Principle could 
be associated with positive 
interdependence? 

A. 8. Piliriqatigiiniq: working 
together for the common good 
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Q. 9. What is it called when a 
group discusses how well they 
are achieving their goals? 

A. 9. Group processing 

Q. 10. What group of skills help 
people to work together 
effectively? 

A. 10. Collaborative skills 
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Unit 7: Avatimik Kamattiarniq/The Concept of Environmental 
Stewardship11 
 

Learning Competencies: Students will explore leadership to develop a set of 
criteria to describe and evaluate it. 
Students will demonstrate an understanding of the concept of environmental 
stewardship as it was thought of in the past and how it is understood today. 
 

Opener: Recycle It! 
Provide an explanation of the term stewardship for students. This IQ concept 
refers to taking care of all the areas in our lives – personal relationships, 
family, work, church, and physical environment. 
 

For the purposes of this unit, we are going to focus on the physical 
environment and how to show leadership as a good steward. 
Have the students work in groups of no more than four. Tell the students that 
you are going to do an art activity recycling material that would be considered 
garbage. Ask the students to bring in 10 items of garbage for this activity or 
provide each group with 10 items. Give the students glue, tape, coloured 
pencils, paint, markers, whatever they want to create their piece of art. 
 

When the groups are finished, share the results with the students. Show 
them examples of recycled art off the web.  
 

Connector: Multiple Uses 
Put the students in groups of three (TH on Forming Groups). Give each group a 
piece of paper. Tell the students that you are going to name an object or thing 
or show them something, and they are to brainstorm in their group as many 
possible uses as they can think of for that thing or a part of that thing. Have 
the groups choose a recorder (someone who can write fast). Give them a set 
amount of time. Tell them you will give them two or three different objects 
and the results will be tabulated by adding all the numbers together. The 
group with the largest number of items wins. The group with the most unusual 
ideas for uses also wins.  
Ideas for objects: 

1. styrofoam cup 
2. a piece of hide 
3. a 3-metre-long piece of rope. 
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Activity: Community Mapping 

In this activity the students are going to assess how well parts of their 
community are doing with recycling and make suggestions of what they could 
do to improve.  
 

First they need to consider what criteria they are going to use to evaluate the 
community. The students should be asked to think on their own about issues 
related to what they would expect to see in a healthy northern environment. 
Ask them to think of at least five and then get together with a partner and 
compare and choose five they can agree on (writing these on post-it notes). 
The teacher can either have these pairs meet with another pair and the four 
come up with five issues they agree on and put these on post-it notes (instead 
of the pairs) or take the pairs’ suggestions. This would depend on the size of 
the class. Once the ideas are on the post-it’s, the teacher will ask for one 
issue from one group, asking the others to check their issues to see if they 
have ones that are similar. These can be put in a row. Next the teacher gets 
another new idea and puts it up, again asking groups to put similar ones 
underneath. This should be done until all are up on the board. Single items 
should be reviewed to see if they can be put with any row of ideas. Then have 
the groups take a row and label it with a word or phrase that summarizes what 
that row’s ideas convey. These should be put up on sentence strips. The 
sentence strips can be lined up one on top of each other. The students should 
be given three dots (small sticky dots). They are told to put their dots on the 
items they feel most express what they would expect to see in a healthy 
northern environment. 
 

This set of criteria needs to be typed up on a chart with columns for 
checkmarks, examples and suggestions. A sample chart is provided at end of 
this unit. 
 

Students should then think of organizations, businesses or agencies within the 
community that they could contact to see if they could do an environmental 
check. If necessary the teacher could brainstorm possibilities with the class. 
Contact should be made with these places, asking them if they would be willing 
to participate as well as come to the school to hear their report and 
suggestions made by the students. 
 

Students should work in groups of three to do these environmental checks. 
They can rotate the roles of interviewer, recorder and observer. Groups 
should pick their places and a time set up to conduct the evaluation. Proper 
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paper work will need to be filled out to allow students to leave the school 
property. 
 

If the teacher feels the students need a model upon which to learn prior to 
going out to the community, the school could be done, breaking the school 
building and grounds up into the number of groups in the class. The students 
could practise on this first, and, if it is thorough, make a presentation to the 
principal or the DEA. 
 

Prior to the students going out, they should be told that they will be assessing 
the places based on their own chart. They will also need to think of 
suggestions they could make to the place to improve or promote a healthy 
environment. These should be practical things. To add to this, the students 
should be shown the chart at the end of this unit listing programs that fund 
projects on the environment. The ideas suggested could become part of a 
community project students are required to do on a voluntary basis. 
Community agencies, businesses and organizations may be happier to have 
outsiders come in to assess their ability to promote a healthy environment if 
they think it might lead to involving students in developing a project that will 
benefit the community. 
 

Students are to complete the following: 
1. Contact the place where they are going to do the evaluation and set up a 

time to conduct this. It may take several times to complete. 
2. Make a map or rough blueprint of the space they will be evaluating. 
3. Fill out the checklist that lists the criteria the students felt revealed a 

healthy northern environment, listing the date, time and place assessed. 
4. Groups are to list at least five suggestions of ways their site could 

improve. If they cannot think of enough, these can be shared with the 
class first and the whole class can make suggestions. 

5. Groups should meet with the teacher once they feel their report is 
complete, so that the teacher can be assured the information is 
complete before inviting in a representative from the site. 

 

Reflection 
Content: This unit relates to environmental stewardship. How does thinking of 
multiple uses for things connect with the topic of environmental stewardship?  
Collaborative: How do you think your community is doing in terms of 
protecting and respecting the environment? How do you feel you could 
mobilize people to improve your community’s image?  
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Personal: In what ways do you demonstrate good stewardship in your life? 
 

Classroom Reinforcement: 
If your school has a digital camera (a must for so many things!), be sure to 
take pictures to display from the various parts of this unit. Taking a picture of 
each of the sculptures or other art pieces from the Opener, or from the 
community mapping activity would be informative for others in the community. 
The students may want to design a community report card that they could 
display on a bulletin board with pictures and other comments in the 
appropriate spaces. 
 

Accommodating Diversity: 
This unit focuses on using the students’ imagination. Because the students are 
brainstorming, as long as the teacher reminds the students to ensure that 
everyone in their group is given a chance to contribute and that it is 
everyone’s responsibility to participate, then the teacher can observe if the 
students who may have difficulty are getting a chance to contribute.  
 

For those students who would like to have more of a challenge, they can look 
on the web for examples of other youth who have taken this topic and made a 
mark for themselves. There are youth who have collected thousands of dollars 
to send to Africa to purchase wells for villagers in drought-ridden areas. As 
well there are youth who work on saving the rainforests or campaigning against 
land mines. Let the students know that if this is something that they are 
interested in, that the final unit in this module is about telling your own story 
and that they will be working on developing some sort of idea about a project 
they could do that will lead to a community project in Module 5. 
 

For the Opener activity, use items collected from a shoreline clean-up. 
 
Follow-Up: Report Card Time 

As a whole class, design a report card process that the students can use to 
summarize their results of the community mapping. Give the students time to 
compile their results, making sure that you have a chance to meet with each 
group to review, suggest additions or revisions to their summaries, and request 
edits of their materials. When this is completed, invite a spokesperson from 
each site and have the presenter from each group give the spokesperson the 
results with the suggestions they can give. This could lead to other initiatives 
that could be taken on by the school’s student council.  
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Assessment 
Students: The students have a number of activities in this unit. The self-
evaluation section of their student journal will require time to ensure the 
students fill these in. Since there are group activities as well, it would be good 
to spend time using the two stars and a wish idea to have groups assess how 
well they did with the various activities with the teacher making note of the 
wishes in order to remind the students of this later as a way of encouraging 
growth. 
 

Teachers: Observing, conferencing and giving descriptive feedback will be 
very important in this unit. Giving the groups a descriptive and evaluative mark 
on their report card could help the students see how they are doing. The 
teacher can also see how much the feedback given during the conference 
session was actually taken into account in the final report. 
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Criteria for Healthy Communities 
 

Main Criteria Details Observations Suggestions 
1.  * 

* 
* 
* 

  

2.  * 
* 
* 
* 
* 

  

3. * 
* 
* 
* 
* 

  

4. * 
* 
* 
* 
* 

  

5. * 
* 
* 
* 
* 

  

6. * 
* 
* 
* 

  

7. * 
* 
* 
* 
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8. * 
* 
* 
* 

  

9. * 
* 
* 

  

10.  * 
* 
* 
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Funding Sources for Environmental Projects 

Name Sponsor Eligibility What Funded Amount Deadline Contact 
Agricultural 
Environment
al 
Stewardship 
Initiative 

Agriculture 
and AgriFood 
Canada 

Unspecified Initiatives that 
focus on priority 
areas such as  
water quality, soil 
health, habitat 
and biodiversity, 
greenhouse gas 
emissions, in 
relationship to 
agricultural 
practices 

Unspecified 
(Total 
Nunavut 
Annual Fund 
= $? 

Unspecified  Valery Whelan (867-667-5272 
Fax – 867-393-6222 
http//www.agr.gc.ca 

Canadian 
Adaptation 
and Rural 
Development 
(CARD) 

Agriculture 
and Agri-Food 
Canada 

Individuals, 
corporations
, NGO, co-
operatives, 
schools, 
various gov.  

Projects that will 
help develop a 
strong, vibrant 
agricultural and 
rural economy 

Up to 
$20,000 

Unspecified Brian Zawaski (867-645-3170) 

Court 
Awards 
money/DFO 
(Under 
Fisheries 
Act) 

Department of 
Fisheries and 
Oceans 

Unspecified To promote 
protection and 
enhancement of 
fish habitat 

Unspecified Unspecified Al Von Finster (867-393-6721) 
Fax (867-393-6737 
e-mail vonfinstera@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca 
www.pac.dfo-mpo.jc.ca  

EcoAction Environment 
Canada 

Non-profit 
groups and 
organization
s  

Innovative 
actions directed 
at protecting or 
improving 
environmental 

50% of 
funding 
must come 
from other 
sources 

Feb. 1st  
Oct. 1st 

1-800-667-7779 
e-mail: ecoaction.pyr@ec.gc.ca or  
cap.pyr@ed.gc.ca 
http://www.pyr.ec.gc.ca/ecoaction 
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quality. Area of 
interest clean air 
and climate 
change, clean 
water and/or 
nature 

than Fed. 
Gov. funding 

Endangered 
Species 
Recovery 
Fund 

Canadian 
Wildlife 
Service 
(Environment 
Canada and 
the World 
Wildlife Fund 
Canada 

University 
researchers, 
NGO, 
Research 
foundations 
and 
individuals 

To support high-
priority 
conservation 
projects for 
species at risk in 
Canada 

Unspecified January Dr. Martin Raillard 
Canadian Wildlife Service 
(867-393-6700 
Fax: (867-667-7962 
WWF: 1-800-26-PANDA 
Note: We were unable to confirm this funding. 

Environment
al Capacity 
Development 
Initiative 

DIAND – 
Environment 

First 
Nations only 
(perhaps 
includes 
Inuit) 

To improve 
health and safety 
in the community, 
the protection of 
the environment, 
the implantation 
of aboriginal 
ecological 
knowledge and to 
build capacities 
in the community 

Up to 
$25,000 

Anytime Michelle Edwards (867-667-3866) or Laura 
Spicer (867-667-3326 

Habitat 
Stewardship 
Program 

Environment 
Canada, the 
Department of 
Fisheries and 
Oceans and 
the Parks 
Canada Agency 

Organization
, business, 
community, 
individual, or 
NGO, 
provincial 
and federal 
agencies or 

Projects that 
contribute to the 
recovery and 
protection of 
habitat for 
priority listed 
species at risk, 
and for other 

Unspecified Unspecified Canadian Wildlife Service 
(614) 940-4700 or  
Gregory Thompson (819) 953-4068 
Fax (819) 994-4445 
Email: Greg.Thompson@ec.gc.ca  
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departments 
(under 
specific 
restriction) 

species of special 
concern 

Rural 
Partnership 
Initiatives  

Government of 
Canada 

Individuals, 
associations, 
NGO, co-
operatives, 
schools, 
various gov.  

Projects that 
demonstrate 
creative, self-
sufficient 
approaches to 
development in 
rural remote 
communities 

Up to 
$50,000 or 
1/3 project 
costs 

April 30th http://www.rural.gc.ca  

Youth 
Internship 
Canada (YIC) 

Human 
Resources 
Development 
Canada 

Businesses, 
organization
s, public 
health and 
educational 
institutions, 
band/tribal 
councils, and 
municipal 
governments 

Projects which 
offer unemployed 
and under-
employed youth 
positions in their 
local labour 
market and in 
emerging and 
growth sectors in 
the economy 

Up to 100% 
of the youth 
salary (at 
the minimum 
rate salary) 

Anytime HRDC Iqaluit 
- requires a proposal 

Animal 
Welfare 
Foundation 
of Canada 

Animal 
Welfare 
Foundation of 
Canada 

Non-profit 
organization
s 

To support 
unusual, 
innovative 
projects, 
designed to 
promote the 
w4elfare of 
animals and which 
would not be 
possible without 
support 

Up to 
$5,000 

Feb. 15th The Animal Welfare Foundation of Canada 
Suite 616-410 Bank Street 
Ottawa, ON K2P 1Y8 
Web: http://www.awfc.ca  
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Ark Angel 
Foundation 

Ark Angel 
Foundation 

Non-profit, 
charitable 
organization
s 

The Foundation 
will support 
conservation 
projects, 
environmental 
awareness 
projects and 
wildlife 
protection 
projects 

Unspecified Anytime (877) 837-7839 
Fax: (416) 368-1948 
Email: info@arkangel.org  
Note: We were unable to confirm this 
funding. 

Brainerd 
Foundation 
Grants 

Brainerd 
Foundation 

Non-profit 
organization
s registere 
as charitable 
foundations 

To fund outreach 
projects in the 
domain of 
endangered 
ecosystems, 
toxics and 
communities and 
community and 
capacity building 

Program 
Grant: 
$1500 to 
$20,000 
Opportunity 
Fund Grant 
- $250 - 
$2000 

8 to 10 
weeks 
before 
board 
meetings 
(March 16, 
June 28, 
and Nov. 9) 

(206) 448-0676 Fax: (206) 448-7222 
email: info@brainerd.org 
 

Canadian 
Wildlife 
Federation 
Funding 
Program 

Canadian 
Wildlife 
Federation  

NGO 
community 
and 
individuals. 
Gov. may 
apply but 
receive 
lower 
priority 

To promote 
wildlife habitat 
and the wise use 
of wildlife 
resources in 
Canada 

Unspecified 
but average 
funding is a 
few 
thousand 
dollars 

Unspecified Jan Delman (613) 599-9594 
1-800-563-9453 
Fax: (613) 599-4428 
Email: jand@cwf-fcf.org 
http://www.cwf-fcf.org  

Charles 
Stewart 
Mott 
Foundation 

Charles 
Stewart Mott 
Foundation 

Non-profit 
organization
s 

To support 
efforts that 
promote a just, 
equitable and 
sustainable 

Unspecified Encourage 
to submit 
during first 
quarter of 
the year 

(810) 238-5651 
Fax: (810) 766-1753 
Email: infocenter@mott.org 
http://www.mott.org  
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society 
Conservation
, Science and 
Solution 
Fund 

World Wildlife 
Fund Canada 

Not 
Specified 

To support 
projects that 
incorporate 
species, spaces 
and 
eco+toxicology 

Unspecified Unspecified Laura Crikett, Communication Officer, 
1-800-26PANDA (416) 489-43567 ext 296 
email: panda@wwfcanada.org 
http://www.wwf.ca 
 

Donner 
Canadian 
Foundation 

Donner 
Canadian 
Foundation  

Non-profit 
organization, 
registered 
with 
Canadian 
charitable 
registration 
number 

That seek to 
advance the 
common good by 
encouraging 
independence, 
individual 
responsibility and 
industriousness. 
(Forming 
partnership with 
business and 
industry is a 
priority) 

Unspecified Anytime Patrick Luciani (416) 920-6400 
Fax: (416) 920-5577 
www.donnerfoundation.org 
 

George 
Cedric 
Metcalf 
Charitable 
Foundation 

George Cedric 
Metcalf 
Charitable 
Foundation 

Registered 
Charitable 
Organization
s, NGO 

To encourage 
community-based 
projects in the 
area of wildlife 
and environment 

Between 
$1000 and 
$100,000 
with median 
grants being 
$20,000 

April 1, 
Sept. 15 

Jeannette Schantz/Betty Emperatori 
(416) 926-0366 Fax: (416) 926-0370 
174 Avenue Road 
Toronto, ON M5R 2J1 

McLean 
Foundation 

McLean 
Foundation 

Registered 
Charitable 
Organization
s 

Many types of 
projects are 
funded. Examples 
of those 
previously funded 
include: wildlife 
preservation; and 

From $500 
to $50,000 

At least 1 
month 
before 
board 
meetings 
(March, 
June, 

Elaine Kalm, Secretary and Treasurer 
(416) 964-6802 
Fax: (416) 964-2804 
Email: mcleanfoundation@primus.ca 
http://www/mcleanfoundation.on  
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creation of a bird 
observatory 

September 
and 
December) 

Walter and 
Duncan 
Gordon 
Foundation 

Walter and 
Duncan Gordon 
Foundation 

Non-profit 
with priority 
to 
organization
s north of 
60 

To support 
northern 
environmental 
issues 

Unspecified  Anytime (416) 601-4776 
Fax: (416) 601-1689  
Email: gordonfn@gordonfn.org 
http://www.gordonfn.org  

Wildlife 
Habitat 
Canada 
Funding 
Programs 

Wildlife 
Habitat 
Canada  

Non-profit 
community 
organization
s, private 
business and 
individuals 

To protect, 
enhance and 
restore wildlife 
habitats across 
Canada. 3 
categories of 
project funding 
are available: 1) 
habitat 
conservation 2) 
applied research 
3) graduate 
scholarship 
awards 

Up to 25% 
to 35% of 
the overall 
project 
budget 

September 
15th 

Doug Wolfhausen (613) 722-2090 
Fax (613) 722-3318 
Email: dwolthausen@whc.org 
http://www.whc.org 
Note: We were unable to confirm this 
funding. 

Wildlife 
Preservation 
Trust 
Canada 

Wildlife 
Preservation 
Trust Canada 

Individuals 
and 
organization
s 

To save highly 
endangered 
animal species 
facing imminent 
extinction. 
Support projects 
in: captive 
breeding, species 
reintroduction, 
training and 

Unspecified Anytime Elaine Williams 
(519) 836-9314 
1-800-956-6618 
Fax: (519) 836-8840 
Email: wptc@wptc.org 
http://www.wptc.org  
Note: We were unable to confirm this 
funding. 
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public education, 
research and 
habitat 
protection 

Environment 
Fund 

Mountain 
Equipment Co-
op 

Non-Profit 
and 
charitable 
groups 

Land acquisition 
for conservation, 
advocacy and 
educational 
projects and 
project that 
facilitate the 
access to 
wilderness or 
recreational 
areas 

Up to 
$100,000 

September 
10 

Program Coordinator (604) 707-3300 
Fax: (604) 731-3814 
Email: cdehass@mec.ca 
http://www.mec.ca 
Note: Funding is granted twice a year. 
Check the website above for details. 

The Home 
Depot-The 
Environment 

The Home 
Depot 

Registered 
Charities 
with Revenue 
Canada 

Grants program 
focuses on the 
following areas: 
ecology, green 
building design, 
clean-up and 
recycling and 
lead poisoning 
prevention 

Unspecified Anytime paul_a_berto@homedepot.com   
(770) 433-8211 
1-800-668-2266 
Fax: (770) 384-2345 
http://www.homedepot.ca/foundation 
Note: All funding requests must be submitted 
online. 
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Unit 8: Aajiiqatigiingniq/The Concept of Consensus Decision Making 
 

Learning Competencies: Students will increase their understanding of the 
concept of consensus decision making. 
Students will work with others to demonstrate consensus decision making. 
 

Opener: Milling To Music 
The teacher will require a CD with music that is lively. The music will be 
played, the students will move around and when the music stops the student 
will find another person to talk to. The teacher will put up one of the three 
questions used in this activity. The students will discuss this with each other 
for a couple of minutes and then the teacher will play the music again signaling 
to the students to mill around again. The questions can be displayed either on 
a chart paper or on a projector. 
The questions are: 

1. When you hear the term ‘consensus decision making’ what does that 
mean to you? 

2. How is consensus decision making different from other kinds of decision 
making that you are familiar with? 

3. Describe some examples of consensus decision making in action that you 
can learn from?  

 

Have the students return to the community circle. In popcorn fashion, ask the 
students what were some of the things they discussed during the milling to 
music related to consensus. Tell them that consensus decision making is 
promoted in all areas of the world, but is particularly ingrained in the 
traditional way decisions were made among Inuit people. By the end of this 
unit, it is hoped that the students will have a better understanding of what 
this means. If they are interested, there are lots of references to consensus 
decision making on the internet that they could investigate. 
 

Connector: How do others influence you? 
Have the students sit in a community circle. Influence is something that needs 
fuller appreciation of when related to consensus decision making. Tell the 
students that you are going to do a few hands-on examples of decision making 
so that they can look at influence and what role it plays.  
 

Hand out the sheet that shows the five faces on it (image with faces that 
progress from extremely unhappy to ecstatic). Ask the students to think 
about how they are feeling at that moment and to pick one of the facial 
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images that most expresses their own feelings. Go around the group asking 
them to show which one they feel most like. They may comment on why if they 
choose, but this exercise is meant to help them see how others may influence 
them and not so much on how they are feeling per se. 
 

Next show the students the way of voting for something using thumbs up, 
thumbs down or thumbs to the side. Ask the students to vote on the following: 

1. I prefer country food over store-bought food. 
2. I’d rather be out on the land hunting than in school. 
3. My favourite channel on the TV is the music channel. 

 

Discuss with the group the idea of influence. Of the milling to music activity, 
the five faces activity, the thumbs up/thumbs down activity and the voting by 
secret ballot activity, which ones involved more influence?   
 

Did the students feel their decisions in all these activities were totally based 
on their own ideas or were some influenced by how others voted? How does 
this relate to the topic of consensus decision-making?  
 

The IQ term – aajiqatigiingniq – refers to a process used to bring people into 
agreement. It did not involve voting.  
 

Have students watch the video clip from Nunavut: Our Land Volume 2, Episode 
5 (30 min.) 
 

Break into groups to discuss the strategies used to bring everyone into 
concensus. Can these strategies be effective? 
 

Activity: What is consensus decision-making? 
In this activity, students working on their own or in pairs will investigate what 
the concept of consensus decision making means. This will be done using a 
constructivist structure. The teacher has begun already by engaging the 
students in a discussion on consensus decision-making. This was done in the 
Opener activity. Next have the students brainstorm sources where they could 
find out information about consensus decision-making. The teacher can add 
ideas here to ensure that Elders, politicians and the internet are included in 
this list. If the list given is general, the teacher should take some time to 
become more specific about actual web-sites, people, Elders whom the 
students could interview.  
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The task each student or pair of students is to do, is to choose one person or 
web-site to interview. This may be done over the internet, email, phone or in 
person. The teacher will need to discuss this with the administration to 
determine how best to allow any long distance costs for phone interviews to be 
handled. For those who are going to participate in face-to-face interviews, the 
proper paperwork will need to be filled in to allow students to leave the school 
grounds. It would be helpful for these students to use a tape recorder to 
carry out their interviews.  
 

The students are to probe for more understanding of the concept beyond just 
an understanding of the term itself. They should think of how the person or 
web-link describes it in terms of examples, perhaps through comparison to 
other means of decision making or through explaining it in such a way that it 
makes the student feel clear about how this person or web-site views the 
concept.  
 

In their journals, the students should summarize what they have learned 
about the concept from this person. Those who interview Elders (and several 
Elders per class should be interviewed in order to get a clear understanding of 
how this term was understood in the past – it may be important to have the 
students discuss the term with their Inuktitut teacher or with a staff person 
who can give them a clear definition of the term in Inuktitut prior to meeting 
with the Elders) may need assistance from their Inuktitut teacher. The write- 
ups could be done in several different formats, for example, editorials, 
information pieces, cartoon images that express the ideas of the interview 
 

Students should come away with a clearer idea of relationships and how they 
impact consensus decision making, how influence and expertise play a role, how 
similar or different it is from democratic (50% + 1) decision making. 
 

Once the students have been given time to do their interview, collect their 
information, and write their response, they should be asked to present these 
responses to the rest of the class. This could be done in a number of ways – 
orally, in a newsletter format where the students ideas are all put into a 
newsletter on this topic that can be translated and shared in the community 
and among themselves or in a panel discussion where the students play the role 
of the person they have interviewed and the teacher acts as the MC. Five 
students can begin and other students who have differing views can replace 
those who have had a chance to talk until all views are shared. 
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Reflection   
Content: What are the key ideas that seemed to be found in everyone’s 
definition of what consensus decision making means? How were the ideas 
shared by the Elders different? 
Collaborative: What role do you believe influence plays in consensus decision-
making and how could this be seen as positive rather than a negative aspect?  
Personal: From all that you have heard on this concept, what did you learn 
about consensus decision-making that has the most impact on your thinking? 
 

Classroom Reinforcement: 
Making a classroom display of the information gathered would be very 
important. This may mean roughing out a ‘newsletter’ on a bulletin board 
display and seeing if there are students who would be interested in typing this 
up to send out to people in the community. This could be a way of making extra 
marks for this course. To get this translated, ask the Inuktitut teacher if this 
is something she could do with the students during his or her class time, or 
ask the administration if the office manager could arrange to do this for the 
class. 
 

Accommodating Diversity: 
The activity above allows for different levels of ability and interest in this 
topic. Allowing the students to work in pairs and to use a tape recorder (with 
the interviewee’s permission) also allows for differing levels of ability in 
handling the assignment. For those who require more challenge or who are 
keenly interested in this topic, they can work with Elders, work on the web, or 
discuss the topic with politicians. If the school has a debating club, this could 
result in a topic for the debating team. As well, having students who would be 
interested in typing this up into a newsletter, there would be opportunities to 
take pictures, organize the information into a format that would be 
informative to others and allow some students to pull this information 
together in a variety of ways. Be sure to allow sufficient time for the survival 
exercise in the Follow-Up. 
 
Follow-Up: Winter Survival Exercise12

Please note that parts of this exercise are somewhat out of date. For 
example, we now use GPS rather than a compass and shortening in cans is no 
longer a common item. The purpose of the activity, however, is to explore 
different kinds of leadership, so the activity, even out of date, is still 
appropriate. Also note that none of the information here should be given to 
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participants until after they have completed the decision-making parts of the 
exercise. Mid-January is the coldest time of the year in northern Manitoba 
and the southern part of the Kivalliq region of Nunavut. The first problem the 
survivors face, therefore, is to preserve their body heat and protect 
themselves against its loss. This problem can be met by building a fire, 
minimizing movement and exertion, using as much insulation as possible, and 
constructing a shelter. The participants have crash-landed. Many individuals 
tend to overlook the enormous shock reaction this has upon the human body, 
and the death of the pilot and copilot increases the shock. Decision making 
under such conditions is extremely difficult. Such a situation requires a strong 
emphasis upon the use of reasoning, not only for making decisions, but also for 
reducing the fear and panic every survivor would naturally feel. Shock is 
manifested in feelings of helplessness, loneliness, and hopelessness as well as 
in fear. These feelings have brought about more fatalities than perhaps any 
other cause in survival situations. Through the use of reasoning, hope for 
survival and the will to live can be generated. Certainly the state of shock 
means that the movement of the survivors should be at a minimum and that an 
attempt to calm them should be made.  
 

Before taking off, a pilot always has to file a flight plan. The flight plan 
contains the vital information regarding the flight, such as the course, speed, 
estimated time of arrival, type of aircraft, and number of persons on board. 
Search-and-Rescue operations would begin shortly after the failure of the 
plane to appear at its destination at its estimated time of arrival. The 50 miles 
to the nearest known town is a long walk even under ideal conditions, 
particularly if one is not used to walking such distances. Under the 
circumstances of being in shock, being dressed in everyday clothing rather 
than on-the-land gear, and having deep snow to contend with, to attempt to 
walk out would mean almost certain death from freezing or exhaustion. At 
temperatures of –25 to –40 degrees Centigrade the loss of body heat through 
exertion is a very serious matter. Once the survivors have found ways in which 
to keep warm, their immediate problem is to attract the attention of search 
planes and search parties. Thus, all the items the group has salvaged must be 
assessed for their value in signaling the group’s whereabouts. 
 

The purpose of this exercise is to compare the effectiveness of five 
different methods of making decisions. Three of the methods do not utilize 
group discussions; the others do. The methods compared are (1) decision by a 
designated leader before a discussion, (2) decision by averaging members 
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opinions, (3) decision by expert member, (4) decision by a designated leader 
after a discussion, and (5) decision by consensus.  
 

At least four groups of eight each should take part. (If the class that is 
taking this module does not have enough students for this, they may want to 
invite another class to work with them on this exercise – this topic would also 
be of interest to those taking social studies.) However, as the results are very 
predictable, fewer groups with fewer members may be used if necessary. The 
exercise takes approximately two hours. (The teacher may choose to arrange 
to keep the students until the exercise is done. Such arrangements would need 
to be done with the administration and other teachers involved in teaching 
these students.) The materials needed are as follows.  
 Instructions for observers 
 A group summary sheet 
 Instructions for groups that decide by consensus 
 Instructions for groups whose leader decides 
 A summary table. 

Procedure: 
The teacher should use the following procedure: 

1. State that the purpose of the exercise is to compare several different 
methods of decision making. Set the stage by pointing out that group 
decision making is one of the most significant aspects of group 
functioning, that most consequential decisions are made by groups 
rather than by individuals, that though many decisions are routine 
others are extremely crucial, and that participants in this exercise are 
now in a situation where the decisions they make as a group may 
determine whether or not they survive. 

 

2. Divide the participants into groups of approximately eight members – 
six participants and two observers. Give each group a number or name 
for purposes of identification, ask the observers to meet at a central 
place to be briefed, and then distribute the description and decision 
forms to the participants. Review the situation with the participants, 
again emphasizing that their survival depends upon the quality of their 
decision. In half the groups, designate one person as the leader; in the 
other groups make no mention of leadership. Then instruct the 
participants to complete the decision form quietly and by themselves so 
that results indicate their own decisions. They have 15 minutes to 
complete the decision form and make a duplicate copy of their ranking. 
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The designated group leaders should write leader on their duplicate 
copy, and all participants must write their group name or number on 
their duplicate copy. At the end of the 15 minutes, collect the duplicate 
copies.  

 

3. While the participants are completing their decision forms, brief the 
observers. Give each a copy of the instructions for observers and copies 
of the description and decision form (to orient them to the group task). 
Review the instructions to make sure the observers understand their 
task. 

 

4. Distribute one copy of the group summary sheet and the appropriate 
instruction sheet to each participant. (The groups with a leader receive 
one instruction sheet and the groups without a leader, the other 
instruction sheet). Observers should also receive a copy of the 
instructions for their group. The groups should be placed far enough 
apart so that they cannot hear each other’s discussions or be aware 
that they have different instructions. The groups have 45 minutes to 
decide upon a group ranking of the items on the decision form. They are 
to make a copy of their group ranking with their group name or number 
clearly written on the top. 

 

5. While the groups are working on their rankings, score the individual 
decision forms in the following way: 

a. Score the net differences between the participant’s answer and 
the correct answer. For example, if the participant’s answer was 
9 and the correct answer is 12, the net difference is 3. Disregard 
all plus or minus signs; find only the net difference for each item. 
(The correct ranking appears at the end of this unit). 

b. Total these scores; the result is the participant’s score. The 
lower the score the more accurate the ranking. 

c. To arrive at an average member score, total all members’ scores 
for each group and divide by the number of members. 

d. Put the scores in order from best to worst for each group. This 
ranking will be used to compare how many members, if any, had 
more accurate scores than the group’s score. 

e. In the summary table that follows the instruction sheets for the 
groups, enter the average member’s score for each group and the 
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score of the most accurate group member. Then, for the groups 
with a designated leader, enter the score of that person. 

 

6. At the end of the 40 minutes, give a five-minute warning. After 45 
minutes instruct the groups to complete their ranking in the next 30 
seconds and, with the group number or name clearly marked on the 
paper, to turn in their group ranking. Quickly score the groups’ ranking 
and enter them in the appropriate place in the summary table. Recruit 
one or two observers to help if you need them. (If you cannot get extra 
time for this activity by extending the class time, this is a natural place 
to divide the activity). 

 

7. In the session with all the participants, give the correct ranking and the 
rationale for each item. The correct ranking and the rationale appear in 
a table at the end of the unit. Then explain how the rankings are scored 
so that each person can determine his or her score. 

 

8. Present the data in the summary table, preferably on a blackboard or a 
sheet of chart paper so that everyone can see. Review the purpose of 
the exercise (to compare five different methods of making decisions), 
and then present the data in this order: 

a. State that one way to make a decision is to have the designated 
leader make it, and that this is a very common practice in most 
organizations. Write in the leader scores, and compare them to 
see which group had the most accurate leader. 

b. Move on to the next column, which is reserved for another way in 
which to make a decision: to poll the group and take the average 
opinion. Enter these data in the table and compare them with the 
leader scores. Usually the group average will be better than the 
designated leaders’ scores. 

c. Refer to the third column as a third decision-making method: to 
let the most expert member make the decision. Enter the scores 
of the most accurate group members in the summary table and 
compare with the other two methods. The expert score is usually 
far superior to the other two. The problem, however, is that it is 
often hard to identify who the most expert member of the group 
is; the person with the most power often believes he or she is the 
most expert. 
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d. Point out that these first three methods represent decision 
procedures that do not require group interaction, that the next 
two procedures do involve interaction among members and 
discussion as to what the decision should be, and the research on 
decision making overwhelmingly indicates that under most 
conditions discussion methods are better than non-discussion 
methods. 

e. Review the instructions to the ‘leader’ groups. Then state that a 
fourth way of making decisions is to have a designated leader 
make the decision after a group discussion. This method is also 
very common in most organizations. Enter the relevant data and 
compare them with the first three methods. 

f. Explain that the fifth column represents another way of making 
decisions: by group consensus. Review the instructions for the 
‘consensus’ groups. Enter the appropriate data and compare with 
the other four methods. When a group is functioning well, the 
consensus score should be better than the scores resulting from 
all the other methods. 

 

9. Give the groups 20 minutes to discuss the data presented and the way 
in which they functioned, using as a basis of their discussions the 
notations of the observers. Ask each group to write out on a piece of 
chart paper a list of conclusions that they can share with the other 
groups. Here are some questions the groups might discuss: 

a. How well did the group use its resources? Was there anyone who 
had valuable information who could not persuade others to his or 
her point of view? If so, why? How were silent members treated 
by the group: were they encouraged to participate or left alone? 

b. What factors caused the group to use its resources well – or not 
well? Who behaved in what ways to influence group functioning? 

c. Was there anyone who forced his or her opinion on the group? If 
so, why was he or she able to do this? 

d. Did the group follow its instructions in making decisions? What 
influence did the instructions have on the way the group 
functioned? 

e. What were the personal reactions of one particular group 
member to the group decision-making? How did this person feel? 
What was he or she thinking? 
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f. How similar were the behaviours in this exercise to those in 
other group sessions? What implications does this exercise have 
for group meetings? 

 

10. Share the conclusions of each group in a general session. 
 

Assessment 
Students: This is a very heavy unit with high expectations for the students. 
Reflection is an important means of ensuring that what is learned is retained. 
Giving the students time to reflect orally and in writing will be important. 
Giving the students time to complete their self-evaluation chart at the end of 
the student journal is extremely important. 
 

Teachers: This unit has a high level of expectations for teacher preparedness 
and for setting up the various activities. Keeping record of the students’ 
participation and their responses or presentations to the group will be 
important. Since consensus group decision making is the focus, keeping track 
of the groups and how they worked together will be important. Good 
descriptive feedback to students is the most valuable type of assessment a 
teacher can give.
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Milling to Music 
 
 

1. When you hear the term ‘consensus 
decision making’ what does that mean to 
you? 

 
 
 
 

2. How is consensus decision making 
different from other kinds of decision 
making that you are familiar with? 

 
 
 
 
 

3. Describe some examples of consensus 
decision making in action that you can 
learn from?  
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Survival Follow-Up Activity:  
Copy the following and give these out according to the procedures outlined 
within the follow-up. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Make a copy of the following for groups with a leader: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Winter Survival Decision Form 
 
Rank the following items according to their importance to your survival, starting 
with 1 for the most important one and proceeding to 12 for the least important 
one. 
 

    ball of steel wool 
    newspaper (one per person) 
    compass 
    hand ax 
    cigarette lighter (without fluid) 
    loaded .45 caliber pistol 
    sectional air map made of plastic 
    20 ft. by 20 ft. piece of heavy-duty canvas 
    extra shirt and pants for each survivor 
    can of shortening 
    quart of 100-proof whiskey 
    family-size chocolate bar (one per person) 

 

Instructions for Groups with a Leader 
 

This is an exercise in how a leader makes decisions after participating in a group 
discussion. Your group is to discuss what the ranking of the survival items should 
be, but the final decision rests with the designated leader of your group. At the 
end of the 45 minutes, your group’s leader will hand in what he or she considers 
to be the best ranking of the items. The role of the group members is to provide 
as much help as the leader wants in trying to determine how the items should be 
ranked.  
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Instructions for Groups without a Leader 
 
This is an exercise in group decision making. Your group is to use the method of group 
consensus in reaching its decision. This means that the ranking for each of the 12 
survival items must be agreed upon by each group member before it becomes a part of 
the group decision. Consensus is difficult to reach. Therefore, not every ranking will 
meet with everyone’s complete approval. Try, as a group, to make each ranking one with 
which all group members can at least partially agree. Here are some guidelines to use in 
reaching consensus: 
1. Avoid arguing blindly for your own opinions. Present your position as clearly and 

logically as possible, but listen to other members’ reactions and consider them 
carefully before you press your point. 

2. Avoid changing your mind just to reach agreement and avoid conflict.  Support only 
solutions with which you are able to agree to at least some degree. Yield only to 
positions that have objective and logically sound foundations. 

3. Avoid conflict-reducing procedures such as majority voting, tossing a coin, 
averaging, and bargaining. 

4. Seek out differences of opinion. They are natural and expected. Try to involve 
everyone in the decision process. Disagreements can improve the group’s decision 
because a wide range of information and opinions improves the chances of the group 
to hit upon more adequate solutions. 

5. Do not assume that someone must win and someone must lose when discussion 
reaches a stalemate. Instead, look for the next most acceptable alternative for all 
members. 

6. Discuss underlying assumptions, listen carefully to one another, and encourage the 
participation of all members – the especially important factors in reaching decisions 
by consensus. 

 
Winter Survival: Group Summary Sheet 
Item     Members    Summary 
    1     2     3     4     5     6    
ball of steel wool    
newspapers 
compass     
hand ax 
cigarette lighter    
.45 caliber pistol 
sectional air map    
canvas 
shirt and pants    
shortening 
whiskey     
chocolate bars 
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Instruction to Observers:

Instructions to Observers 
 
This exercise looks at the process by which groups make decisions. Crucial issues 
are how well the group uses the resources of its members, how much commitment 
to implement the decision is mustered, how the future decision-making ability of 
the group is affected, and how members feel about and react to what is taking 
place. As an observer, you may wish to focus on the following issues: 
   Names    
Questions       
Who does () and does not (x) 
participate in the discussion? 

      

Wh
o 
par
tici
pat
es 
the 
mo
st 
in 
the 
dis
cus
sio
n? 
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Winter Survival Exercise: The Situation 
 
You have just crash-landed on the tundra somewhere north of 
Churchill in northern Manitoba or southern Kivalliq. It is 11:32 am in 
mid-January. The light plane in which you were travelling crashed 
on a lake. The pilot and the co-pilot were killed. Shortly after the 
crash, the plane sank completely into the lake with the pilot’s and 
the co-pilot’s bodies inside. None of you were seriously injured and 
you are all dry. The crash came suddenly, before the pilot had time 
to radio for help or inform anyone of your position. Since your pilot 
was trying to avoid a storm, you know the plane was considerably 
off course. The pilot announced shortly before the crash that the 
plane was 50 miles northwest of Churchill, but that it was stormed 
out and he was flying on.  
 
The snow depth varies from above the ankles in windswept areas to 
knee deep where it has drifted. The last weather report indicated 
that the temperature would reach minus 25 degrees Centigrade in 
the daytime and minus 40 at night. There are plenty of shrubs and 
caribou bones in the immediate area. You are dressed in winter 
clothing appropriate for city wear – slacks, boots, jackets, hats and 
mitts. While escaping from the plane, several members of your 
group salvaged 12 items. Your task is to rank these items according 
to their importance to your survival, starting with 1 for the most 
important item and ending with 12 for the least important one. You 
may assume that the number of passengers is the same as the 
number of persons in your group, and that the group has agreed to 
stick together. 
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Winter Survival Exercise: 
Answer Key 
 
Item     
    

Experts’ 
Ranking 

Your 
Ranking
  

Difference 

Ball of steel wool 2   
Newspaper (one per person) 8   
Compass 12   
Hand ax 6   
Cigarette lighter (without fluid) 1   
Loaded .45-caliber pistol 9   
Sectional air map made of 
plastic 

11   

20-ft. by 20-ft. piece of heavy-
duty canvas 

5   

Extra shirt and pants for each 
survivor 

3   

Can of shortening 4   
Quart of 100-proof whiskey 10   
Family-size chocolate bar (one 
per person) 

7   

Total    
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Explanation of Answer Key 
 
The following ranking of the survivors’ items was made on the basis of 
information provided by Mark Wanvig and Roger Johnson and supplemented by 
Rutstrum (1973). Wanvig was an instructor in survival training for 3 years in 
the reconnaissance school in the 101st Division of the U.S. Army and later an 
instructor in wilderness survival for 4 years at the Twin City Institute for 
Talented Youth. He is now conducting wilderness-survival programs for 
Minneapolis teachers. Johnson is a national expert on environmental education. 
 

1. Cigarette lighter (without fluid) The gravest danger facing the group is 
exposure to the cold. The greatest need is for a source of warmth and 
the second greatest need is for signaling devices. Without matches 
something is needed to produce sparks to start a fire. Even without 
fluid the cigarette lighter can be used to produce sparks. The fire will 
provide not only warmth, but also smoke for daytime signaling and 
firelight for nighttime signaling. 

2. Ball of steel wool. To make a fire, the survivors need a means of 
catching the sparks made by the cigarette lighter. Steel wool is the 
best substance with which to catch a spark and support a flame even if 
it is a little wet. 

3. Extra shirt and pants for each survivor. Clothes are probably the most 
versatile items one can have in a situation like this. Besides adding 
warmth to the body, they can be used for shelter, signaling, bedding, 
bandages, string when unraveled, and tinder to make fires. Even maps 
can be drawn on them. The versatility of clothes and the need for fires, 
signaling devices, and warmth make these items third in importance. 

4. Can of shortening. This item has many uses – the most important being 
that a mirror-like signaling device can be made from the lid. After 
shining the lid with the steel wool, the survivors can use it to produce an 
effective reflector of sunlight. A mirror is the most powerful tool they 
have for communicating their presence. In sunlight, a simple mirror can 
generate 5 to 7 million candlepower. The reflected sunbeam can be seen 
beyond the horizon. Its effectiveness is somewhat limited by the trees 
(if there are any), but if there are, one member of the group could 
climb a tree and use the mirror to signal search planes. If the survivors 
had no other means of signaling than this, they would still have a better 
than 80% chance of being rescued within 24 hours. 
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Other uses for this item are as follows: The shortening can be rubbed 
on exposed areas of the body, such as the face, lips and hands for 
protection from the cold. In desperation, it could be eaten in small 
amounts. When melted into an oil, the shortening is helpful in starting 
fires. When soaked into a piece of cloth, melted shortening will produce 
an effective candlewick. The can is useful in melting snow to produce 
drinking water. Even in winter, water is important, as the body loses 
water in many ways, such as through perspiration, respiration, and 
shock. This water must be replenished, because dehydration affects 
one’s ability to make clear decisions. The can is also useful as a cup. 

5. Twenty-by-twenty foot piece of heavy-duty canvas. The cold makes 
some form of shelter necessary. The canvas can be part of a shelter, 
protecting the survivors from the wind and possible snow. Spread on a 
frame and secured, it could make a good tent as well as a ground cover. 
Rigged as a wind screen, it could hold heat. Its squareness, contrasting 
with the surrounding terrain, might also be spotted in an air search, and 
this makes it an important signaling device. 

6. Hand ax. The survivors need a continuous supply of wood in order to 
maintain the fire. The ax is useful in obtaining wood, and also for 
clearing a sheltered campsite, cutting boughs for ground insulation, and 
constructing a frame for the shelter. 

7. Family-size chocolate bars (one per person). To gather wood for the 
fire and to set up signals, the survivors need energy. The chocolate will 
supply the energy to sustain them for some time. Because it contains 
mostly carbohydrates, it supplies energy without making digestive 
demands on the body. 

8. Newspapers (one per person). The newspaper can be used for starting a 
fire. It will also serve as an insulator: When rolled up and placed under 
the clothes around a person’s legs and arms, it provides dead-air space 
for extra protection from the cold. The survivors can use the paper for 
recreation by reading it, memorizing it, folding it, or tearing it. They 
can roll it into a cone and yell through it as a signal device. They can also 
spread it around an area to help signal a rescue party. 

9. Loaded .45-caliber pistol. The pistol provides a sound-signaling device. 
(The international distress signal is three shots fired in rapid 
succession). There have been numerous cases of survivors going 
undetected because they were too weak to make a loud enough noise to 
attract attention. The butt of a pistol can be used as a hammer. The 
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powder from the shells will assist in fire building. By placing a small bit 
of cloth in a cartridge emptied of the bullet, one can start a fire by 
firing the gun at dry wood on the ground. At night, the muzzle blast of a 
gun is visible, and this provides another means of signaling. The pistol’s 
advantages are counterbalanced by its dangerous disadvantages. Anger, 
frustration, impatience, irritability, and lapses of rationality may 
increase as the group waits to be rescued. The availability of a lethal 
weapon is a substantial danger to the group under these conditions. 
Although the pistol could be used for hunting, it would take a highly 
skilled marksman to kill an animal with it. Even then the animal would 
have to be transported through the snow to the crash area, which would 
probably consume more energy than would be advisable. 

10. Quart of 100-proof whiskey. The uses of the whiskey are as an aid in 
fire building and as a fuel. A torch could be made from a piece of 
clothing soaked in the whiskey and attached to an upright pole. The 
danger of whiskey is that someone might try to drink it when it is cold. 
Alcohol takes on the temperature it is exposed to, and a drink of it at 
minus 30 degrees Centigrade would freeze a person’s esophagus and 
stomach and do considerable damage to the mouth. Drinking it warm 
would cause dehydration. Alcohol, furthermore, mixes badly with cold 
because it dilutes the blood vessels in the skin. This results in chilled 
blood being carried back to the heart, which in turn chills the heart and 
contributes to a rapid loss of body heat. An intoxicated person is more 
likely to get hypothermia than a non-intoxicated person. The bottle may 
be used to store heated water. 

11. Compass. Because the compass may also encourage some survivors to try 
to walk to the nearest town, it too is a dangerous item. The only 
redeeming feature of the compass is the possible use of its top as a 
reflector of sunlight to signal search planes, but this would be the least 
effective of the potential signaling devices available. That it might 
tempt survivors to walk away from the crash site makes it the least 
desirable of the 12 items. 

12. Sectional air map made of plastic. This item is dangerous because it will 
encourage individuals to attempt to walk to the nearest town – thereby 
condemning them to almost certain death. 
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 Unit 9: Pijitsirniq/The Concept of Serving13 
 

Learning Competency:  
Students will understand and value the concept of pijitsirniq/serving and 
demonstrate this through serving others. 
 

Opener: Bingo14  
This activity works best with a group larger than 10. The Bingo Card template 
is located at the end of this unit. You will need enough room for the group to 
move around in. Distribute the cards and have students move around looking 
for students who have completed the activities in the squares; once they have 
found someone, they are to enter the name of that student in the appropriate 
square. As soon as someone has a straight line (or two straight lines) filled in, 
she or he yells Bingo! 
 

Connector: Servicing our Community 
This is a brainstorming activity in two parts. The first stage is to have the 
students list as many things as they can think of happening in their community 
that serve other people. Put the list on a piece of chart paper.  
 

Next, list all the things they can think of that are needed in their community 
to serve others. They might want to be specific about who these things would 
serve (for example, sports activities for younger children, visiting Elders). 
 

Ask the students to consider both lists and to place themselves on the first 
(what is actually happening) with a dot indicating that they are participating in 
this kind of service. On the second list, have them place a dot if they could 
see themselves doing something like this, either for the project that is part 
of this unit, or for their 25-hour community practicum project.  
 

Activity: How would the world be different if…? 
Have the students work in groups of three or four. For this, the teacher would 
do best to form the groups so that students with mixed ability in the area of 
reading and writing could be spread out across the groups. Inform each group 
that they will require a leader, a recorder and a presenter. The group can 
decide if one person will be a reader or if they will take turns. The teacher will 
ask them to read the section of their student journal on Pijitsirniq. The 
students are to discuss what they understand the piece to mean, making sure 
that the whole group has an idea of this concept. 
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Ask them to brainstorm on a piece of paper how they think their community, 
their territory, Canada or the world would be different if this principle was of 
utmost importance for our leaders and for our upbringing. What would they 
expect to see? Once they have their ideas written dow,n ask them to prioritize 
these in terms of ones that they feel would do the most to create a healthy, 
happy, productive world. Tell them that each group is to think of ten ideas 
listed in order of priority. Give the students sentence strips or strips of chart 
paper. Ask the group to write their ideas down and number the idea in terms 
of where this idea was in their list of priority. 
 

The mathematicians in the class can figure out how to mathematically figure 
out which ideas are seen as most important. The teacher can make a display of 
these once this has been figured out. 
 

Reflection 
Content: Compare the list done in the last activity with the list of services 
done and needed in your community (Connector). Which ones do you feel are 
those that, if done in your community, would make a significant difference? 
Why? 
Collaborative: What did you learn about others in your class in terms of what 
service they are doing for others? 
Personal: If you had one hour in which you could serve others in your 
community, what would you do and why? 
 

Classroom Reinforcement: 
Put up the brainstorming sheets from the Connector along with the How would 
the world be different if…? sheets. These ideas will be instrumental in helping 
the students choose what they can do for the follow-up as well as giving them 
ideas for the larger community project that they need to complete for their 
community practicum project. 
 

Accommodating Diversity: 
Be sure to read over the various squares of the Bingo game for those whose 
reading is weak. Making sure the groups are formed so that those students 
who have weak reading and writing skills are matched with stronger readers 
will allow groups to be made up of people who can help one another.  
 

Follow-Up: Doing for Others 
Lists have been created of suggested areas where people can serve within the 
community. The students have indicated areas they would be interested in 
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serving. For this Follow-Up, the students are to try out one such place for one 
hour and come back to the group and report on how this felt, what they 
learned about their community from doing this and what they learned about 
themselves. The service can be during class time or after school, depending on 
how the teacher and the students want to do this.  
 

There is a place in the journals for students to describe what they did during 
their ‘service’ and what they learned from doing this. Time should be given in 
class to have each student report what they did and what they learned from 
the experience. A space for the signature of the person with whom they 
served is also available. 
 

Assessment 
Students: Since students are going to be volunteering or serving some aspect 
of their community within this unit, they need to be sure that they are 
assessing themselves carefully to determine what they think they would feel 
best doing. Time will need to be given to completing the self-assessment 
sections of the journal and making sure that they have placed items in their 
portfolio that they believe best show what they are capable of doing. 
 

Teachers: As this module draws to a close, the teacher may want to do some 
conferencing with individual students to find out what they found most 
valuable about this module. Giving the students descriptive feedback of what 
they have been able to accomplish with suggestions for areas that they can 
work on is extremely valuable. Teachers may also want to be looking at the 
strengths of the students and thinking of folks within the community who 
would make suitable mentors for them. This may become part of the 
conversation the teacher has with the students and other staff members. 
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Bingo Card 
 
Has babysat 
within the 
last week 

Has picked up 
after others 

Has offered 
to help 
someone who 
they know 
needs help 

Has offered 
assistance to 
someone they 
were not 
friends with 
 

Has cleaned 
up around the 
house without 
being asked 

Has helped 
someone make 
something 

Has smiled 
and said an 
encouraging 
word to a 
younger child  

Has helped 
others who 
are in conflict 

Has offered 
to help or 
work with 
younger 
children 
 

Has read to a 
younger 
person 
 

Has run an 
errand for 
someone in 
the last week 

Has visited an 
Elder in the 
last two 
weeks 

FREE 

Belongs to a 
group that 
learns about 
helping others 

Has done a 
random act of 
kindness 
within the last 
two weeks 
 

Has shared a 
favourite 
food with 
someone 

Has done a 
task even 
when it was 
unpleasant 
because it was 
something 
another 
person needed 
to have done 
 

Volunteers to 
help a teacher 
of a younger 
grade  

Has offered 
to carry 
groceries for 
someone who 
looked like 
they needed 
help 

Has cleaned 
up the 
community in 
the spring 
 

Has asked 
someone what 
they love 
about their 
life 

Is responsible 
and loving in a 
significant 
relationship 

Is respectful 
to Elders 

Gives others 
something 
they need 
even if it is a 
sacrifice  

Attempts to 
do something 
right away 
when asked 
without having 
to be asked or 
told more 
than once 
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Pijitsirniq 
Pijitsirniq, the concept of serving, is a key aspect of the Inuit style 
of leadership. This concept is found in parent and child 
relationships, and leader and community relationships. Central to 
this concept, is the idea of social responsibility, a healthy self-
confidence mixed with humility. Others might describe it as doing 
for others what you would want them to do for you. A leader is 
someone who serves the needs of others. 
 
For the Inuit, a person’s leadership ability was based on the 
individual’s ability to do something positive. Respect was earned 
because of one’s skill or knowledge of how to do something very 
well. It is very dynamic, in that a person is a leader in one instance, 
based on his or her ability, but not in all instances. The situation at 
hand dictated that. A man or a woman could be a leader.  
 
In the past, the leaders in a community were those who were well 
respected by their peers and had a sense of responsibility for 
others. They had the ability and willingness to improve the 
situation. They were people who were thoughtful and sincere about 
helping others in the community. Some were shamans, who were like 
the healers or counsellors of communities today. Those who were 
respected were considered leaders as well. 
 
Traditionally, children were raised with a built-in expectation that 
they would give back to the community. Serving others was instilled 
in children right away. Children were to consider others first. 
Therefore, children were taught that if they saw someone in need, 
they must be ready to help. They weren’t to wait to help. It was 
really valued to offer help before being asked by anticipating the 
needs of others. 
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There is an abundance of stories of how Inuit went out of their 
way to ensure that people who were hungry were brought food or 
given the last supplies of a traveling group who left starving people 
supplies when they moved on. When people were on the land and 
they came across people who were in need, they would leave their 
food or dogs for others until they could find more food – this was 
like an unwritten law. When a person went through a camp, it was 
expected that that person would leave behind their food or if they 
had cached meat, to tell the group who needed it where the meat 
was cached. People were expected to care for those who needed it 
out on the land, going back with food once one found some. 
 
This could be broadened to also include epidemics. There was a 
fear of illness and a reluctance to walk into camps where there was 
illness, since they wanted to avoid getting sick themselves. But 
there also was an expectation to help. 
 
Conflicts also resulted from certain taboos. It was known that 
when certain men caught food, only certain parts could be eaten by 
women. Then there were some people who could catch food and 
distribute it to anyone.  
 
A leader in a camp would know the skills of the camp members and 
assign specific tasks to members in order for the camp to be okay. 
A leader had the skill to recognize skills in others and know how to 
make them all work together to enable the camp to survive. 
 
In the past for Inuit, the concept of leadership focused on a 
person being an expert or knowledgeable in a particular area. 
Therefore when the Qallunaat came, Inuit felt that they had 
expertise about formal education. The teacher had knowledge and 
skills in areas that the Inuit, at that point, perceived they did not. 
Leadership in education, and in other areas of community life, was 
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given up to Qallunaat or to the Qallunaat Qaujimajatuqangit way of 
having authority.  
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Unit 10: Pigunninga Unipkaat: The Power of Storytelling 
 

Learning Competency:  
Students will discuss the eight guiding principles of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit 
and how these relate to leadership in Inuit society. 
 

Opener: Personal Possession15  
This activity is suitable for a small group or the whole class. The time it takes 
depends upon the size of the group. Each person in the group is asked to think 
of one thing that they feel they can relate to in terms of the eight guiding 
principles and tells the group why this is important to them or what it reveals 
about them. The teacher may want to assign this to the group for homework 
and ask them to think of what this is. They may want to bring in some object 
related to this that can help them talk about the personal connection they 
have made with the eight guiding principles. 
 

Connector: What’s an Elder? 
Put the students in groups of at least three. Have them consider the question, 
What is an Elder? To do this they should use information they have gathered 
in the last weeks while doing this module. What does a person strive for as one 
becomes older? Is age the only marking of an Elder?  
 

What has this unit done to help the students understand the relationship 
between leadership and Elders better? In a community circle the students 
could share their group discussions and reflect on lessons they have learned 
about leaders and Elders.  
 

Activity: Working on their Stories 
Inusirniq is a process of becoming. We can think of it like a journey that 
we’re on throughout life. Our aim is not only to enjoy the journey, but to 
leave every place we pass through a better place because we were 
there. We also want to leave every person we encounter feeling good 
about that experience. These ideas are key to what Inuit describe as 
living a good life. 

 

Sometimes in the journey we are carried along as passengers. 
Sometimes we walk, sometimes we run beside the sled, sometimes we 
direct our own qajaq. In every instance we can show leadership. Good 
leadership is also good ‘followership’ and good partnership. 
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Share the above passage with your students. Ask them to consider the ideas 
in terms of their own lives and their personal inusirniq journey. 
 

This activity can either start them thinking of what they could do or allow 
them to think about where they are in terms of their journey toward 
Inusirniq. With this activity, the students are to think of what they would like 
to do or have done that is moving them along on their journey. Have the 
students complete the following that is also found in their student journal: 
 

To find what is meaningful to you, scan the world constantly in a way 
that lets you see what is going on and from that you will start to 
recognize blips of interest. These will probably be things that interest 
you. Use your senses to do this scanning – hearing, seeing, smelling, 
tasting and touching.16 

 

To find a subject that they are willing to stand up and do something about, 
your students need to look inward. What they know and feel will probably be 
known and felt by others. The following questions may help them find that 
subject that they feel strongly enough about to take a stand. 
 

 What makes me worry? 
 What makes me angry? 
 Why am I reacting so strongly to this incident? 
 Why am I not reacting strongly? 
 What makes me remember things from my past? 
 What makes me laugh? 
 What makes me sad? 
 Why am I making these connections? 
 

Put the students into pairs and have them interview one another with the 
partner taking notes. These interview questions will help them focus on what it 
is they want to say, what interests them. 
 

1. Tell me a little about yourself – where you live and what you like to do, 
who you live with. 

2. If you have spare time and can do what you like, what is one thing that 
you really like doing? 
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3. Who is someone in your life that you look up to and truly respect? 
What kind of relationship do you have with this person? If you could 
say anything to them right now, what would it be? 

4. If you could spend time with an Elder, what would you want to do? 
5. What is something that your parents have told you that helps you to 

be the kind of person you want to be? 
6. What are three things that make you happy? 
7. What is something that really ticks you off, that you get really angry 

about? 
8. Have you done something in your past that you would like to make up 

for today? 
9. If you could see yourself 50 years from now as an Elder, what do you 

want people to look up to you and remember you for? 
10. What is something that could be done in your community that would 

make it a healthier place for young people to grow up in? 
11. If you could make an improvement in your community, what would that 

be? 
12. What frustrates you? 
 

Star the questions that brought up more emotions than the others. Mark the 
questions that you feel you have something to say about.  
 

As the students are pulling their ideas together, give them some time to 
consider: 
 

 What information have I discovered that surprised me the most? 
 What will surprise others if they hear, see what I am thinking, doing 

about this? 
 What one thing do I have to share with others on this? 
 What one thing have I learned that I didn’t expect to learn? 
 What can I say in one sentence that tells me the meaning of what I 

have learned? 
 What one thing – person, place, event, detail, fact, quotation – have I 

found that contains the essential meaning of the subject? 
 What is the pattern of meaning I have discovered? 
 What can’t be left out of what I have to share? 
 What one thing do I need to know more about? 
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An Order Designed 
Write a piece about your journey. You will be presenting it in some form – a 
poem, song, carving, piece of sewing, something made, etc. that you can either 
bring in or take a picture of and describe to the class in a short 10-minute 
description, that relates to the journey you are on to becoming an Elder – 
using the principles within your piece to help explain your own journey. 
 

A Draft Developed 
This is an experiment in meaning and form.  
 

Tricks of the trade: 
1. write/draw/design fast 
2. do this without notes 
3. suspend your critical voice – keep working on it 
4. when interrupted, stop in the middle of what you are doing – say to 

yourself what you will need to do when you come back to it 
5. develop the information – make sure you put enough of what you have 

gathered into this 
6. develop this with your ear – hear what the message is that you want the 

audience to get in what you are developing – can you hear/see the voice 
of the person who is developing this is there a uniquely personal aspect 
to it? 

 

A Meaning Made Clear  
1st – read or look at the entire piece 
2nd – revise what you recognize needs to be made clearer 
3rd – edit this – do the following: 

 If there are parts that are unnecessary – cut them out. 
 Are there parts that you need to define? 
 Be specific – the audience wants the story to be  accurate, concrete 

information. 
 Document each part that gives the audience confidence in the story 
 Write short – if this is for a talk – short sentences can give strength 

and clarity. 
 Pick what pieces will give you evidence that are that are most 

effective. 
 Edit with your ear – look over your story several times so that you 

see if it flows.  
 Aim for simplicity. 
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 Say one thing and say it well. 
 Clarify what you have to say.  
 Write the truth. 

 

Reflection 
Content: Angeles Arrien, a cultural anthropologist, talks about youth as a time 
for showing your gifts and talents, and Eldership as a time for mentoring and 
passing on a legacy. What are the gifts or talents you were given? 
Collaborative: When you heard your classmates’ gifts or talents that they 
shared during the opening activity, what were you thinking? 
Personal: What difference would it make in your life to have a mentor? 
 

Classroom Reinforcement: 
Display the charts that explored what is an Elder. Make a display of the 
students during their presentations, taking pictures of them for the display 
and putting up whatever else (writing, drawings) they may have used. 
Encouraging the students during this process is extremely important and a way 
of keeping them engaged. 
 

Accommodating Diversity: 
The presentations do not have to be produced in any one format, thus allowing 
the students to use their strengths to share their story with their 
classmates.  
 

Follow-Up: Presentations 
The teacher is to meet with each student and determine how ready they are 
to make their presentation. One-on-one conferences can help to guide the 
students and ensure they are ready. A sign-up sheet of when they will do their 
stories can be posted. If the stories are going to be done during other class 
time, arrangements will need to be made. If not, the class can be set up to 
hear all the presentations with the students’ task being to give each presenter 
feedback on their story – two stars and a wish. 
 

Assessment 
Students: Since this is the final unit, the students will need to be sure that 
they have completed the assessment documents in Appendix A and compiled 
the material they want to keep in their Aulajaaqtut personal portfolio.  These 
will need to be submitted to the teacher for evaluation. 
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Teacher: Giving the students time to complete their assignments and to fill 
out their self-assessment, journal assessment and compile their portfolio will 
be important. During the time when the teacher meets with each student prior 
to their presentation, the teacher could take time to determine if all the work 
has been completed. 
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Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Principles17 
 
Avatimik Kamattiarniq –  To support and maintain environmental wellness 

 
 

Qanuqtuurungnarniq –  To be resourceful and seek solutions through  
    creativity, adaptability, and flexibility 
 
 
Aajiiqatigiingniq –  To make decisions through discussion and consensus 
 
 
Pijitsirniq –    To contribute to the common good through serving  
    and leadership 
 
 
Piliriqatigiingniq –  To work together for a common cause 
 
 
Pilirimmaksarniq – To develop skills through practice, effort and 
 action 
 
 
Inuuqtigiitsiarniq –  To respect others through relationships and caring 
    for people 
 
 
Tunnganarniq –   To foster good spirit by being open, welcoming and  
    inclusive 
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Inusirniq 

 

Inusirniq is a process of becoming. We can 
think of it like a journey that we’re on 
throughout life. Our aim is not only to 
enjoy the journey, but to leave every place 
we pass through a better place because we 
were there. We also want to leave every 
person we encounter feeling good about 
that experience. These ideas are key to 
what Inuit describe as living a good life. 
 

Sometimes in the journey, we are carried 
along as passengers. Sometimes we walk, 
sometimes we run beside the sled, 
sometimes we direct our own qajaq. In 
every instance we can show leadership. 
Good leadership is also good ‘follower-ship’ 
and good partnership. 
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Appendix A: Teacher Background 
 

Leadership in Inuit Schools 
Brenda Illaszewicz18 

University of Calgary 
  
Introduction 
At a recent staff workshop, the executive director of the regional school 
board, who is Inuit, explained that she had gone through a teacher education 
program to become a teacher and, while she was excited to be a real teacher 
rather than a classroom assistant, she regretted that she did not teach her 
students their language or culture. That was not how she had been taught – 
either in school or in her teacher training. Neither her principal, nor her 
colleagues, nor the parents of her students encouraged her to examine her 
teaching practices from a cultural point of view, or to strengthen her 
students’ sense of identity. She did not realize that she could teach her 
language or culture because these were not recognized as official curriculum. 
If her principal had created a vision of a different kind of school, taking the 
best from both the Inuit culture and the Anglo-American culture, perhaps she 
would have been a very different teacher in her classroom.  
 

When the Canadian government established schools throughout the 
communities of the Canadian Arctic in the 1960’s, they used the education 
models and curricula that were then current across the rest of the country. 
The educators were also from the south and had generally received their 
training in institutions that focused on the delivery of education in more urban 
settings. These methods have not been as successful in the north as they have 
been in the south, as evidenced by lower graduation rates for northern 
students. (The graduation rate for Inuit students in 1996/97 was 15% 
according to a report, Towards Excellence, published by the Government of 
the Northwest Territories in 1997.) The mismatch between the southern 
models of education and the Inuit clientele has been acknowledged and 
attempts have been made to address the problems through the development 
of local courses and curricula. However, these attempts have not been 
sufficient. To ensure the success of Inuit students, schools require a style of 
leadership that differs from the traditional southern model that is based on 
euro-centric education philosophy and practices.  
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Little research is available that specifically explores Inuit education or the 
leadership styles of Inuit administrators; the majority of the literature 
focuses on the need for an indigenous style of leadership for schools of 
indigenous students. However, as Wicks (1999) indicates, there appears to be 
a more common worldview among aboriginal peoples, whether they are Cree, 
Maori, or Australian aborigine, that differs markedly from the worldview of 
peoples of European descent. Jacobs and Reyhner (2002) also connect 
American Indian worldviews with those of Alaska Natives and set them apart 
from non-Native worldviews. Leadership styles that are effective in any of 
these environments should prove to be more successful with other indigenous 
students than a style imposed by Anglo-American education systems. In fact, 
according to Sergiovanni (1996) the current leadership styles in southern 
schools that are based on bureaucratic styles may not be as effective in those 
schools either as they were once believed to be. Perhaps Western education 
systems should also look beyond current leadership practices to those that 
place an emphasis on the development of relationships and community.  
 

Anglo-American systems of education and the variety of school leadership 
strategies that have become prominent in the past fifty years may not be as 
successful in northern schools because of the cultural differences in 
communication, class values, attitudes and beliefs between the student’s home 
and the dominant culture. This paper takes a critical look at the differences 
between the Anglo-American and the indigenous worldviews, and discusses 
leadership qualities and styles that may be more effective in schools with 
indigenous students. The question of whether or not the suggested qualities 
and styles are as relevant to Inuit schools as to other indigenous schools is 
addressed. It is possible that some of these qualities and styles may be more 
effective in southern schools than many of the corporate strategies currently 
in use. Also included are suggestions for the development of effective leaders 
for Inuit schools. This essay may be of particular interest to northern leaders 
in education and also to the Departments of Education in the North as they 
prepare for the Educational Leadership Program that takes place each July in 
one of the northern communities.  
  
Inuit World View and the School Context 
Aboriginal worldview contrasted with Anglo-American worldview 
Aboriginal groups educated their children long before European settlers 
moved into these previously ‘unknown’ areas of the world, bringing with them 
their own purposes for, and methods of, education. Aboriginal education was 
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immediate, vital, and based on subsistence existence. As Jules (1999) writes, 
“traditionally, our peoples’ teachings addressed the total being, the whole 
community, in the context of a viable living culture” (p. 42). Children learned 
from their elders by watching and imitating the skills they would need as 
adults for the survival of their group. Children were also taught that the 
interests and well-being of the group were more important than their 
individual well-being. Through the use of celebrations, ceremonies, and rituals 
to reinforce and validate indigenous cultural norms and values, children came 
to understand the importance of relationships with family, places, and nature. 
Wicks (1999) writes, “it appears that all things within indigenous world views 
are related and best understood within the context of their relatedness (and) 
conversely, the Western world view has a tendency toward 
compartmentalization and understanding wholes by analyzing their component 
parts” (p. 4). 
 

Wicks also points out differences between indigenous and non-indigenous 
temporal mapping as evidenced by poor attendance rates and problems of 
punctuality among indigenous students. These problems emerged as a recurring 
theme among indigenous schools in Canada, New Zealand, as well as Australia in 
Wicks’ study. In all of these locations, students and aboriginal staff did not 
answer to the school bell but responded according to a more natural rhythm. 
The emphasis on relationships, especially family relationships, that have 
priority over education, creates pressures and problems for aboriginal staff 
and students. These are not problems to the same extent for the Anglo-
American who tends to compartmentalize life and separates private life and 
work. 
 

Highly participative, consensual decision-making is another aspect of 
indigenous culture that stands in contrast to the democratic ideals we 
generally emulate in our schools. We may ask our students to vote on issues in 
the classroom or we may use the “majority rules” concept, after listening to 
each child’s opinion. According to Jules (1999), if Native leaders could not 
decide on a course of action, the decision was left unmade and the dissenting 
leaders were able to leave the larger group along with their families. This 
would be unthinkable in our schools or communities as they are currently 
established.  
 

The southern curriculum is largely teacher-centered and based on the 
empirical structure of knowledge. Anglo-American teachers focus on delivering 
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the curriculum in small chunks that fit together logically, or build on one 
another, rather than focusing on the relationships between people and places. 
They place high value on individualism, questioning, and active participation. 
Indigenous students, on the other hand, are most successful with a 
constructivist and experiential approach that is both community- and 
environment-centered, where co-operation and quiet observation are valued. A 
strong desire for the success of others, as opposed to the stress on 
competition and being at the ‘top of the class’, is also mentioned as an 
aboriginal cultural characteristic.  
 

The education system in Nunavut must change if Inuit students are to be 
successful in northern schools. School leaders who understand the differences 
between the indigenous worldview and the Anglo-American worldview, and who 
believe Inuit students can be successful wherever they choose to pursue their 
careers must initiate this change. The focus must be on bi-cultural education 
so the youth will have access to both their own culture and the mainstream 
culture that threatens to engulf them. Inuit students should graduate with a 
strong sense of who they are and where they have come from, as well as a 
thorough understanding of the larger landscape of Canadian society. 
 
Inuit school context 
Education is relatively new to the north with the first schools in most 
communities being elementary schools. The few students who graduated from 
these were flown to a larger centre such as Yellowknife, Inuvik, Churchill, or 
Iqaluit to attend high school until secondary schooling was introduced to the 
communities in the early 1990’s. Schools across the north used the Alberta 
curriculum that requires students to pass grade 12 departmental exams to 
graduate. Since the 1970’s, attempts have been made to include cultural 
activities as an integral part of the school experience, and courses such as 
Northern Studies and Inuktitut have been added to the approved course list. 
With the creation of Nunavut in 1999, the Department of Education has 
focused on developing curriculum for northern students or on adapting the 
curriculum to make it more relevant. 
 

Teachers generally came from southern Canada, taught for ten months, and 
left for summer holidays, although more are now making the north their home. 
Inuit classroom assistants worked with teachers in most primary classrooms in 
the 70’s and 80’s. The assistants helped translate the teacher’s directions for 
the students and also interpreted for parents who wished to discuss their 
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children with the teachers. These classroom assistants often enrolled in the 
teacher education programs and became the first Inuit teachers; the first 
Inuit administrators gained their positions in the past decade. Locally hired 
Inuit language specialists teach children Inuktitut or Inuinnaqtun and, in some 
schools, students now learn in their first language for the first few years of 
school.  
 

The north as a region appears to present many similarities, yet we know that 
each community and region within Nunavut faces unique challenges. 
Differences include the many dialects of Inuktitut across the territory, and 
evidence of the traditional lifestyle that has disappeared from some of the 
larger communities. Therefore one should guard against making generalized 
and stereotypical statements when discussing education in the north. 
 

Unique problems faced by schools 
There are unique challenges for education in Nunavut, for the students, 
teachers, administrators, and parents as well. Many children come from 
troubled homes. Tompkins (1998) mentions “the lifestyle illnesses that affect 
many Inuit in the form of suicide, chemical dependency, and spousal and child 
abuse in a context where unemployment is high and there appears to be only an 
increasingly bleak economic future ahead” (p. 26). Children from troubled 
homes require understanding and care that may go beyond the traditional role 
of the teacher. Often basic needs, such as hunger, must be met before more 
formal aspects of education can be considered.  
According to a Staff Development Questionnaire completed in 2001, (Guy, 
2002), 51.8% of the teachers in Nunavut come from across the southern part 
of Canada. Their teacher education programs do not necessarily prepare them 
for the realities of education in the north and they must adapt their 
methodology to fit the circumstances appropriately. Many find this difficult 
to do and there is a high rate of turnover among these teachers. Inuit 
teachers, having been trained in the same kinds of programs, return to the 
communities and may use the same ineffective methodology rather than pulling 
‘best practices’ from their training and using them in more culturally-relevant 
ways.  
 

The need for more Inuit teachers and administrators is pressing. Currently, 
Inuit hold 20% of senior, or leadership positions, an increase from 17% in 1994 
(Guy, 2002). These leadership positions include Principals, Assistant Principals, 
Program Support Teachers, Consultants, Superintendents, and Executive 
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Directors. Inuit children do not encounter professional Inuit role models on a 
daily basis. While many southern teachers attempt to include culture in their 
lessons, it can only be their understanding of the culture that they are 
presenting; they are not living and practising the Inuit way of life as they 
teach. The Nunavut Teacher Education Program has been in existence since 
the 1960’s but there is a lack of candidates who wish to enroll, partly because 
students are often required to leave their home community to attend courses. 
As well, qualified Inuit teachers are often attracted by other high-paying 
positions with the government or with one of the Inuit organizations.  
 

Many Inuit parents have been through the residential school system where 
they were punished for the use of their own language and were held 
accountable to southern standards. In a Statement of Reconciliation, the 
Government of Canada (2003) acknowledged the negative impact of the 
residential school system and recognized “that the result of these actions was 
the erosion of the political, economic and social systems of Aboriginal people 
and nations” (p.1). These individuals lost touch with their own culture and also 
missed out on ‘normal’ family life with the result that they are often unsure of 
how to respond to their own children’s needs or problems. Alexie (2002) 
writes about those who had been through this experience: “they lacked one of 
the most important and fundamental skills needed to preserve the family unit. 
This skill cannot be taught, it can only be learned. This skill was parenting” (p. 
17). The parents of many of today’s students are struggling to provide support 
for their children without adequate or appropriate parenting skills. 
 

Geography and the fact that the small population of Nunavut (26,665 
according to Statistics Canada 2001 Census) is spread over a wide distance 
create other problems for education across the north. The majority of Inuit 
speak Inuktitut with Inuinnaqtun being the first language of Inuit in two 
communities in the western part of the territory. However there are many 
dialects of Inuktitut and the spelling is not yet standardized, resulting in a 
lack of materials to teach students in their first language. It is expensive to 
produce materials with such a limited market and distribution is expensive as 
communities in Nunavut are accessible only by air. Support over long distance 
is difficult and educators may experience feelings of isolation as visits from 
consultants and school administrators are infrequent.  
 

Regardless of these and other problems, the Government of Nunavut 
endeavours to ensure that its schools will provide the resources to enable its 
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youth to thrive and to advance their society in a global environment. School 
leaders and administrators are asked to “recognize and celebrate the 
strengths and uniqueness of each student and his or her individual goals. As 
Inuit have always done, knowledge from the past will be utilized to help 
prepare … youth for the future through educational programs which are 
delivered in a resourceful and cost-effective manner” (Government of Nunavut 
2002).  
  

Inuit World View and School Leadership 
Effective leadership in indigenous schools 
The research of Pavlik (1988), Wildcat (1995), Wicks (1999), Jules (1999), and 
Jacobs and Reyhner (2002) provide suggestions or lists of qualities of 
effective leaders in aboriginal schools, many of which would be positive 
qualities for leaders in most schools, and not just Native schools. Wildcat’s 
(1995) summary of the essential qualities of effective leaders of First 
Nations schools could describe effective leaders of schools in any location in 
Canada. The individuals Wildcat interviewed believed that (a) leaders care for 
others and are committed to include all members in decision-making, (b) 
leaders must develop credibility with their coworkers by being visible and an 
example to others, and (c) leaders must have a clear vision of what can be and 
they must be flexible and willing to adapt. The reason these qualities are so 
comparable with those of effective leaders of mainstream schools could be, as 
Jules (1999) indicates, the fact that most leadership training available is 
based on Euro-centric models. Also, until the 1970’s, the majority of 
indigenous adults had received their education in the same school system as 
non-Natives. Wildcat’s interviewees were all Native leaders in education but 
they most likely all had similar educational experiences in Western-style 
schools. 
Jules (1999) illustrates the difference between Native and non-Native 
leadership styles “by means of a triangle in which the people form the base 
and the leader the top. In Native Indian cultures the base is up and the people 
are supreme. In non-Native cultures the triangle is inverted” (p. 45). The six 
qualities and behaviours of leadership identified through Jules’ interviews 
were (a) leaders possess humility, (b) leaders possess wisdom and are trained 
from childhood to accept responsibility, (c) leaders serve, rather than boss, 
(d) leaders have to be close to the people, (e) leaders inform the people about 
what is going on, and (f) leaders are facilitators and are capable of directing 
people without appearing to tell them what to do (p. 53). 
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Jules interviewed elders who provided insights on leadership from 
perspectives of local, regional, provincial, or national leadership positions. 
These qualities appear to be more culturally relevant than those enumerated in 
Wildcat’s interviews, possibly because the elders had not had the same 
schooling experiences as Wildcat’s interviewees. 
 

Other qualities and considerations that emerge from the literature appear to 
be more particular to effective leadership of an aboriginal school where the 
local culture shapes the school’s purposes and defines the administrative 
context of its leaders. An effective leader, whether aboriginal or non-
aboriginal, (a) honours the value of relationships as an integral part of the 
school community, (b) recognizes the school as a site of local cultural 
maintenance, negotiation, and reproduction, (c) encourages traditional ways of 
teaching, learning, organizing, and decision-making in the school, (d) assumes a 
facilitating, rather than a managing role, (e) encourages involvement of wider 
community within school – especially elders, (f) is difference-oriented, 
encouraging diversity, (g) focuses on process and direction, rather than 
content and product, and (h) accepts that the role does not end at the school 
but extends throughout the community to include teaching parents and 
community members. 
 

Aboriginal administrators also provide important role models for aboriginal 
students seeking to validate who they are and what kinds of goals are 
appropriate/available for them. Non-Native principals, in particular, must (a) 
exhibit a sensitivity to, knowledge of, and respect for the indigenous culture, 
(b) possess a people-oriented personality and work with the community, (c) 
possess flexibility and welcome change, (d) accept the school as a unique 
entity, and (e) believe that indigenous children can succeed and expect 
excellence from them. Non-Native teachers and administrators must become 
active learners of the traditional teaching patterns in order to enhance the 
quality of education that they transmit to the children in indigenous school. 
 

Inuit Culture: A Focus 
Much of the available literature related to aboriginal leadership concerns 
First Nations or Indian schools; the question then arises if the observations 
or results are applicable to Inuit schools. I believe they are. McAlpine and 
Taylor (1993), in their study of the instructional preferences of Cree, Inuit, 
and Mohawk teachers, concluded that all three aboriginal groups of teachers 
transformed their classrooms away from typical non-Native styles to 
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instructional preferences that better suited the needs of their students. The 
Inuit were distinct among these three groups of teachers for their strong 
language-based activities, perhaps as a result of their well-developed oral 
traditions or due to the fact that they were one of the last indigenous groups 
to come into contact with European culture.  
 

Inuit culture is based on the traditional kinship structure that provides the 
means of transmitting ideas, values, knowledge and skills from one generation 
to the next. Relationships are at the core of this culture just as they are at 
the core of other indigenous cultures. With the creation of the territory of 
Nunavut in 1999, the new government has emphasized the critical role of the 
Inuit culture in all aspects of government, education, and commerce through 
the implementation of ‘Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit’. The vision of Inuit 
Qaujimajatuqangit, or the ‘Inuit way of knowing’, is holistic, dynamic and 
cumulative in its approach to knowledge, teaching and learning. Inuit 
Qaujimajatuqangit embraces the indigenous worldview and as this vision is 
realized in the institutions throughout the territory, school leaders will be 
strongly encouraged to develop leadership styles that reflect this emphasis. 
 

Inuit Leadership: A Broader Context  
Would Inuit leadership styles be applicable in southern Canadian schools or 
are they only successful in schools with indigenous populations? Are there 
aspects of Inuit leadership that would be effective in large schools that are 
becoming too ‘institutional’? Sergiovanni (1996), in his book Leadership for the 
Schoolhouse: How is it Different? Why is it Important?, provides an 
alternative vision of schools as caring, intimate communities that are more 
responsive to human nature and student development. He writes, 
Beliefs about learning have a lot to do with beliefs about relationships… Will 
role relationships and job descriptions narrowly define specific topics for 
attention and discussion with students? Or will relationships be considered 
unbounded by roles, and thus more inclusive and holistic? (p. 65)  
 

And, 
The importance of achieving clarity, control, and consensus remains 
important…the community perspective suggests that we need to be clear about 
the basic direction of schools by setting the overall tone. Leaders can do this 
by providing the kind of purposing that invites teachers, parents, and students 
to help forge a covenant, a moral compact, that includes shared goals, values, 
and standards in the form of operating principles. (p. 162) 
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The ideas of relationships, communities, and shared values appear throughout 
Sergiovanni’s book. He suggests that schools should move away from imported 
corporate views of leadership and theories of schooling that provide all of the 
answers for every eventuality. Instead, schools should become learning and 
inquiring communities for staff as well as students. It is easier to build the 
important relationships within smaller communities where individuals have 
moral obligations rather than in institutions where the obligations are more 
contractual and less personal. 
 

Many of the qualities and ideas that effective leaders develop in Inuit schools 
would fit well with Sergiovanni’s vision of leadership for the schoolhouse. 
Leaders of large southern schools could use these ideas as they build the 
community within their schools. Of course each leader must respond to their 
school community as a unique community with its own ‘culture’, but there will 
still be relationships that can be developed within the school itself as well as 
with the larger community.  
  

Discussion 
Implications 
Effective leadership in Inuit schools must reflect the Inuit culture, language, 
and traditions while emphasizing the importance of relationships with people, 
place, and nature. The implications for leadership training of administrators in 
northern schools would vary according to whether the individual is Inuit or 
non-Inuit. Inuit leaders should be encouraged to explore their cultural 
backgrounds and beliefs as they come to a full understanding of their place in 
the world as well as their role in nurturing the youth of their culture. They 
should reflect on their leadership style to ascertain if their beliefs and 
worldviews are congruent with their role as a school leader. If their beliefs 
and actions were at odds, Inuit leaders would need to examine the origins and 
relevance of any discrepancies as they clarify their personal priorities. Inuit 
leaders should be encouraged to use the best strategies from both ‘worlds’ in 
their practice. 
 

There are implications for non-Inuit working within Inuit schools as well. 
Although non-Inuit teachers and principals cannot draw upon the personal 
background of Inuit culture to the same extent, they should be encouraged to 
broaden their knowledge and understandings of indigenous cultures and make 
use of these understandings in their work within the schools and communities 
of the north. The focus of the leader’s role should be one of encouraging 
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differences and accepting change as staff and students learn in a bi-cultural 
environment. The leader should foster the development of relationships and a 
community that is united in its purpose. 
 

Implications may extend to leadership in schools across our country. Given the 
multicultural nature of Canadian society, most school populations consist of 
students from a variety of cultures with disparate worldviews. Perhaps some 
of the emphases in Inuit schools on community and relationships would assist 
leaders in other schools as they attempt to strengthen the positive culture 
within their learning communities.  
 

Directions for leadership development 
A number of directions for effective leadership development may be 
suggested. Five possibilities appear to be particularly appropriate in the given 
context: (a) orientation for new teachers and administrators, (b) leadership 
conferences, (c) mentoring, (d) support from a distance, and (e) reflective 
practice.  
 

Orientation for new teachers or administrators, whether Inuit or non-Inuit, 
offers the potential to create an awareness of cultural differences and 
assumptions. For example, assumptions are often made that since an individual 
is Inuit, they understand their culture and history, and are able to ‘teach’ 
their culture using methodologies learned in other contexts. Awareness of 
differences and assumptions may make it possible for individuals new to a 
community or position to avoid pitfalls and negative situations. While many 
schools currently conduct orientations for new staff, all schools should be 
encouraged to make this a meaningful priority. An orientation at the start of 
each school year could benefit returning staff as well, as time is provided for 
team building and developing a vision for the school based in the context of 
the community. Orientation designed specifically for administrators within a 
region would focus more closely on developing the knowledge and skills 
necessary for leadership roles in Inuit schools.  
 

Leadership development conferences and programs are another method of 
promoting effective, relevant school leadership. The Educational Leadership 
Program has been offered each July in the north since the early 1990’s for 
principals and other teachers who were interested in pursuing leadership 
roles. This program consists of two phases, each consisting of eighty hours of 
class work and a practicum. The program could be extended to include a 
conference in January that would be open to any participant of the 
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Educational Leadership Program, past or present. This would provide 
opportunities for prospective leaders to meet with administrators already in 
the schools to participate in a professional dialogue and look at current issues 
in education as they pertain to the northern context.  
 

Mentorship programs should provide positive attention, support, and 
encouragement for school leaders as they develop their skills. Co-
principalships offer support to new principals as they take on more 
responsibilities within the school with the guidance of an experienced 
principal. They allow new principals to acquire the practical knowledge and 
characteristic behaviors that typify successful principals. While practices and 
routines are discussed with the novice, the opportunity arises for these 
routines to be examined for their need, effectiveness, and cultural relevance. 
If a routine really serves no purpose, or can be done in a more effective or 
culturally sensitive manner, both administrators are able to explore 
alternatives. The challenge in establishing a successful mentorship would be 
matching interns with mentors when the number of available mentors in 
Nunavut is relatively small.  
 

Methods of providing ongoing support from a distance are vital across the 
north. As communities are isolated and air travel is expensive it is necessary 
to find alternatives that work effectively. The telephone provides immediate 
communication, enabling principals to discuss problems or issues with a 
colleague or the regional office. Teleconferencing provides the opportunity 
for a group of individuals to communicate with each other at the same time. 
The availability of Internet in all of our schools makes it possible for either 
synchronous or asynchronous communication between individuals or groups. 
Webber and Robertson (1998) have developed a collaborative Internet project 
for graduate studies that allows “construction of meaning, provision of a 
forum for discussion, validation of personal knowledge, generative learning, 
formal and informal leadership, sense of community, and international 
perspectives” (p. 1). They believe this model “has the potential to facilitate 
leadership development that incorporates local, national, and international 
interactions among educational stakeholders” (p. 19). Provided that individuals 
possess the skills necessary to access such a forum, the Internet may be 
another method to provide support to administrators regardless of location or 
time.  
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Critical reflection is a useful tool for personal and professional development. 
From a daily teaching log to an in-depth examination of the ramifications of a 
decision, reflection allows teachers and principals to examine their 
assumptions, to clarify practices and beliefs, and possibly to discover 
alternative methods of working with students and colleagues. Individuals may 
use techniques such as engaging in critical conversations with colleagues or 
journaling. Inuit administrators, coming from an oral tradition, may prefer to 
tape record their reflections. Administrators could be introduced to 
reflective practice during an orientation and encouraged to reflect on their 
professional activities on a regular basis. 
 

These are only five suggestions for the development of leaders who would be 
effective in the context of schools in Nunavut. Other possibilities are certain 
to emerge as careful consideration is given to the requirements and potential 
of the unique northern environment. 
 

Conclusions 
Many factors influence the teaching and learning that happens in any school, 
including the students, parents, community, teachers, and curricula. The 
principal of a school must understand the context of the school within the 
community, the parents’ needs and desires, the teachers’ strengths, and weave 
these together into a welcoming environment where students are nurtured and 
encouraged to realize their potential, where teachers are encouraged to do 
their best and grow as educators, and where everyone recognizes that they 
have a part in the children’s education. In addition, the principal of a school in 
an Inuit community must consider the differences and potential difficulties 
inherent in the meeting of cultures within the education system.  
 

Leadership models developed for mainstream schools across Canada are not 
always as effective in Inuit schools in Nunavut. This paper has attempted to 
highlight leadership strategies that would be more successful in the north. 
Indigenous and non-indigenous worldviews were contrasted as a background 
upon which to examine the roles and qualities of effective indigenous leaders 
and effective leaders of indigenous students. An administrator who 
understands the differences between indigenous worldviews and Anglo-
American worldviews, and who is willing to develop leadership qualities as 
described in this essay, would be successful in Inuit schools. The bonuses for 
Inuit administrators include the fact that they are passing on their own values 
to their students and they are highly visible role models for each student in 
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their schools. A culturally relevant model of leadership, one that takes the 
best from both Inuit and Anglo-American cultures, is necessary to ensure 
success for Inuit students – to enable Inuit youth to achieve their goals in 
either society.  
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Cooperative Learning, Collaborative Relationships 
 

It is only under certain conditions that cooperative efforts may be expected 
to be more productive than competitive and individualistic efforts. Those 
conditions are as follows. 
 

Positive Interdependence 
Team members are obliged to rely on one another to achieve the goal. If any 
team members fail to do their part, everyone suffers consequences. 
 

Positive Interdependence  (sink or swim together)  
o Each group member's efforts are required and indispensable for 

group success  
o Each group member has a unique contribution to make to the joint 

effort because of his or her resources and/or role and task 
responsibilities 

 

The core part of a cooperative group is the development and maintenance of 
positive interdependence among team members. A sense of 
interconnectedness can help students get past the gender, racial, cultural, 
linguistic, and other differences they may sense among themselves. 
Unfortunately, these differences often are at the root of prejudice and other 
interpersonal stress that students experience in school.  
 

Students need to participate in activities in which they learn to depend on 
each other as they ask for and receive help from one another. Individualistic 
and competitive teaching methods certainly have their place in the 
instructional program, but they should be balanced with cooperative learning 
(Johnson and Johnson, 1994).  
 

When students work in cooperative teams in which "all work for one" and "one 
works for all," team members receive the emotional and academic support that 
helps them persevere (definition: to persist in spite of difficulties) against 
the many obstacles they face in school. As cooperative norms are established, 
students are positively linked to others in the class who will help them and 
depend on them for completing shared tasks. By becoming knowers as well as 
learners in a supportive atmosphere, learners can establish more equal status 
relationships with their peers.  
 

When the environment becomes more equitable, students are better able to 
participate based on their actual, rather than their perceived knowledge and 
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abilities. Teamwork, fostered by positive interdependence among the 
members, helps students learn valuable interpersonal skills that will benefit 
them socially and vocationally.  
 

Face-To-Face Interaction 
When people work together in a group, they need to work interactively. That 
means group members share their ideas with others in the group, they provide 
one another with feedback and they question one another's thoughts and 
ideas. Probably the most important interaction is when group members teach 
and encourage one another. They support each other to be successful. 
 

Face-to-Face Interaction (promote each other's success)  
orally explaining how to solve problems  
teaching one's knowledge to other  
checking for understanding  
discussing concepts being learned  
connecting present with past learning 
 

Learning requires that students have opportunities to understand what they 
hear and read as well as express themselves in meaningful tasks. Cooperative 
learning creates natural, interactive settings in which students have real 
reasons for listening to one another, asking questions, clarifying issues, and 
re-stating points of view.  
 

Cooperative groups increase opportunities for students to produce and 
understand language and to obtain modeling and feedback from their peers. 
Much of the value of cooperative learning lies in the way that teamwork 
encourages students to engage in such high-level thinking skills as analyzing, 
explaining, synthesizing, and elaborating.  
 

Interactive tasks also naturally stimulate and develop the students' thinking, 
language, and social abilities. Cooperative activities integrate the acquisition 
of these skills and create powerful learning opportunities. Such interactive 
experiences are particularly valuable for students who are learning English as 
a second language, who face simultaneously the challenges of language 
acquisition, academic learning, and social adaptation. By stimulating language 
input and output, cooperative strategies provide learners with natural settings 
in which they can derive and express meaning from academic content . 
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Students do not know instinctively how to interact effectively with others. 
Social skills, like other skills, should be taught and reinforced. Teambuilding 
activities will help students get to know and trust one another. Other 
important social skills include accepting and supporting one another and 
resolving conflicts constructively. Teachers need to model positive 
interpersonal skills, have students practice the skills, and encourage the 
students to process how effectively they are performing the skills. Focusing 
on social skill development will increase student achievement and enhance the 
students' employability, interpersonal relationships, and general psychological 
health. 
 

Individual Accountability 
All students in a group are held accountable for doing their share of the work 
and for mastery of all of the material to be learned. 
 

Individual and Group Accountability (no hitchhiking! no social loafing)  
 Keeping the size of the group small. The smaller the size of the group, 

the greater the individual accountability may be.  
 Giving an individual test to each student.  
 Randomly examining students orally by calling on one student to present 

his or her group's work to the teacher (in the presence of the group) or 
to the entire class.  

 Observing each group and recording the frequency with which each 
member-contributes to the group's work.  

 Assigning one student in each group the role of checker. The checker 
asks other group members to explain the reasoning and rationale 
underlying group answers.  

 Having students teach what they learned to someone else. 
 

Instructions to the students are specific: each group and each student within 
that group has a task to perform. In other words, each student must 
demonstrate his or her mastery of the subject and receive an individual grade. 
Group grades, which may result in some students coasting to a higher mark on 
the effort of others, do not emphasize individual accountability and are not 
recommended. 
 

Cooperative learning groups are not successful until every member has learned 
the material or has helped with and understood the assignment. Thus, it is 
important to frequently stress and assess individual learning so that group 
members can appropriately support and help each other. Some ways of 
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structuring individual accountability are by giving each group member an 
individual accountability exam or by randomly selecting one member to give an 
answer for the entire group.19 
 

Appropriate Use of Collaborative Skills 
Students are encouraged and helped to develop and practice trust-building, 
leadership, decision-making, communication, and conflict management skills. 
 

Interpersonal & Small-Group Skills  
 Social skills must be taught:  
 Leadership  
 Decision-making  
 Trust-building  
 Communication  
 Conflict-management skills 

 

Students may not come to school with the social skills they need to 
collaborate effectively with others. So teachers need to teach the 
appropriate communication, leadership, trust, decision making, and conflict 
management skills to students and provide the motivation to use these skills in 
order for groups to function effectively.20 
 

Within the modules of Aulajaaqtut many of these skills are taught. You have 
been taught to communicate through listening, paraphrasing, seeking to 
understand before judging, and means of handling controversies. Shared 
leadership was promoted in Inuit culture and being acknowledged as a very 
credible way of leading in many aspects of society around the world. In the 
modules you have been asked to take on different roles within cooperative 
learning groups and these have been used to show you how leadership has 
multiple dimensions. Trust activities have also been promoted. Look back the 
module on Healthy Relationships to find some references to trust activities. 
As groups learn to work together more effectively they also have to learn how 
to resolve conflicts and how to make decisions. Conflicts can be seen as 
positive if they are opportunities for learning and if people are treated 
respectfully while voicing their opinions and beliefs.  
 

All these skills are so crucial for community development. In the past when 
people lived in small groupings they learned to do live harmoniously through 
day-to-day interaction. Nowadays with larger groups we have to consciously 
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work on these skills in order for us to have healthy and prosperous 
communities. 
 

Group Processing 
Team members set group goals, periodically assess what they are doing well as 
a team, and identify changes they will make to function more effectively in the 
future. 
 

Group Processing  
 Group members discuss how well they are achieving their goals and 

maintaining effective working relationships  
 Describe what member actions are helpful and not helpful  
 Make decisions about what behaviors to continue or change 

 

Processing means giving the students the time and procedures to analyze how 
well their groups are functioning and how well they are using the necessary 
social skills. This processing helps all group members achieve while maintaining 
effective working relationships among members. Feedback from the teacher 
and/or student observers on how well they observed the groups working may 
help processing21 
 

One procedure that can be used for group processing is setting goals and 
criteria upon which the group or individuals in the group can assess their 
progress. Criteria are “the standards by which something can be judged or 
valued.” They let us know what counts. Teachers can set criteria for their 
students or they can set it with their students and students can set or 
negotiate their own criteria. If students are involved they are more likely to 
buy into knowing what is expected of them and then accomplish tasks 
successfully.22 
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 Feedback Fax 
 
To:  Coordinator Secondary School Programs 

Curriculum and School Services 
Department of Education 
Arviat 

 (867) 857 - 3090 
 
Date: _____________ 
 
From: __________________________ 
 

Re:  The Aulajaaqtut Secondary School Curriculum 
 
This is feedback for the Aulajaaqtut 11 module titled Inusirniq - Leadership. 
 
What was helpful to you in this module? 
 
 
What did you find was unnecessary information? 
 
 
 
What needs more detail? 
 
 
 
Did you see any mistakes that we need to correct? 
 
 
 
Is there anything that you would like to contribute to this module? (for 
example, teaching ideas, assessment ideas, samples of student work, 
resources) 
 
 
 
Is there something that we can do to make this module more useful for you? 
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Endnotes 
                                         
11 W. Dyer (1998) “Leadership” Wisdom of the Ages New York: Harper Collins, 
pages 9 – 11. 
 
2 Available in Appendix B of the Teachers’ Handbook. 
 
3 Continuum – definition – something consisting of a series of variations or of a 
sequence of things in regular order The New Merriam-Webster Pocket 
Dictionary. 
 
4 Key Values – resilience, practice, patience, survival, perseverance, 
unpretentiousness, mastery, strength, listening, observation. Refer to these 
on the Inuit Values CD. 
 
5 As told by Joe Karetak after a meeting in which he had mentioned the 
raising of dogs for a dog team. Joe has used the idea of ‘dog teams’ as a  
metaphor for leadership and after hearing his own story about how he learned 
how to have a dog team, the metaphor has more meaning. 
 
6 Written by Louis Angalik and translated by Saimanaaq Netser. 
 
7 Key Values – resourcefulness, adaptability, improvisation, innovative, 
creative, perseverance from the Inuit Values CD. 
 
8 This information is available in the students’ journal. 
 
9 Key Values – cooperation, sharing, unity, respect, teamwork, family, oneness, 
apologize, taking the long view. Refer to these on the Inuit Values CD. 
 
10 Taken from What’s This Got To do With Anything? A Collection of 
Group/Class Builders and Energizers by Jim Craigen and Chris Ward, 1996,  p. 
12. 
 
11 Key Values – conservation, patience, acceptance, interconnectedness, 
significance, endurance, taking the long view, found on the Inuit Values CD. 
 
12 Taken and adapted from Joining Together by Johnson and Johnson, 1978. 
 
13 Key Values – sharing, love, listening, helping, responsibility, strength, 
volunteer, generosity, respect, found on the Inuit Values CD. 
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14 Taken from What’s This Got To do With Anything? A Collection of 
Group/Class Builders and Energizers by Jim Craigen and Chris Ward, 1996, p. 
7. 
 
15 Adapted from What’s This Got To do With Anything? A Collection of 
Group/Class Builders and Energizers by Jim Craigen and Chris Ward, 1996, p. 
17. 
 
16 Adapted from the work of Donald Murray. 
 
17 Check the Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Education Framework for Nunavut 
Schools or Pinasuaqtavut for more information related to the IQ principles. 
 
18 Brenda Illaszewicz began teaching at Kiilinik High School in Cambridge Bay 
in 1992. She worked there as a teacher, program support teacher, vice 
principal and principal. She was also active in the NWT teachers’ union and 
then the Nunavut teachers’ union. Brenda passed away in September, 2009; 
her death was due to cancer.  
 
19 http://www.mainesupportnetwork.org/handouts/pdf/Basic%20Elements.pdf 
effectiveness.  
 
20 http://www.mainesupportnetwork.org/handouts/pdf/Basic%20Elements.pdf 
effectiveness. 
 
21 http://www.mainesupportnetwork.org/handouts/pdf/Basic%20Elements.pdf 
effectiveness. 
 
22 Taken from Setting and Using Criteria  by Kathleen Gregory, Caren Cameron 
& Anne Davies, Connections Publishing, 2001. 
 


